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PREFACE 
This is a study in doubt. All of us at 
one time or other in our lives are plagued 
by doubt, but few of us pass the whole 
span of our existence in the constant 
torments and tortures of scrupulousness 
and indecision. Only those capable of 
great faith fall Victims of satanic 
doubt. There is often more to be gained 
in studying life's failures and misfits 
than her heroes and leaders. 
Boston, 1951 THE AUTHOR 
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CHAPT E R 0 N E 
And He said to them, "Take nothing for 
your journey, neither staff, nor wallet, 
nor bread, nor money; neither have two 
tunics. And whatever house you enter, 
stay there, and do not leave the place. 
And whoever does not receive you go 
forth from that to~n, and shake off even 
the dust from your feet for a witness 
against them." 
Luke VIII, 3-5 
CHAPTER I. 
TAKE NOTHING FOR YOUR JOURNEY 
Evening had almost settled on Donegal. 
Swiftly and savagely it wove the damp bog tnto the 
hills , folded it over t he valley, a.nd sifted the 
ashen dusk between the trees. From the west, somber 
brooding r ain clouds chased each other acrbss a 
slate grey sky, and hurled occ asional handfuls of 
drops on the little village below. Father Cornelius 
J. McMahon, parish priest of Knockmany and pastor 
of Our Lady Queen of Peace, stood at his rectory 
window staring into the darkness with watery, tired 
eyes . He knew by the signs -- the sighing and 
screeching of the restless wind as it grappled with 
the leafless trees in his forgotten orchard, the 
wild almost frantic waving and jigging of the hedges 
on what was once his lawn, t he monotonous squeaking 
and banging of the old iron gate -- that this was 
to be another of those nakedly stark, viciously 
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turbulent autumn evenings that made the countryside 
even more dismal than it usually was. Another night 
of lashing, spiteful wind storms, washed out roads 
and flooded ditches, angry rain stamping on the skylight, 
of thunder growling and muttering in the hills, and 
lightning leaping into the valley; another night that 
the tourists and cyclists would call bewitching, a night 
t hat would make Tim O'Rourke, his sexton and sometime 
housekeeper, shake his bald head, and observe, "Aye. 
'Tis a terror. Did you ever hear the like of it? Such 
booming and blowing? 'Tis a night for the banshees and 
the hobgoblins and them what believes in them if there 
ever was one. Don't you sayso, Father?" 
Father McMahon never said so. B.e held neither 
the romantic nor the superstitious opinion of the climate. 
Sixteen years of crippling rheumatism and wretching 
broncPitis, suffered in a land t hat bore him, but a land 
he never learned to love nor even tolerate, made him dread 
all this whirling and fog and dampness. "It's TB country 
that's what it is. TB country or maybe the influenza, but 
there's no health in it, and t hat's for sure" , he used to 
answer O'Rourke in the days when he considered it a matter 
of simple politenes.s to give an answer. But that 
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wa.s long ago, almost t vw decades, when he first carne to 
Knockmany. ~I ow he and 0 'Rourke seldom spoke . Too much 
had passed between them and beyond them, and even t he 
form alities vere gone. The housekeeper c ame and went , 
and the old priest scarcely noticed him . It was as if 
the ordinary gestures .and salutations of living were no 
longer ne eded, as if they already knew too much of e ach 
other and themselves and were sati ated. 
The pastor listened to the mournful murmurings 
o f the fast f alling night funneled into his parlor by 
a broken pane in the casement. Through the barren 
branches , over the misty turf, dovm the darkening laugh, 
the wind , remote :?...nd sad, was a lonely psalmist droning 
out a psalter of misery on a melancholy lyre, and 
carrying back, in dreary, recurring, half-forgotten 
antiphons, the truant years. Silent.. Intermittent . 
Circuitous. Like the first flurry of a new snow the 
dreams and yearnings and failures of years gone by came 
out of the shrouded l andscape. hovered about the cracked 
and peeling wallpaper, and slowly drifted into the dingy 
room. In swirls and lulls, in sall ies and vortices , 
those terrible days, once dreaded and always remembered, 
lighted and dissolved on the carpet. Long decayed months , 
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full of pain and anguish, of things attempted and seldom 
accomplished, of people and places and events, of blurred 
snatches of conversations, of faces pee~lng up a t the 
chalice and ears hanging in the fretted oblivion of the 
confess ional, all refused to stay buried in the abyss of 
the past , and eddied about the dust veiled bookcases in 
faint, waving parabolas. And in t he gaunt, l aughing 
shadows that the low burning turf fire flung across 
the ceiling, the dying but never dead memories of years 
lived and relived danced in and out. The night hummed 
the dun chant of time on the whim of a winter wind. 
Father McMahon shook himself from his reveries. 
He became conscious of the fact that he was no longer 
looking out of the window where pitch darkness had now 
settled, but was reading the past in the r eflected lights 
of the room on the pane. With an emphatic, contemptuous 
motion he pulled down the faded green shade. There was 
a finality about his action, an abruptness but a thorough-
ness, as if he sought in that motion of pulling down the 
shade to shut out, to erase for once and for all this tan-
talizing past, a past he knew he could never live with, but 
knew even more certainly that he would die with . "There!" 
he seemed to say to himself with feigned conviction, "! 
4. 
h ave blotted you out ! Cut you off completely! You 
can torment me no longer !" 
Somewhat satisfied and comforted by the added 
darkness he returned to his desk, and with grubby, 
freckle-stained hands groped for his penknife which lay 
on top of a disorderly pile of age-bitten books. Almost 
in rivalry with the whining and sighing of the stormy 
night he commenced a rasping, meticulous scraping at 
the freyed cuffs of his cassock. The knife slid back 
and forth across the shiny serge and scratched away 
at the jagged accumulations of hardened wax, the 
professional badge that proclaimed a lifetime spent 
at the altar, in the sacristy, over the Baptismal font, 
at the edge of gaping graves. 
The old priest licked his gums and smiled 
gleefully as the little pellets of dried wax tinkled 
on the floor. Occasionally he ground on-e of them into 
the boards with his foot or sent one flying with a 
vicious kick across the room, but under no circumstances 
would he dare touch the wax more than the operation 
demanded. If a stray chip chanced to land on his free 
hand, he brushed it off with a quick nervous gesture 
that betrayed a tremble, like one flicking off a 
5. 
' 
par-ticular ly odious insect. Father McMahon hated wax. 
He had always hated wax. It was one of the tools of his 
trade and something he had b,a.ndled for more t han seventy 
years , but he hated it with an almost psychopathic hate. 
He could not r~member a time when t he touch of wax did 
not t errify him and send a chill up his spine. In 
school t he other c hildren jumped at t he squeak of a 
hard piece of chalk against t he slate blackboard, and 
at home his f a ther plugged his ears when someone walked 
on spilled sugar. Wax had t he same effect on him. 
The specter of t he little r oom at t he back 
of t he parish house in Cross Glen still came into his 
mind after all t hese years. It was an almost bare room 
with a single window spilling a dingy spl a sh of light 
upon a long wooden t able. Here , on Saturday afternoons, 
t he altar boys took t heir turns at preparing t he can-
delabra and t he votive lamps for t he weekly high Mass 
and t he novena services. The candles came in wooden 
cases and wore wrapped individually in oil paper. It 
was t he altar boys' job to unpack them, shave the ends 
wit h a long knife so t hey could fit into t he holders, 
and slide t he tallow catchers down over the tips. The 
priest cringed as he t hought of t he long sliver.s of 
wax shaved from the stalks of t he new candles. He 
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could almost see himself again, a pale, sickly child 
of eight or nine, standing in the little wooden wind-
breaker that led to the room at the back of St. Paul's 
parish house, and nervously scanning the list of 
altar boy appointments that the nu..11 hung up every 
week . He recalled the desperate bargains .that he 
tried to make if his name was listed for sacristy 
duty. Most of the other boys hated funerals and 
disliked in particular putting out the catafalque 
for a Missa Cantata. This meant a trip down into 
the damp and lampless cellar beneath the church 
where several bishops were long ago entombed, and 
it meant bringing up the long wooden box that 
looked like a casket and smelled of incense and 
decay. He didn't mind that; in fact he rather liked 
it down there where it was black and cool and 
mysterious. And he didn't mind going tothe graveyard 
either because he like to listen to the long pra.yers thai: 
the priest read in English, and count the number of 
people who were crying, and ride back on top of the 
empty hearse with the undertaker. Bargains of this 
kind were usually easy to make, but when they didn't ma-
terialize he was panic stricken with the· thought of the 
long wooden table and the big, black handled knife. 
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One Saturday he ran a.way and hid in the barn 
behind Shea's Public House, and when Fathe Kearse found 
him he was very mad because he thought one of his altar 
boys was off sneaking smokes from the stable boys. And 
then there was the time at the High Mass \'!hen the Arch-
bishop came down from Armagh, a'1.d Father Kearse wanted 
everything to go right because the Primate was~ very 
fastidious man, one who thought that altar boys should 
contribute to the efficacy of the congregation and 
not detract from it by their slovenly service. It 
happened just as the procession was leaving ~he 
sacristy. In dipping his hand into the holy water 
font, one of the acolytes tipped his candle do?m so 
that the hot wax fell on Neil McMahon's neck. He 
uttered a terrifying shriek that could be heard at 
the back of the church that brought the Mother 
Superior out of the front pew on the run. The Primate 
thought the boy had actually been burned seriously 
and signalled the master of ceremonies to remove his 
cope while he examined the victim with his bony fingers. 
The High Mass was delayed a .full fifteen minutes and 
the choir sang the Asperge!;! ::.hree times to fill in 
the space taken up by the archbishop's arguing with 
Mother Superior, fussing with the pastor and his curates, 
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and impatiently t rying to piece t ogether what had 
happened by ques tioning the trembling altar boy. When 
Neil got home · he told his mother what had happened, 
blurting out the story in great spasms of t ears, but . 
she di dn't understand about t he wax either . She said 
what she always said to him in her vain ef ..:·art s to 
comfort and understand her only son. "Never mi nd, 
Neil . Someday you'll be up t here on the altar 
elevating the chalice and the other boys won't laugh 
a t you anymore. You'll be a priest of God and you'll 
be a credit to your mother and father, and everyone 
will come to you with t heir troubles." It was her 
constant dream. The only illusion t hat she allowed 
herself in a life of drab realism, and the thought 
of it frightened him almost as much as t he wax. He 
never was able to tell her about t he little room at 
t he back of t he parish house, and the oil papered 
candles, and the long thin slivers t hat felt like 
spiders crawling all over him. He never could 
make her understand t hat it was even worse when it 
got under your fingertips. The one romance in her 
life came between t hem, t he romance of his future. 
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The priest stopped his scr ap i ng abruptly, 
and vii th a violence inconslstent with his years . drove 
t he ¥..nife into t he table. He turned hi s yellowish eyes, 
now full o-f scorn and. trepidation,. towards the drawn 
s hade and pointed a s haking finger at it. nsot You 
have come back, have you?" he shouted in a .high, with-
ered voice. "You won't leave me be, you miserable 
tyrap.tst Well I'll fix youl I'll fix youl You wait 
and see. I'll have O'Rourke patch up tha~ hole t here 
and you'll have to stay out then. What do you 
t hink of that, eh? Now what have you got to say?" 
He buried his face in hi s hands and began to sob, 
great convu.lsi:ve sobs that heaved his s mall back up 
and do~n like a bellows. Over the desolate moor 
of his memory t he legions o.f t he past had trampled 
again, and he had capitulated. He t aised himself 
up on one elbow and scattered the little pile of 
shavings across the parish marriage record with a 
contemptuous sweep of his hand. "Waxl" he said, 
and poured a handful of chips through the palm of 
his hand. "I'm not afraid of you anymore!" Then 
he slumped himself across the chaos of his desk 
and sobbed quietly to himself. 
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Off in the distance, the seven~thirty carriage 
f rom Sligo wailed fr etfully toward Belfast, injecting 
a dissonant chord into the wind's melody. A light rain 
was falling now, dreary diaphanous drops which arran ed 
themselves in curious geometric patterns on the skylight 
and doodled on the tile roof with nervous fingers. 
Downstairs somewhere a do~r opened softly; hobnailed 
boots resounded on the carpet-worn staircase, t heir 
emphatic progression ending with t he shado?zy apparition 
of Tim O'Rourke at the edge of the threshold. 
He was neither a large man, nor a small one; 
or perhaps he was both. He had short thin legs, frail, 
bloodless hands with long, tapering fingers, and a 
large, barrel-shaped body, all chest and shoulders. 
His bald head was too small for his massive bull neck, 
and he would have given the impression of tremendous, 
inert power were it not for the fact that his chinless 
face was~ puffed and flabby, his eyes weak and shifty 
and set back far in their sockets, and he had a nervous 
twitch about the corners of his mouth and suggested a 
smile in preparation but seldom culminat.ed. 
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He was one of those people who dwell forever 
on the outer periphery of other people's lives, who are 
never noticed when present, but always missed when absent, 
who go unobserved and unevaluated, but sOmehow, by their 
own volition and intent, or everyone's unconcern, seem 
indispensable or at least strive desperately for that 
impression. His past was as dubious and rumor-ridden 
as his monthly visits to Dublin, which provided for the 
more sensational portion of the village gossip. No one 
could really say how or when he became sexton at Our 
Lady Queen of Pe~ce; who was parish priest when he was 
appointed; who had been his predecessor, or even his 
rival for the position. It seemed as if he were older 
than the parish itself, that he had always been there, 
and that it could not go on effectively without him, 
although he did next to nothing to maintain the shabby 
buildings and weed infested grounds. His age was a 
source of constant conjecture, for he had outlived three 
bishops and half a dozen pastors, but he could still 
cycle up and down the steep hills of Knockmany, and 
climb up on the high altar with the flowers and 
candelabra. He enjoyed the aura of mystery that he 
thought he created, but few cared to be mystified., That 
was his real enigma. He 1had the curious facul ty of 
being and not being a.ll at once. He did not register. 
It was the s ame in the village . When the 
nightly circle of tradesmen and . f~.rmer s gathered around 
the fireplace in Tabby McCoy's public house for stout 
and reminiscence, 0' Rourke wa s neither a.ccepted nor 
rejected. Be wa s just there: like one of t he orna-
mental spigot knobs on the tap, a useles s bit of 
decoration at best, but a bothersome voi.d when absent. 
If it were not for this unenticing contradiction, the 
sexton might ha.ve been a feared and even a hn.ted man • 
.. 
He Pretended to know everything about 
everyone. He had the final word. although later 
no one could ever recall him having opened his 
mouth, in every piece of ·backbiting or slander. 
He told tl1.e one orthodox version of any current 
scandal, and from the prodigious miscellany of 
his memory could produce irrefutable statistics 
in support of any calumny, especially if the event 
had been previously set down in any of the parish 
records. 
It was none other than Tim O'Rourke who 
aroused the interest of the police in the accidental 
death of Barney Mulvaney. No one doubted the fall 
1~. 
fr9m a step ladder version of .the story, and indeed 
the coroner· had C·oncluded the whole business without 
bother~ng to come to Knockmany. The ~idow Mulvaney 
was as dejected a mourner as you could hope for at 
any funeral, no matter how bad the poor deceased 
might haVf-l been in his lifetime. It was as simple 
and unsuspicious · as could be, until Tim O'Rourke 
went to see her. It was j~st another neighborly 
parish call, he told her, which all the trustees 
were obliged to make in compliance with the Lord's 
Beat~tudes, and be had come to console her. Then be 
turned those small rodent eyes on her and twitched his 
mouth a little bit and soon there was talk of wife 
beat! ng and a p9or provider and the insurance and 
doing what was best for the children. \\'hen the 
police inspector came up from Sligo poor Mrs. Mulvaney 
was at her wits end in trying to cope with his in-
sinuations, and attributed the whole sca.ndal to the 
malignance of hermster-in-law. Only the intervention 
of her brother who was a priest in Dundalk and a man 
of' great influence prevented her from being arrai gr_ed 
on a charge of murder. 
And it was Tim O'Rourke who kept Knockmany 
informed of the many eccentricities of the new 
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parish priest; about his eyesight which was getting 
worse as the months went by, so that "You know I 
must read his office to him every day now. Me , 
reading Latin ! "; and about the long conversations 
and arguments that he had with himself, "'Almost 
daft he is, muttering and whispering to himself like 
a maniac, and sitting there all day picklng at his 
cassock wi th that old penknife"; and of his after 
midnight meditations before the side altar in the 
chapel, "It's then that you should see him! Like a 
thing possessed, I tell you! Kneeling there all 
alone in the darkness with the eyes near popping 
out of his head . Till morning sometimes l I've 
seen him when I left at '\,night and he was there when 
" 
I came back in the morning} crying and jabbering cu1.d 
carrying on like a-~ months old infant~ He's a 
deep one, let me tell you ." 
Despite the sensational nature of his 
material, O'Rourke's delivery was tediously matter 
of fact. He was never credited with originating 
a story, and hence missed all the blame for the injury 
bestowed. He told a tale as if he took it for gran ted 
that everyone in the room had heard it before and knew 
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more about it than he did , and as if it were merely a 
boring repetltion on his part or a summary of the 
already accepted facts, And so his stories were re-
ceived . Indeed, because there was nothing of the 
dramatic in his narration, no a.ir of surreptl tiousness, 
no "just between me, you, and t he lamppost" atmosphere, 
no lmvering of the voice, or glances thrown over t he 
shoulder, or chair uulled in, he never created even the 
mildest of sensations. 
No one ever called Old Tim a blabberer or 
a washerwoman. He was simply that quiet bladheaded fel-
low who swept up the rice on the church steps after 
a wedding, or dropped into a wake to say his beads, 
or passed out a bit of holy water of a Sunday, was 
always available as a godfather at the Baptisms in 
the event that a relative dldn't show up, and served 
the early Mass when one of the altar boys chanced to over-
sleep. There was no harm in the man, n cne whatsoever. 
The whole mission of his life seemed to consist of just 
being there, anywhere, everywhere, at the Holy Name 
meetings,. ·or a charity bazaar, or a churching, or a 
crossroads accident, or on his stool in .the corner of 
Tabby McCoy's pub, and no one in the whole world would 
have wanted it otherwise. To probe his mysteries, 
to draw back the fl esh f rom the skel eton of his 
existence, r.puld· be as dull . c..nd u sel ess <~. s tho 
dissection of ari. alley c:-.;. t. · People took no 
interestin him, and even if they did, they 
could never match t he interest he took in them. 
He was always just "Old Tim, .the .fellow at the 
back of thE: church." 
And now here he was standing in the door-
way of the parish house at Knook.many, shifting his 
weight back and forth on the balls of his feet, and 
passing his cap from one hand to t he other. He 
st.ood there for a long time looking into the room. 
When he finally spoke, his voice Wci S deep and 
colorless, and his words came sloV~.rly. It wa s a s 
if he were trying not to disturb the steady pa tter 
of the raindrops and the barely audible sobbing 
of the priest. "Aye, 1 Tis a terror." he said. 
"Did you ever hear the like of it in all your born 
days? Such booming and blowing? 'Tis a night 
for the banshees and hobgoblins if there ever was 
one. Don't you say so, Father?" 
At the sound of his voice the old 
priest sat up listlessly in his chair and began 
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scraping at h i s cassock again. He made no a.n~rwer . 
The sexton moved noiselessly towards the fireplace 
and t ook a few pieces of damp turf froc the broken 
'!jiJiC~\:er bas:~et on the apron of the hearth and arranged 
them t-:xpertly about the low l appin g f lames . He sang 
softly t o hl ms.elf in a hiosing half- whisper : 
I went up to Dublin City 
At the hour of Twelve at night 
And there I spied a pretty young maid, 
Combing her hair by the candle light. 
Lummey um ah doo dah dey, 
Lum.T.ey um ah doo dah dey. 
For a minute or two the walls and ceilings 
turned a bright crimson, and the cracks and peelings 
of the anci ent plaster could be seen in hazy carto-
graphy. Gradually t he flames died to embers and the 
gloom gathered itself together again. 0 ' Rourlce 
put the basket do~n and stood before t he priest' s 
desk. 
"The train's gone through, rather," he said. 
"Did you hear it blow for the crossing? Right on the 
stick as usual. Those fellows are better than the 
Greenwich clock, they are. I suppo'se you t ll be having 
your tea now, won't you?" 
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Father McMahon nodded affir·uation withou t 
turning towards hi;n or arr es tt.1g the pi:3ton-l-tke 
movement of his knife blade . 'l'he sexton regarded 
h im with a withering stare of contempt. ·and moved 
off to "lards the fireplace . "Your visitor sl1ould be 
:1ere soon now," he said while hanging the t ar.<"lished 
gr·een kettle on t he hob and pumping up th.e blaze 
with the old bellows that hung by the mantlepiece. 
nwe'll have to put an inch to our step if I' m to 
get the cea things done up in time. You wouldn't 
want one of them city gentlemen to be seeing the 
place a mess now, would you?" He spread a soiled 
table cloth across a. cleared section of the desk, 
and b~.nged the silverware and china into place . 
Train time was tea time, as regulated and scheduled 
as daily _1ass and Saturday 's confessions, as prosaic 
and methodical as t he manner .in which Tim O'Rourke 
set out the service. Like all men who spend their 
lives in the service of other men, his movements were 
deft and automatic, lifeless and without love or 
a.ffection., a cold, machine-l"!.ke attention to detail 
which produced crudity where there should have been 
charm, and expediency in place of tenderness, the 
unmistakable characteristic of one bachelor waiting 
on another. 
The old priest drew the skirt of his cassock 
up around his waist and dug laboriously into his 
trousers' pocket, breathing heavily with each move-
ment of his arm and back. At length after much 
physical contortion he drew out a dirty, soggy hand-
kerchief, and put it close to his eyes to examine it 
for a dry spot. This found; he wiped the blade of his 
penknife carefully; almost lovingly, as if it were some 
fine piece of family silver that thrived on conscien-
tious attention. Breathing steam on it with a. husky, 
rasping growl of his throat, he massaged the blade 
briskly o~ his sleeve, held it up to the light of the 
fire for a careful examination, ru1d, apparently satis-
fied with its condition, he folded the tarnished blade; 
painstnkingly without snapping it, into the yellowish 
bone handle. He contemplated the closed knife in his 
hand for a long time and then threw it on the desk 
with a sigh. "Take nothing for your journey," he began 
and then let the sentence dissolve in a huge snuffle of 
his nose. Bringing the filthy handkerchief to his 
"E'archment-like face, he alternately blew, coughed, and 
spat into it with gigantic, lung churning turbulence. 
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He turned tcwards the window, c.nd rS> c; .::. rded 
the dr avm blind fur t :l.v.ely. When he spoke , h i s voice 
v;r,.s even and weighted, hi. s words carefully chosen and 
deliberately pronounced. It was as if nothing had 
heen pre1ri ously said, as t hough he · ~1re the orlgina tor 
CJf the conversat ... on and was introducing t he subj~c t 
....___ 
for the evening ' s d.:s c-qssion ~ "' Tnke nothi ng fo r your 
jour ney," he said, " for the Great Sout hern R'1ilroad 
of Irel and has a tariff on all baggage beyond ten stone . 
Rules of the road. It 's provided fo r in t he company 
rogulntions hanging in nll t he stations. Did you ever 
r e ad them 0 ' Rourke? You're a travelling· ma...'1 ••• very 
like the scriptures they are, writ t en ln the simplest 
language so that no man can misunder s t and. I must 
tell the Archbishop about that the next time I see him. 
The New Testament and the Otders and Decrees of the 
Gr eat Southern Railroad, ?n apt comparison." He slapped 
his knee and threw back his head in a long gleeful 
laugh. 
"It's getting l at·e , Father," O' Rourke said 
with some hesitation, "hadn't we better be getting 
· t hese things put away? He 9 11 be along soon now ••• " 
21. 
"Yes; he'll be along soon now," the priest 
repeated, "those kind always are. Very officious 
with their confounded derbies and brief cases, as 
dependable as the devil himself. As certain as sin. 
If it were a raging blizzard, and all the trains 
stuck in their sheds, and he had to walk the whole 
way from Dublin, every blessed inch of t he way, 
he'd be here. I kno?r their kind. Very business- · 
like." 
"What time did he say he t d be here'?" 
0 'Ro·urke asked in an apologetic tone that marked 
his uncertainty as to his status in the conversation. 
nr t doesn't make any difference. Nothing 
m2:kes any difference anymore. What difference 
could it make? We're all from the side of Adam, 
aren't we? " 
"No di f ference, I'm sure, Father.. None 
at all. Only I was just thinking ••• " 
"Ah!" cried the old priest, "There's your 
trouble now. Just thinking. Don't do it, O'Rourke. 
Believe me, you don't have the equipment for it. 
It seems to me that lately you've been going in for 
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a lot of thinklng, Hnd especially down at Tabby 
McCoy's. ·.What was it you were thi.nking this time? 
Some nonsense I'll wager; it 's never anything else." 
The priest enjoyed the encounter with a 
savage delight that brought the faintest twinkle into 
his owlish eyes, but there wa.s no eompeti t ion . 
O' Rourke shriveled back from the desk, and sputtered 
his answer in a nervous stammer, "! was just thinking 
that maybe you had better go over the books and the 
papers. I have them ready. The man at the l1ank 
brought them up this after, cmd he sa.id everything 
was in order. As good as they could be under the 
circumstances. He said there were things for you to 
read and sign. I have them right here . Do you want 
to see them?" 
There was a long silence ••• the· ticlting of a 
clock downstairs, the kettle singing on the hearth, 
the wind whispering through the broken casement. 
Night padded in. 
"No. I don't want to see them .. •• n li'ather 
McMahon se.id after 0 ' Rourke t s words had died in 
the semi-darkness. 
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"I'll read them to you, if you'd like." 
O'Rourke offered. "It woul<i."'l't take me but a few 
minutes~ " 
"Don't bother." 
"But , you have to sign them, you know~ 
That ' s required9••" 
"Yes , I know~ There 'll be time enough. 
Deeds,. papers, notes • .• and. they cast lots among 
t hemselves f or His garments ! ••• a mortgage on the 
Lord. His tabernacle is in the Bank of Ireland ." 
"\\'hat? What wa.s that you said about the 
Bank of Ireland?" 
"Nothing ••• " 
"Ch . " otRourke smiled smugly to himself . 
Here was something for the boys down at Tabby .:..~cCoy' s, 
he thought to himself, they ' d like that one about Hi s 
t abernacle being in the Banlc .of ! J:>eland. He r epeated 
the thought sever ... l times to be sure of l"'emember:l.ng 
it• 
*'O'Rourke," E'ather McMahon turned to him for 
the f irst time, "there was something r wanted to ask 
you now .. Let me see, what was i t? I had it on the 
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tip of ~e +-oneue, . n L .,'to ; 1. t 1 ;: cone. Isn 't th<: t f ' nny 
"W ~'l. S i. t a b .ut the :JC:.~ cr s?" C ' ":ou:::-i.<: "' suggested. 
noh :i.o , I :'."' c:~:crr..ber ~1cw ." fL S "~! .m g a:.~ cund 2.nd 
pclnted ~ ho!l.:r fi"2f!er to'ln:rc3 s th0 ·wi::. ·.~O"'. ffT t w~ s 
tb - t sh 8 e there •. • " 
" Yes, tl:'.(! shr..de . '::'he on<~ on t b e w ndow there." 
"Vlh?..t s tout it , F·thr:-r?" 
nyrell, for one thing, there'::: a hc l e :Ln it, 
and I want you to fix i.t .•• " 
"A hole?" 
"Yes, a hole,. that's what I said, didn't I?" 
O'Rourke stood up ~nd went over towards the 
win(~ ow. "! don 't see .s.ny hol8." he said. 
"Are you blind teo?" the priest cried, "Up 
thgre nea.r t he roller. It's b:tg enough to put your head 
through. Do you see it now?" 
O'Rourke looked from the window to the priest 
and back to the window again. "I think I see it now,n 
he lied. 
..• 
"I don't see how you could miss it, I can see 
it f r om here, and you know that my eyes have been none 
too goo.d these past years." · 
"I see it," s ::.id O'Rourke with a shake of 
his head. 
"Well .then, I want you to fix it," said the 
priest, "and maybe tha. t w:tll keep those things out 
for once and for all! n 
"Keep things out, Father? 'What kind of 
things?" 
"All sorts of things that the likes of you 
wouldn't know anything about, But there's thousands 
of them and they're there night and day. There'-s 
never a minu.te' s peace about this house, especi~llly 
when the sun goes down and the only light is .from 
th~.t sickly fire t here," 
"I'll attend to it, ?ather, you can depend 
on me. I'll patch it up so you'll never know the 
difference , and those things, whatever they are, 
won't be slipping in and out. They've no business 
here anyhow." OfRourke smiled another smile of 
satisfaction. He had handled the situation pretty 
well, he thought. And wait until he spread that one 
around down at the pub. The boys would surely put them 
on the counter all around. 
"That'll be fine, O' Rourke; it will mean a 
great deal to me. Sometimes I think that you're not 
such a bad fellow after all, but I wouldn 't want to 
carry the thought too fa.r. I think . that we understand 
each other very well, ;md that.ts what makes it easy 
for us. We know each other and we mistrust each other, 
and that's the s ecret of our success. Isn't that 
right , O'Rourke?" 
•Yes, Father, I suppose t hat it is. Here, 
now, take your tea. It's ready ." It was more of an 
order than an invitation. "He'll be coming up that 
path there before you know it, and you'll not have 
your office read." 
"Let him wait thenl shouted the priest with 
another high pitched laugh.. "Out there in the rainl 
That's where he belongs! Out there in the rainl" 
He accepted the cup and drank the tea with a noisy, 
smacking motion of his lips. O'Rourke took his stool 
over by the staircase and sat down with his ba.ck to 
the banister. His gaze never left t he hunched up 
figure of the old priest. 
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Night was fully come, and the wind had died 
down in the valley so that the rain water could be 
heard running off the roof into the old wooden barrel 
at the side of the house. O'Rourke stood up and 
drew curtains across the skylight. For a few seconds 
only the fire held back complete darkness, and the 
room was suffused with a rusty, tarnished glow, like 
the reflection of late afternoon sun on dingy ware-
house windows. He took one of the hurricane lamps 
from the mantlepiece, and after some experimenting 
with the cracked globe, he thrust a faggot, drawn 
from the fireplace, into the little enclosure that 
held the wick. The bluish flame climbed quickly up 
the glass and fanned out .across the room in a yellow ... 
ish pallor which turned the priest's face into a 
leering mask. He was dozing off, slumpe.d back in 
the worn leather chair, with. his mouth fallen open, 
and a little riVulet of spit trickling down his 
chin. His face might have suggested a smile were it 
not for the tautne-ss of his pinched nostrils which 
drew his lips into a sneer. In his hands he loosely 
retained a tin snuff box which tinted the air with 
a musty odor. 
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O'Rourke took no notice of him. He went to the 
desk and cleared away the dishes, malcing no attempt to 
lessen the impact of his boots on the hardwood floor. 
When he had satisfied himself as to the perfection 
of his task, by blowing the .crumbs carefully in every 
direction and shaking the tablecloth over the banister, 
he took a candle from the cupboard and placed it on an 
end table. Next he quickly scattered and pushed aside 
the confused contents of the bookcase until his efforts 
produced a black morocco gilt-edged volume which he 
proceeded to kiss very ceremoniously, He held the 
book up before his face and brought his lips tenderly 
towards it, as if its tattered cover were the cheek 
of some venerable patriarch. This done, he fumbled 
in his jacket pocket and came up with a brown, nico-
tine-stained clay pipe, which, after casting a furtive 
glance in the direction of the sleeping priest, he 
hastily filled from a tobacco can on the deslt. Suck-
ing the stem a few times, he reached into the fire-
place and applied a coal to the tamped down tobacco., 
A soft blue cloud of smoke floated lazily across the 
room. O'Rourke seated himself contentedly in the rock-
ingchair by the table and began slowly rocking back 
and forth. 
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"Wake up, Father," he said when he had achieved 
the necessary momentum in the rocker to give him the 
courage to rouse the pries t. "Wake up, Father, do you 
hear now? It's time for you to get up." He spoke 
with the ennui and disdain 9:f a man who had pe.rformed 
the task too often before, but was still a l.ittle 
uncertain of his ability. He was firm but cautious, 
like a husband attempting to lesson his· wife in the 
disciplining of an errant child; convinced of what 
should be done; but none too sure that he was the one 
who could do it. "Come now, Fa ther. Wal{e up! Wake 
up! His apprehension was mollified somewhat by the 
lack of response, and he ventured to raise his voice 
a little. "Father McMahon! . Father McMahon! Wake 
up now ••• don t t you hear me? Be you deaf as well as 
near blind?" The old priest sat up a little in the 
chair and regarded OtRourke through blinking lids. 
He jammed his thumb into the snuff box with a vigor-
ous spiral motion and injected a liberal portion of 
snuff into one of his nostrils. O'Rourke's courage 
grew to audacity. He seized the box from the priest 
hands and threw it on the desk. "And you'd better 
put this out of sight," he said with a vehemence 
that even . surprised him, "my poor old mother always 
told me that priests smelled of incense and holy oils, 
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not rat dung and chicken droppings!" 
For the first time Father McMahon became 
fully conscious of O'Rourke's presence in t he room. 
He whirled fiercely in the direction of the creaking 
rocker, like a jungle beast rear:i.ng suddenly and ready 
to pounce. Hi s voice had lost its far off quality1 and 
he bit his words out so harshly that they were 
accompanied by a liberal spray of spittle. ".And did 
your poor ould Mother teach you manners, too?" he 
roared. "Did she? Respect for t he priest! One of 
the Lord's shepherds! Remember to keep a civil tongue 
in your head from this day forward; it's not one of 
those cheapjacks at the public house you're talking to, 
but Father Cornelius J. McMahon, him that was ordained 
by one of the greatest saints that ever rose up from 
this land! If you have no respect for the man that is, 
remember the man that was! Your poor ould mother! 
That beats everything I've heard yet! Ye sniffling 
idiot get down on your knees and pray her soul as well 
as your own out of the torments of Purgatory, and don't 
be meddling in the innocent pleasures of a poor simple 
priest. Simple it is he may be, but it'll be a sorry 
day that would dawn across t his land before he bowed to 
the likes of a Tim O'Rourke!" 
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Like all men who venture on deeds of bravery 
ill-equipped for the magnitude of the battle, O' Rourke 
lost the field completely. He shrivelled up like 
a whipped puppy, and the twitch at the corners of his 
mouth grew to such intensity that it made his eyebrows 
quiver and brought lit t le . vibrations to the loose flesh 
at both sides of hi s nose. He hurriedly thumbed through 
the breviary, muttering, "No offense, your reverence, no 
offense. I merely wanted to point out to you that it 
was nearing the hour of his coming, and you know what 
they're like, those government people, all propriety 
and business the way you said. I was afraid they might 
get the wrong idea up there in Dublin, them with their 
high and mighty ways, no offense, surely ••• " 
"I don't care a twopence what they think in 
Dublin!" snarled the priest. "And I care less for the . 
likes of whaVs coming here this night. If it's im-
pressions you're after making on them, show them what 
a reverent and obedient sexton we have here at Our Lady's. 
One that knows his place in the presence of the parish 
priest. Show them that for your propriety!" 
"I'll do that, Father, I 111 do that •• •" said 
O'Rourke shaking his head obsequiously a.nd sliding back 
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tissue thtn pages of the book so ql,lickly t hat it caused 
the mar kers to .fall out in every direction. "I t·ll be 
so gra~nd it's another man you' 11 think you had. here in 
the house surely. You'd never know me ·tonight when 
he comes ••• " 
"Never know you!" cried the priest. "O'Rourke 
I'd know your likes anywhere. Sure I could smell you all 
tho way to Lough Swilly, were you ten miles out in the 
bay in a sailboat with the breezes blowing out to the seal 
Never know you? Me that knew you for what you, a.re from 
the first day these faded eyes set sight on you!" 
"lo offense meant, It.m sure. n whisper!:'r +;he 
sexton, more to himself than to the priest. "No 
offense, I was merely ••• " 
"Making a fool of yourself as usual! completed 
the priest. 
Finding the place he wanted in the breviary, 
O'Rourke drew one of the colored silk markers across 
the page, and after a long silence, said, with some 
trepidation: "are you r eady now, Father?" 
"I've been ready these past fifteen minutes; 
but I don't know where you've been." 
co .• 
~--~---
"Wednesday of ember we ek, isn't it?" 
"Yes. St. ~~drew of Avellino, Confessor. 
A double." 
"I have it here." said O'Rourke. 
"Begin ~hen ••• and be careful of your 
pronuncia.tions. It's holy Latin you're reading, 
not some of your public house slang!" 
"I do the best I can, Father." 
"He does the best he can, Father," 
mimiced t he priest, "and it's none too good let 
me tell you! I could ge t one of the little altar 
boys from down in the first form to read it better." 
"I should think maybe you'd be a little 
grateful ••• n dared O'Rourke. 
"Grateful! Grateful·is it'" hissed the 
priest. "! suppose it was your poor ould mother 
told you that one too? Get on with your reading 




"Yes, unle,s :tt is walting you P-re for 
the ?rima te to holCl. the book for you. PArhe"(')S 
that mi~ht be a fitting gra.ti tude for your 
d:J.ligence!" 
"Fratres: Omnis Pontifex ex hominibus 
asumptionus, prb hominibus constitu~t:r. in lis• 
quae sunt a.d Deum, u t o:f'ferf.·~ t dona, et -SP-.crn.f:tcia. 
pro :,>eccatis : qui ~ondolere posst t. iis ·' on:t 
i gnorant , et, err.Bnt: r"uon:tt~m P.t i-qse circuru-
datus es t infi~mittl.te: At p:rop~teree. t1ebet, 
quem ad moeum 1'ro populo , 1.ta ~:t :t em et pro 
semetipso cffere pro ~eocatis. Nee quisquam 
sumit sibi honore!l"l , sed qui vocP.tur ~ Deo, 
tam quam Aaron ..... " 
The lazy cadence of the Lat1.n phrase.s 
droned on and on, mingling v:t th. the i nter-
mitt~nt popping ~nd creckling of the glow::tng 
turf in the :firep18ce, 8nd becoming a. part 
of the muffled miseries of thA night. 
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0 t Hout•ke' s voice r os e &ncA fell in a curious, 
mono[d,; r opllic rhytlun that seenwd t o i!lE', tc;1 the 
creaki n5 of the old rocker on the uncarpeted. 
floor . f' radually, Father Mdlahon t s eye I i ds 
flu.t t ered closed, succumbing to the repe-
titious , sonorous m<~lody, nnd the th:l. ck 
floating Bmok~: o:f O' Rourke ' s cl&y pipe. 
Hi s head nodded forwards and beck almost 
ke~~ping t ime vd th t he pendulum-li ke sweep 
o f the rea.cltng and the noi s e of t he chair. 
Fin 2.lly,. he eould no longe r distin guish 
words f-:::s om sounds . The deep t h:-coated 
bellow of ~:.. train in the h l lls blend0d 
softly llfi th ~~he dreary mus ic in the room ~ 
"Deus, qui in corde beati 
Andreae Confessoris tui, per ardum quotidie 
in virtuti bu.s proficiendi vo t um, admirabiles 
ad te asc ensionis disposuistis: concede 
nobis ipsius meritis et intercesione) 
ita ejusdem gratiae particeps fieri ; 
ut, perfectiora semper exsequentes ad 
gloriae ~u. .:;l/~ f£', :~ tigiun1 f' el i ci ter p erdu.ci:mul~. 
Per Do ,·d nu.in n.ostr u.m ••• n 
Father McMahon lifted his head groggily 
several times in a vain eff ort to catch some 
of the sense of what was being r~ad, but it was 
no use. It was like listening to a piano tinkling 
in a far off alley of a dark city after midn ight; 
t he mus i c, drifting across the shadows a."ld 
trickling over th.a ·window-sil l, was sad and 
recurring, the tun~:~ , old and familiar , but the 
words would not come . 
"Hac nos c_:ttnE!sumus, Domine, 
~- <='nctoru:r.J Mn·tyrum r.uor um Tryphonis ~ 
RE·~ptcii ot Nymphae ~~mper f~ wt; a s e ctari: 
auorum m.1ffr agiis protectionis tuae dona 
sentiamu.s ." 
0 'Hourlce read on.. Paragr<:•phs f ollowed 
on p8r agraphs, p <:. ge on page, t he li t t le ri bbon 
wc:..s lifted and set down again_, and the tobacco 
burned low 5.n the bm·fl. ~,Tatins and la.uds and 




a.cross the room in monotonous procession. The old 
priest's head had reached the end of its long swaying 
arc, like a metronome that had stopped ticking, and 
sleep had almost taken full possession of him. His 
fleshy chin was resting on his heaving chest, and a 
little rivulet of drool was snaking down his cassock. 
"Munera tibi, Domine, nostrae devotionis 
offerimus: quae et pro tuorum tibi grata sint honore 
justorum, et nobis salutaria, te miserante, reddantur. 
Now only the crescendo and decrescendo of 
the sentences rose and fell in the back passages of 
his mind. Up and down, up and down. Like the staccato 
drum of horses hoofbeats on a dirt road. 
"Beatus servus, quem cum venerit Dominum, 
invenerit vigilantem ••• " 
Vigilantem. The keepers of the vigil. He 
could hear them now. All on horses and riding across 
the night. There must be at least fifty. Down from 
the Glendowan Mountains. 
"Amen dico vobis, super omnla bona sua 
constituent eum ••• n 
Clop. Clop. Clop. Echoing. Hollow. Over 
the wooden bridge that crosses t he Gweebarra River. 
Half a mile through the woods. 
"Gloria, Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui 
Sancto ••• " 
Faster. Faster. Ballybofey Crossing. Kerry-
kiln ~oad. The cooper's shack. The old widow's place. 
Why don't they turn off? 
"Sicut erat in principia et nunc et 
semper •••• n 
A cloud of dust at the south pasture. The 
apparation of mounted men. Up the dusty road by 
the potato patch, along the edge of the barley 
field, slushing through the little stream where t he 
cows drank. The steamy breath of horses' nostrils 
in the crisp moonlight. In the yard now. All of 
them. 
"Et in saecula ·Saeculorum ••• ··" 
Open up in there! Open up do you hear? 
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In the name of the Queen l Open this door or v,re ' 11 
ldck the bloody hinges off 1 t ! 
"Amen." 
40. 
C H APTER T W 0 
And J esus said to them, "You will all be 
scandalized thi s night; for it is written, 
'I will smite the shepherd, and the sheep 
will be scattered.' But after I have risen 
I will go before you into Galilee." But 
Peter said to him, "Even though all shall 
be scandalized, yet not I." Jesus said to 
him, "Amen I say to thee this day, this 
very night, before a cock crows twice, 
thou wilt deny me thrice." 
Mark XIV,27-30 
CHAPTER II. 
BEFORE A COCK CROWS TWICE 
"For the last tirtte now are you going to open 
this door or must we bust it open?" 
Neil McMahon could see them :from his bedroom 
window. They had ridden into the yard and tied . their 
horses to the fence., There were about fiftyof them 
in all, some had rifles and some had··huge 'clubs, and 
they were circling around the house looking in a~l 
the windows w A massive redheaded man with big bu·shy 
eyebrows and a thick mustache was standing before the 
door getting ready to pound it in. Three or four 
others stood behind him, and one of them had a sturdy 
felling axe which he kept sliding up and down in his 
grip. 
"Well, what's it going to 'be now?" cried 
the redheaded man. "Is somebody going to open this 
door or must I give the order to chop it down?"' He 
tur~ around and took the axe from the man behind 
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him and swung it through the a.ir several times in a 
movement that dis~layed the powerful ripple of his 
shoulder muscles beneath his jacket.. One of the men 
brought a la.ntern from the cattle shed and held it high 
so that the axeman could get a better vie• of the 
target. In the dingy glow of the flickering light, 
his .face was mean and determined. 
"One last chance! Do you hear now?" he 
called while the others exhorted him to start swinging, 
"Only God knows why I'm so generous this night, but it's 
a fine, stout door, and hard to come by these days. It 
would make fine exercise for me to be splitting it up 
into kindling. All right, boys, give a man some room, 
and I'll give you a little lesson in the fine and ancient 
art of the axe. Here goes now ••• n 
"No! No! Don't! I'm coming, I'm coming!" 
Neil raised the window and shouted down in a fear 
quivered voice. 
"And be damned quick about it too!" returned 
the other. 
When he ran downstairs he could feel his heart 
pounding under his nightshirt and the tears beginning 
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to swim up into his eyes . He struggled with the hol t 
which refused t o yi eld in his quaking t ngers. A 
pounding came on the door, so vehement that it rattled 
the pictures on the wall and shook the hugh throw bar. 
nr said be quick about it!" a voice shouted. 
"I'm trying! I'm trying!" Neil stammered. 
When the door fell back all of the men would have 
tramped into the room had not the redbearded one 
held up his hand and stopped them. He moved among 
them touching one on ·the shoulder and shoving another 
aside until almost everyone was either touched or 
shoved. There was so.me grumbling and muttering at 
the back of the crowd but it di ed down as he reached 
that part of them, and soop all but a dozen retreated 
towards the sheds and barns. The rest pushed past 
the boy into the room and wai ted for further orders. 
The redbearded man stood in the doorway and peered 
about the room with barbarous, an.L"'lal-like eyes that 
seemed to be stalking some nearby prey. His gaze fell 
on the cellar door. "Now, lad," hesaid, turning to-
ward the boy, "tell me, where is everyone?'' A soft 
smile appeared beneath his mustache, and the parting 
of his lips dispensed an acrid odor of cheap whiskey. 
"I - I don't know," Neil half whispered and 
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put his hru1.ds behind hi s back to hide their shaking. 
The man closed the door. He seemed not to 
have heard the boy. He went over and sat down in the big 
armchair and closed his eyes for a few minutes. He 
appeared to be very tired. "I have a little girl," he 
said in a very quiet way,n and she's six years old and 
I teach her never to tell lies. It's an awful thing, 
it is, to tell lies. We wouldn't have half the trouble 
and heartache that there are in the world today if 
everyone told the simple God's truth. Dontt you think 
so, lad?'' There was a mocking twinkle in his eyes, 
and the smile had expanded to a broad grin. Neil was 
afraid to look at him. He fe ar ed the slow way in 
which the man talked and the hollow depth of hi s voice. 
"Yes. n said Neil. "I think so ••• n 
"That's fine." sald the man. "For a minute I 
thought maybe we were going to have an argument. I 
don't like arguments. I like to get along with every-
one.n He lifted one of the books from the bookcase 
beside him and read the title on t:he cover. "The L:tfe 
of st FrancisXavier", he said, "Very stimulating, I'm 
sure. He was a great man, what with going to Japan 
and eating fried grasshoppers and all that." 
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He threw the book suddenly on the table and 
seized the boy by the arm. "~~ere did you say everyone 
was? he shouted. 
"There's nobody home. I told you, already!" 
Neil cried. 
Th~ man pursed his lips and drew another book 
from the shelf. He had resumed his slow, d€'liberate 
movements again, almost playful. "Ah1 So you did. 
So you did." he repeated. "You're here all alone, 
is that it?" 
r.yes sir." 
He considered that fact for a minute, scre.wing 
up his mouth as if there was some illogical nature to 
the situation that he was doing his best to sort out,. 
He maintained this attitude throughout the very cere-
monious lighting of hand rolled cigarette. T!:~.en he 
turned to the boy again · and said very pleasantly: 
nor course, you don't mind if we have a look around, 
do you? That is, I mean to say, it's not that wetre 
after doubting you, but people do have a way of get-
ting lost these days that would perplex the best of 
us. The lads here will not touch anything beyond 
what is necessary for the happy continuance of their 
meager existence. Barney, take upstair , try all the 
rooms, and don't forget the closets and the attic. 
Ba:. neys ' s a great one for forgetting things, n he 
informed Neil with a wink, "and I must keep after 
him all the while . You never saw the likes of the 
man. This very morning he near forgot to bury a 
ma..'l. lh'hat do you think of that, no i? Forgetting to 
give a man his Christian burial ••• Pat, you take the back 
rooms and the shed and whatever else is out there. 
Nolan, have a bit of a peek into the cel-ar here and see 
if all the mice is accounted for. I'll stay here with . 
the lad and tell him some bedtime stories." 
The men retreated to their assi&nments while 
the leader moved about the room picking up things from 
the mantle and the table and turning them around care-
fully in his large hand. On the arm of the chair by 
the window he found a newspaper and unfoided it very 
' ',. . 
methodically. "'United Irdand!' •• •" he read the mast ... 
head, and blew a shimmering smolce ring a~ross the room. 
"A grand and most educational publication . They tell 
me its all about acriculturo.l subjects and new ways 
to milk the cor. You don't need the stool anymore, 
beeause you do it b.Y standing on your head.~ He sat 
down and laughed heart-ily to himself at his own joke. 
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himself .s:~ hts o'.\n joke. 
"What 's your name, boy?" he asked when his chest 
had finally stopped heaving from the long fit of 
laughter. 
"Neil, sir.n 
"Neilson? Neilson? That sounds Scandanavian 
to me,. •• " 
"No. Neil. N-e-1-1, Neil." 
"Oh, Neil , it it? Well , Neil what?" 
"Cornelius McMahon •• ," 
"Well that sounds a bit more proper . Mine's 
Rory . Have you ever heard of t hat nnme, Netl?" 
11No, Sir." 
"You haven 't. And do you know what my business 
is? My occupat ion?" 
"Are you a robber?" ventured Neil. 
Rory threw back his head and began to laugh 
again. "That's a very harsh way of putting it, I'm 
sure. And I don't think the Queen would stomach the 
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appraisal ••• although I think to God that Mr. Gladstone 
might concour. No, I'm not a robber. In fact, it's 
the very opposite. I'm an officer of the law, what you 
might call a constEt,ble ••• " 
"A constable? But you don't have any uniform 
on, and neither do any of your men ••• " 
"Well, I tell you lad, there are constables 
and constables. There are them what do and them what 
don't, as it were. I'm one of the ones that dontt 
and so are those other fine lads you saw here a minute 
ago ••• n 
"And are you looking for a criminal right 
now?" asked Neil beginning to feel a little easier 
now that the red bearded man had settled into a 
soft, conversational tone~ 
wres, we are. Did you ever hear of the 
Crimes Prevention Act?" 
"I don't think so. _.n said Neil. 
"Youtre not very bright, lad. My little one 
had it all over you. I was just reading about it 
here a minute ago in this very hous~. That paper 
there tells you all about it. You se,e, it's a grand 
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law that Her Majesty the Queen has enactedfor the peace 
and prosperity of all' of us, but unfortunateiy· there 
are a few people who are apt to sometimes forget all 
about this fine act, and that's where I come in. I'm 
sent as the Queen's little reminder. Do you understand, 
lad?" 
"Yes sir ••• n 
"Goodthen, and maybe a fine little boy like 
yourself could be of some help to us. You'd like that, 
wouldn't you?" 
"Y-yes, Sir ••• " 
"Good again. Perhaps you cou~d tell me if 
there's a bit of wine anywhere about?" 
He smacked his lips at the mention of. the 
word wine, as if he were tasting it, and he looked 
across the room to where a collection of glasses and 
bottles stood before the buffet mirror. 
"W-wine? I-I don't think there's any in the 
house. But, we have some brandy, some fine brandy, if 
you t d like some of that? I ca...'1. get youa glass ••• " 
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"No.n said Rory drawing his eyebrows into a 
heavy . :frown. "It's a great taste I have for wine ,like 
little boys do have for sweets. Itt· s a great pity 
there's nona here." 
He rolled his eyes in imagined pleasure at 
the very thought of the drink and rinsed his tongue 
around his palate. "It's nothing but envy I have 
for those priests, them that can have their wine every 
day of the year, and a healthy goblet full of it too." 
He advanced to the buffet and took the corks from the 
bottles and smelled tham. "How old are you, lad?" 
he said, still ~niffing. 
"Ifm ten, this Tuesday next ••• " 
"Ten is it? Well now, that's a good many years 
to be on this earth, isn't it? It makes me think how 
many there are who will not see another ten days on it. 
Ah, sure there's a great many of them, and it makes my 
poor heart bleed, it does. 'We know not the day nor 
the hour' as the good book puts it ••• n 
The man fr.om upstairs came down and reported 
that he had found nothing beyond a few Fenian pamphlets 
and some newspapers. . Rory took them and put them on the 
table. They both sat down and waited until the other two 
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came back. Neither of them said a word to each other or 
the boy. 
Soon the man named Nolan came up out of the 
cellar and he had a packet of letters under his arm. 
"What have we here?" asked Rory. 
"Letters." the man from the cellar replied. 
"Sure and I can see that for myself." 
"They're written from America and I thought 
there might be something in them. You know the way 
these fellows do be sending for funds and organizing 
and what not." 
"You did well." said Rory, and he took the 
letters on his lap and undid the binding. "!know it's 
impolite to read other people's mail," he said to. Neil 
with a feigned sigh, nput there are such things as 
public letters, that is to say those of general inter-
est. Now take this letter here for instance. It does 
not fit into that category at all. It tells about a 
fine city that goes by the name of New York and all 
about a ni ·~e little social club called The Irish-
American Brotherhood. which meets in some rooms on Canal 
Street. and' discusses religious subjects. All sorts 
... 
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o·f religious subjects like murder and rioting ani refusal 
to pay rent. It's a most efficacious society and brings 
peace to the souls of them what belongs to it." 
He was still going though the packet of letters 
when the other man burst in through the back door. 
"Take a look at thisl" he cried. 
"What is it?" said Rory. 
"This_ Itt .said the man, and he tossed a long 
muzzle loading revolver on the table. It was covered 
with rust and part of the bone handle tad been broken 
off. 
"Where did you find it?" 
nou t in the shed there, hanging up ••• " 
Rory took the revolver and broke it do.,n. 
"It's nothing at all," he said. nrt hasn't 
been fired in years, and it would no doubt explode in 
your face if you we.s to put anything in the chamber. 
It~'s a monkey gun. That's what it is, a monkey gun? 
Do you know what that is, boy?" 
"No sir." 
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"A gun used to kill monkeys. They were a great 
delicacy during the famine. There's many a night I sat 
meself down to a big roasted ape." He clapped his hands 
together and laughed hoarsely. "The.y were the grandest 
things you'd ever want to eat. Better than snails' eye-
lids1" 
He stopped laughing suddenly arid said in a 
low voice~ 
ttWhere have they gone?" 
"I don't know ••• " said Neil. 
The cruelty came back into Roryts eyes. He 
raised his voice a little. 
"Where have they gone?" he repeated. 
"I tell you I don't know •••• They went out a 
while ago ••• " 
"How long ago?" 
"I don't know!" 
"An hour?" 
"I don't know! I donft knowtn 
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"Two hours? Three? Fo'!lr?" 
"I don't knowl I wasn't here ••.• " 
"You're lying againl" 
"llo! I'm not.. I \V&sn't here. I 1m not lyingl" 
"You·,arel You arel I can tell by your faeel" 
"N'ol r•m notl Honest, Itm not ••• " 
ff'I'hen where are they? ·QuickS Tell met" 
The man jumpcd .up out of the chair and grabbed 
the boy by the front of his nightshirt. His face was 
red with rage, almost as :red as his beard, and he was 
shaking the boy violently. 
"You'd better talk, ladl" he screamed. 
"I don't knowl I don't knowl I don't knowtn 
he cried. "Let me gol 
"Listen, boy," he shouted, still shaking him, 
"It's the truth you'd better tell us and be da:m..Tl.ed quick 
about it, or it's the whole world will hear you scream ... 
ing this night.. Now where are they? Wherets your 
mother and father? Someone came here tonight, and told 
them something, and then they went down the road all 
together before t he moon rose. Isn't that right? Isn't 
it? Answer, or so help me I'll give you such a cuff 
across the mou th youtd think every tooth in your head 
was loosened! · Answer me! ·no you hear? Answer mel" 
"I ••• I .... I don't know ••• n 
"Is that all you can say r I don't knowr like 
a bloody polly? Speak up now, boy, do you hear? I 
could slash your scrawny throat from one ear right 
around to the ot her, and not even think t wice about 
it, Do you know that? Do you?" 
"Y-Y-Yes sir, I'm sure you could ••• " 
"And you wouldn't want me to do that, would 
you? To be spilling blood all over this pretty carpet 
here?" 
"No sirl No sir!" 
"Well then ••• suppose we were to star t all over. 
Let's say for instance, t his i s just a supposition, mind 
you, le t 's s ay that.J~:6tleo::1e c ame here this night. Letts 
.say it vva.s about an b ::·:u1- l?,g t:l, and let's go a little 
further and say that your mother a."'l.d your father and 
this other one, all of three of them, went off to a 
meeting. No, a meeting is not the right word. Let's 
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call it a Mass. That's bette:r., tsn 't it? A Mass?" 
"What •••• what?" 
"A Mass I said ••• " He had Neil by the wrist and 
was holding him in a tight grip. The boy could feel the 
tremendous strength of the huge, hairy fingers which 
rolled the skin back and pinched it across his bonos. 
The man was talking in a low voice again, but this time 
1 t was deep and menacing. "You know what the Mass ts, 
don't you?" 
"I'm not sure , sir .... that is • .-" 
"Not sure I ~rot sure 1 n breathed Rory in a. 
forced, ominous half-whisper t hat was meant to go 1d th 
the elaborate astonishment portrayed in the arching 
of his bushy eyebrows and the enlarging of h:ts somewhat 
bloodshot eyes. "The lad here says he's not sure! 
What do you make of that, me buc·cos? Het s not sure! n 
The three men said nothing. They continued 
to watch the scene with growing interest. 
"And could Y':;l, please tell me," said Rory 
looking into the boy 's eyes with a withering stare, 
nwhy it is that you are not sure?" 
''I don t t know! I don f t knov:l" he cried. 
11He doesntt know •••• he doesn't know!" repeated 
Rory, testing the expression for credulity. "That hard-
ly seems possible, now. Surely every boy of your age 
knows what holy Mass is. You are a Catholic, aren't 
you?" 
"Vffiat? What did you say?" 
"Are you hard of hearing , lad? I'm standing 
right here in front of you. ~~at 's the matter with you?" 
"I'm afraid! I'm afraidl" whimpered Neil. 
"Afraidl Afraid! There,t s nothing to be afraid 
of. You're not afraid of me, are you?" 
11No ••• no ••• but, but it's all of these men sit-
ting here looking at me all the time ••• it makes me 
afraid ••• " 
"Oh so that's it, is it? Well, boys, you 
beard what the lad said. He says that you area miser-
able lot and he'll do no talking while you're in the 
room. All right then, let's see if he means it. Wait 
outside. T'.ais won't take more than a minute. We'll 
see how much he has to say when the pack of you has gone." 
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The three men got up sullenly and sauntered out 
of the house. The one called Ba.rney paused long enough 
at the buffet to stuff a brandy bottle under his .i acket 
and spit contemptuously at the m.irro:r. 
"Now where were we?" . reswned i\ory. " vh , yes, 
I remember, we were discussing religion, were we not? 
And I askec! you if you was a Catholic. And, let me see 
now, what was your answer? The devil if I can recall 
itl" 
"I made no answer ••• " whispered Neil. 
"Oh that's right now, so you didn't. Well 
then, let's try the question again. Are you a Catholic?" 
"No ••• no ••• I'm not ••• I'm not a Catholic ••• " 
"What?" 
"I said I'm not a Catholic ••• not one," 
"Are you sure?r. 
"Quite sure •••• yes'; 
"And what about your mother and father? I 
suppose they're not Catholics either." 
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"I don't think they are .... r don't think so .... n 
"Don't you know for certain?" 
"Well, they never go to church or anything like 
that •••• " 
nsnlvelllng liarl" exploded th~ man suddenly. 
"There's the Life of St F:rancis Xavier in the bookcase, 
a madonna over the fireplace, and a crucifix as big as 
a :wagon tongue on the wall t here, and you're not a 
Catholic!" He hurled a chair across the roou, stood up 
on it1 and unhooked the crucifix. 
"Here l n he shouted, "look at thatl Now tmswer 
me, are you a Cathol ic or aren't you?tt He t hrust the 
crucifix into the boyts lap. 
n~;ol No! I'm not one l I'm not onr~ l" 
screamed Neil wi th the hot t ears r unning down. his face. 
"Look at the crucificl Look at itt Then say 
it again I" 
"I'm notl I'm not! Honest, believe mel" 
Rory swept the crucifix to the floor and 
seized the boy viciously by the thr oat . 
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"Youtre a bloody liarl" he rage~d. "A bloody, 
damned liar! And it 's the lesson of your life I'm 
going to give you this night if I have t o choke the 
yellow guts out of youl'' 
"Let me got Let me go 111 gasped Neil, strug-
gling f or breath . "You're hurting mel Stopl You're 
hurt ••• '' his voice trailed off as the fingers squeezed 
tighter. 
Rory had no i dea of the strength he was using 
until he felt the body grow limp in his grasp.. rtM:y Godl" 
he shouted, rtttve killed himl I•ve killed himl" 
He released his fingers and held them up before 
his terrified eyes, while the boy crumbled to the floor. 
"! didn't mean it! I didn't mean to do any harml I 
was only trying to scare himl As God is my witness I 
never me ant to harm h:f.ml" 
Little beads of sweat 'rormed on his forehead 
and his hands trembled, He knelt beside the boy 
pleading: 
nspeak to me , lad! Speak to mel For God's 
sakes dontt die on mel I was besides meself with rage 
and didn't know me own strengthl" 
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Ther~ -r;ra.s no a~1swer from the fa l l en figure., Rory 
looked around the room with a v-!lld st;:1re, cons idertng 
flight for a moment. Then he pi ckeu the boy up and 
pl ac ed him on t he couch. Vlr1wn h e l i.f ted h:tm, he could 
hear the faint beating of the child's h eart. 
"Tlumks b e to Gof he t s a l ive anyhow • ., • tt he 
muttered in relief and began to rub t he thin wrists with 
n vigorous c i rcule .. r motion. 
Neil opened his eyes slowl y . For n. minute 
t he whole :room swam a bout i n a lazy shim.'Iler t hat made 
everything look wavy and transparent. Then he say,• 
Rory kneeling before him, looking down into his f ace. 
He tried t o scream but he dlan't have the strength 
to. 
"Are you all right, boy?n asked Rory anxious-
l y at these first signs of recovery, "Are you all 
right? There's nothing to be afraid of anymore ••• " 
Neil could see that the cruelty was gone out 
of the man·r ,s face and t hat his voice had los t its 
calculating, ironic tone. He saw one of the big·, 
hairy ·l ands come up a:.."ld touch him gently on the cheek, 
and then he r emembered t hose same h ands clutched around 
I 
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his throat. "Go awayl" he sobbed.t "Go away!" 
"Everythings's going to be all right, boy." 
Rory said softly. "You dontt have to be afraid of me 
anymore. I was near drunk with temper and didn't know 
what I was about, but I wouldn''t have hurt you for the 
world! I didn't know what I was doing. Now tell me 
that you'll be all right and · I can go off a~d leave 
this whole bloody business. I'm sick to the death 
with it." 
"Leave me alonel Leave me alonet·n cried 
Neil. 
"I know how you feel, boy." said Rory bury~ 
ing his face in his hands, "I know ho\ you feel. 
There's ten of them outside would have strangled you 
the way I tried and not batted an eyelash doing it. 
But I had a boy once. He would have been about your 
age too, but they murdered him. Cold, bloody murder! 
It was as if they'd cut him down with the axe in his 
cradle. He was sick with the fever and him only a 
baby and I tramped the streets all night going from 
one shop to the other to get some medicine. And there's 
not a one of them would sell it to me. 'Sorry,' they 
said, 'but I'm not allowed to. You're boycotted.' 
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In three days he was dead. They murdered him with t heir 
bloody boycott! From that day on, I was another man. 
No better than them, and maybe a hundred times worse." 
Rory's face was transfixed with torment, 
pathetically repulsive and tragically simple. He rolled 
his eyes wildly until they were all whites. 
"And for what? For what?" he moaned, "I'll 
tell you for what. For the breaking of the bloody 
boycott! And for the Unionl And a lot of silly talk 
tha.t nobody knows anything about but everybody shouts 
about. Is it for this that wetve become a nation of 
animals? There's no peace in this land anymore, and 
that's for sure. It's mother against daughter and 
father against son. We've all become barbarisnst 
That t s what we haveS Barns burnings, and floggings, 
and mu*'ders and all sorts of bloody business~ The 
boycott! The Unionl Home Rulel Who gives a bloody 
damn about any of them.t It's a great evil has come 
across this land, like a black cloud settling over 
the valleys, till everything has be.come pitchy black 
night, and there's not a man abroad in the street 
what knows right from wrong, or gives one care about 
the difference. It's forgetting we are what it is 
to be human beings, created in the likeness of God, and 
it's destroyed we'll all be before our time is done, . 
devoured like cannibals by our own murderous mouths ••• n 
He was kneeling there in the half darkness, 
his face contorted in an agony of despair and the 
tears running down on the superb c arpet of his beard. 
Neil was paralyzed into immobility. He had never 
seen a man cry before, and the sight of it filled 
him with horror. He wanted to turn away towards the 
wall and close his eyes, but he dared not let his 
eyes stray from t he sob...racked figure before him. 
"It's a. sad journey wetre going on," Rory 
blurted out, "a .sad journey, and only God Himself 
knows where it will end. Animalsl That's what we 
are, animals1 Didn' 't I this very night here have 
a t>oor lad's life near squished out between me mur.der ... 
our fingers? Him what is young and innocent and 
never did so much as harm a fleal And for what? For 
what? For the glory of the Queen, the blood of 
children should drip from the hands of what was once 
honest men? Would that glory have brought back me 
darlin' son from the grave? · Would it? And would it 
have cUt down the hunger and the emptiness that eats 
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like a weasel at me poor wife's heart so that she's 
near mad and doesn't know me nor anyone no more, and 
walks the lonely country lanes the whole night long, 
crying out like some lonely bird, and kneeling in 
the watery ditches and jabbering away at the tomb-
stones? 
"I'll have no more of itl No more of it, 
I tell you! I'm sick to the death of this cursed 
land, for there's no good in it at all, and the women 
do :be as bad as the menl I'm sick to the death of 
riding into sleepy little towns, with the lamps burn-
ing in the windows, and the way the dogs do be bark-
ing, and the faces of the old women and the children 
peeping out from behind the · curtains with the fear 
bulging out their eyes. I'm sick of it, and I'm 
done with it! They can do what they like about it, 
but I'll not ride another night with them. As God 
is my judge, I'll not have any more of it!" 
With a cry, Rory stood up. There was deter-
mination in his words, and passion in the way he 
shouted them, a passion wrenched from ·a profouri.dly 
troubled soul. He raised his clenched fist in tbe 
direction of the window. "No more of itl" he shrieked. 
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"No more of it!" 
For a moment his whowbody shook with the 
violence of his rage, until every mu;;cle in his extended 
arm was taut and vibrating,. and the veins · bulged out 
at the back of his neck in quick throbbing ribbons,. 
He stood there: silent, immense, a.ppall:!ng. He was 
like some huge prehistoric monster rearing back from 
his first contact with fire 1 ferociously enraged, 
stung, wounded, but colossal and unafraid. When 
it seemed as if the magnificent shell of his body , 
would burst under the fury of his unbridled passion, 
shattered to fragments by the vehemence and tumult or· 
it, like a ship splintered on the rocks, he subsided 
suddenly, all at once, spent and exhausted in a 
moment of terrifying suspense that made the whole 
atmosphere pause breathless. The blood drained 
out of his face. His arm fell by his side. He 
heaved one frail, lingering sigh that dell on the 
room like the uneasy crash of the surf on some lonely, 
deserted stretch of beach. 
"It 11 bother you no more ..... n he said, h.is 
face aimlessly blank and gentle, like the face of 
an old man lifted to the warming rays of the late 
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afternoon sun. "It's half dead you are with the fright 
0f me rantings and ravings, and me murderous hands on 
your neck, Bu. t I' 11 leave you be, now, boy, the v1a:y 
you can be going upstairs and getting back into bed1 
and thinking what an evil man it was set foot in your 
house this night." 
He groped across the room and paused suddenly 
before the fallen crucif:J.x . Reverently, he picked 
it up and cradled it in his arms. 
"I used to believe in this once." he said 
quietly. "I used to get down on me knees every night 
before it and say me prayers, reciting them after 
me ould mother. But I don't believe in anything 
anymore. There's an emptiness and a. sorrow that 
hangs on this land like a curse and makes you forget 
things like this. It makes you believe in nothing 
but your 01'7!1 thoughts, and even them do flow up 
into your brain and send the lie into your mouth. 
It's a terrible thing it is not to believe .in any ... 
thing at all. Itts the loneliest feeling in all 
this wide, wide world." 
Be swung the chair nimbly a.cross the room and 
climbed up on it. 
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"Here, lad," he said. soothingly, "I'll h~nd 
this ba.ck up for you, the way's you'll have something 
to say your Hail Mary's before,. or whatever it is you 
do be saying ••• A" 
With a clang that burs t on the silence of 
the room 1-;,.ke the sudden smash of a wlndow; the c:ru ... 
cifiX f ell 1.<to ·( the. floor. Its paint~d sal tstone 
. .·. ''',>! 
figure, ~eparated from the va~1ished cross, lay broken 
in f our jagged pieces. 
"My God! My Godl My Godl" cried Rory his 
face contracted in horror, "I've broken. itl I've 
broken it! The hook's gone , thatts what did it. It 
must have fell out of the wall when r ·pulled a.t it 
before. Oh, as if I haven't done enough harm in this 
house tonight! It was an evil day indeeq for all ·of 
us, the Lord includ~d,, when · I · set out for Cross Qlen. 
An evil day!" 
He crouched down and tried fitting the 
pieces together, like a child bent ·over a woodcut 
puzzle. 
"It's no use,-n he said. "It's busted for 
fair ••• " 
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Crossing the room, he dug into his breeches 
pocket and withdrew a li ttle '\'thi te sack. Carefully, 
he undid the strings. 
"Take this, boy,tf he Said, placing a pound 
note on t he couch near the boy's tightly clenched 
hand, "and when you go up to the village you can get 
yourself a new one, a.ll shiny and painted and grand 
looking, and maybe there'll be a bob or two left for 
some sweets. I know what a craving it is that all 
you little lads has for sweets.n 
Neil lay there without looking at him. He 
made no motion to pick u p the money, nor did he even 
recognize that it had been placed there. A silence 
settled on the room for a few moments, more oppressive 
and stifling than the prelude to a summer storm. 
"I'll go now ••• n said Rory quickly, trying 
to hide the embarrassment and shame that swept him on 
seeing the child 's immobility. "We may never meet 
again, boy, but it's a great service you did for a 
poor m:i,serable felon this night. Remember t hat, if 
you can." 
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Be waJ.l{ed. slowly towards the door, turned as 
if to come back,. and then, apparently changing his mind, 
hurried out into the night. The echo of horses' hoof-
beats receded ~nd died in the corners of the room, 
leaving the air hushed and tenuous, like the pall that 
settles over a church when the casket is moved slowly 
up the aisle. 
Neil r a.ised himself up on one arm, hts eyes 
expanded in a horrendous fear that curled back the lids 
and fixed the pupils motionless1 his gaze never leaving 
the mottled section of the carpet whe:ce the broken cru ... 
cifix lay sprawled. The faint glimmer of the fire 
licked a little sheen of light across the head of the 
f::tgure where the crown of thorns v1as pressed and the 
blood dripped down in brightly crimsoned icicles. He 
feered the sight of this agonizing apps.rition, but he 
feared more turning away from it. He let his eyes 
stray from the emaciated face, so full of compassion 
and pity, and they fell in their erratic glance on the 
lower portion of the arm, broken off .a.t the elbow, with 
the outstretched palm still cupping the piercing nail 
in a li~tle pool of blood. He felt a deathchill creep 
into his o n fingers and up his arms and down across 
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hts heart. The sweat oozed thtckly on his forehe ad, 
and his mouth was parched and bitter. In his seared 
and aching brain the hoofbeats were sttll pounding, 
?..nd he could not rtd himself of the image of t he man 
with the red beard and the tragically tortured face 
and the way he held the crucif ix i n h i s arms a~d sai d 1 
u I used to believe in this one e ••• " Along vii th the 
hoofbeats alld Rory' s flushed face and t h e broken frt'.g-
ments on the c arpet c ame the words of t h e Savior, 
trumpeted across the vault of hi$. consciousness l i ke 
the bl .;..re of doom: ttHe who deni e s tue before men here 
on e arth, I also will deny before My Father Who is in 
Heaven . tt 
He was alone now. Completely alone with his 
sin. He had denied Him before men her e on earth and 
he would be denied before t he Father in Heaven. The 
riders were looking for the priest, and he had not 
told them where the Mass was being said. He had done 
worse. 'rhe pagan, the publican, the hypocrite in the 
bible stories were not as evil as he. He had the gift 
of faith, but he lacked the power to profess it. He 
had crucified the Christ. He was Judae in the garden, 
leading the torch bearers to the appointed spot, a..11d 
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planting ·;~ .he kiss, a..rJ.d suyin g1 ffNoZ no! I'm not a 
Catholic . Not one!" 
He saw himself standing before a splendid, 
dazzling light on the day of Judgement . and he heard 
the words of his condemnation: "Depart from. Me ye 
cursed of the Father into the everlasting fires that 
I have prepared for you for all eternity .. n And the 
Archangel Michael stepped forward, grim and magnificent, 
brandishing his flaming double edged sword., and he 
felt himself being swept down, down, down into the 
vast and seething abyss of Hell where the all con-
suming fires awaited him. 
In the lapping flames of the fireplace, he 
'.v~.tched his own immortal soul, a, blazing turf log1 
burn forever in r~paration for his denial. The soft 
night breeze blew a faint draft under the door_, and 
1 t blew eternal dal!h"'1ation into his soul, .catching the 
grey core of embers at the burnt out center of the 
turf log, and f~~ing it into a brilli~~t and terrible 
living thing. He felt the Hell fires licking at his 
heart. 
ftOh, God!" he sobbed a prayer of desperation, 
nBe merciful to me a sinner •••• n 
Into the very depths of his consciousnes.s a 
voice b!'Bathed1 terrible 3-nd quaking in its stark 
quietude, softer than death 1 s whispe·r 1 fainter than 
the tlJ.in rustle of the trees beside the house, 
ghastlier and ::..rtore terrifying than the sight of the 
crinkled pound note on the faded upholstery of the 
couch: 
"Depart f rom me y f) cursed into the ever ... 
lastlng fire • •• n 
CEAP'11 ER 
Amen, amen, I s ay t o you, he who enters 
not by t he d.oor into the sheepr"old, but 
climbs up another way, is a thief and a 
robber. But he who enters by the door 
is shepherd of' the sheep. To this nwn 
the ge.teket.:per opens; and the sheep hear 
his voice, and he calls his ol.rn sheep by 
name and leads them forth. And when he 
has let out his own sheep, he goes before 
them; and the sheep .follow him bec.au.se 
they know his voice. But a stranger t hey 
will not fol low, but vdll flee from hirt, 
because they do not lr..now tbe voice of 
strangers. 
CHAPTER III. 
BUT HE WHO ENTERS BY THE DOOR IS SHEPHERD 
Seven. Eight. Nine. Ten . The bell on St. 
Paul's Church clanged out the hour mournfully across 
the silver coated rooftops of Cross Glen. Neil. 
stopped running. The sound -- remote, ubiquitous, 
tremulant -- burned deep into his breast like a trumpet 
blast from the gray fields of the dead. Bot tears of 
shame flooded his eyes as he looked down into the 
valley and beheld the phantasmal sheen of the church 
steeple, awesomely upright a,'ld formidable in the moon-
light, rising up from the drab cluster of stables and 
warehouses by the canal, like a solitary, admonishing 
finger pointing up to heaven from amidst the grim 
squalor of the earth, A red lantern, swaying gently 
back and forth on the railroad cross ing gate, flick-
ered faintly in the soft night breeze, and brought 
to his scarified mind the flaccid glow ofthe sanc-
tuary l amp, that everlasting light burning on and on 
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into timelessness before the Sacred Heart of Jesus in 
reparation for the sins of men. He watched the shim-
mering vapors that the crisp night air raised from 
the murky waters of the old canal a.'Yld thought of t h e 
sulphurous boiling waters of Hell, where he would 
wallow for all eternity with the bodies of the damned. 
All along the grass lined canal banks, aquamarine in 
the moonlight, emerald in the shadows, the over-turned 
dories and dry-docked barges became Hell's foul fiends 
and fire breathing serpents, their tepid carcasses 
reeking putrefaction and decay in dense, gagging 
fumes. Through the crepuscular, jade bo.som of the 
Berryveagh Mountains the nightly train from Belfast 
slid tortuously, wheezing asthmatically and exhaling 
· from its solitary, cavernous snout a dull reddish 
stream of smoke and coal ·dust that splattered the 
nebulous background of t?ees and hills into a magnifi-
cent gallaxy of twinkling gems with the leaping and 
lighting and dying of million sparks. .Its whistle, 
forlorn and lugubrious, hung in the twilight like the 
moan of a homeless dog, a lean, echoing, piercing 
sound that sent a chill rippling up Neil's spine. 
Here was the scaly, fork-tongued lizard of perdition, 
slithering down to the brimstone lake 
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"Oh Godl Oh God!" he screamed, groping fever-
ishly in his brains for the words of an ejaculation 
that would not come. Of all the prayers he had learned 
at home and in school and as an altar boy he was not 
able to fit the words of one into a coherent pattern. 
They poured into his mind all at once in a confused jum-
ble of praises and responses the.t seemed sacrilegious 
and ~rofane. The inability to pray flooded his mind 
with a new terror, and he ran on again. He ran madly, 
breathlessly, past the tattered buildings of the 
cooper's place, and the low hanging roof of the widow's 
cottage, and on up the dusty road into the woods where 
the long bending branches of the oak trees . hid from 
his smarting eyes the awful vision of Cross Glen, 
his city of lost souls. 
He slowed down and began to walk again. The 
darkness was soothing. It eased the empty, sucking 
feeling in the pit of his stomach and blotted out 
the swirling, haunting panorama of his sin. Even 
the throbbing at his temples had ceased, and the shame 
had given way to a mixed feeling of self pity and 
remorse which seemed to cheer him. It was as if 
everyone on the earth had suddenly disappeared and he 
had ceased to care; as if the only love left in the 
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vrorld wa~ his own self love, and its very individualism 
was a precious and intimate t hing that he had never 
known before. 
He sat down on the stone wall of the little 
bridge that arced over the cattle stream and looked into 
the dark, laughing water. The vaguest suggestion of 
a breeze sifted through the bushes and trees, and it 
was refreshing and cool on his face,. Thoughts of 
love brought to his mind the radiant features of 
Terry Leardon, and he knew that he was not alone in 
the world. If there was one person in his whole life 
whom he really loved, it was Terry, and nothing, not 
even his own crime, could ever displace that love. 
He remembered the first night he had ever 
seen Terry, a scene that he loved to recall, for it 
was one of the exquisite joys of his short past. The 
• 
teardons had moved into the long vacant farm at the 
top of the hill where the previous tenant had starved 
to death because the land was so poor and the rent 
so high. He recalled his father saying that the place 
could never support a family the size of the Leardons 
if it had killed old Mike McCarthy who didn't eat as 
much as a small dog and worked harder than any farmer 
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on the htll. And Uncle Tom had said the Leardons must 
be peculi~r people to take the place on the basis of 
a newspaper ~d without ever having seen it. Their 
talk made him wonder about these funny people up the 
road who never went into Cross Glen, except for church 
services, and, even then, sat all together at the back 
of the church and never said more than a greeting to 
the other parishoners. Some people said that Jack 
Leardon had killed a man in Tipperary and had come 
here to get away from the police; wh:t.le others thought 
that they were chronic debtors drifting from place to 
place as long as there was a roof over their heads, and 
staying only as long as the patience of the landowner 
held out. These and other speculations worked on 
Neil's curiosity until one summer evening after 
supper he decided to wander up towards the old McCarthy 
place and spy on the new tenants. 
He waited until his father had disappeared 
do~~ the road in the direction of the pub and u_~til 
his mother had set up the butter churn in the kitchen 
and then he cut across the fields into the strip of 
woods where the mountain trail began. The Lea.rdon 
farm was the most desolate place he had ever seen. 
Its fences were all broken and scattered as if hurled 
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by a. windstorm, and the roofs on the three shabby 
h'..lilding:S tilted and sagged in a weird pattern that 
s.1.;1.ggested to him sketches he had seen of the Civil 
War in America and the destruction it had brought. 
· Even the grass on the little patch of lawn before the 
house was parchE:d · a.."ld withered and worn away, like 
the grass on the battlefields where the cannons were 
mounted. While he was thinking of the war and the 
a.ttack on CAnada which ;.lis fa.ther oft~n told him about, 
despite the protests from his mother, he was suddenly 
distracted from his reverie by hearing his name cPlled. 
The voice seemed to be coming fr om behind him and it 
was bright and pleasant. H:e turned and saw a boy 
about his O"-n age comlng out of the woods. The boy 
he.d blond hair and. a very fair complexion ood large, 
beautiful blue ayes th£lt seemed to be continually 
smi.ling at him. 
"I'm Terry Leardon ••• n the boy said, "and 
I was wondering when you were going to come up and 
see us. You're only down at the next farm, aren't 
you?" 
Neil was speechless. He didn't even respond 
to the extended hand that the boy was offering to him. 
He had thought that the Leardon children were all girls, 
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because he~ had never seen this boy in church with them • 
.And he had expected to find cruel , hard-eyed people , 
the kind his Uncle Tom described in his stories about 
murderers and debtors, but here was this gentle , almost 
meek looking boy smiling at him, and there v;as some-
thing in his eyes, and the way he talked, and the 
manner in which he kept pushing a strand of golden h air 
back into place that made Neil's heart go out to him. 
It seemed to him that the boy was expecting him, as 
if he had been standing there in the woods for a long, 
long time, knowing that Nell would come, sooner or 
later, and that they would be frlends . 
"Do you ever go fishing?" the boy asked with 
a radiant smile that lifted the long lashes from his 
beautiful blue eyes and dissolved the memorized in-
troduction forming in Nell's mind. "There's a stream 
down in back that .Dad says is riot with trout and I 
have two poles out in the barn. If you wait here, I'll 
get them, and we can fish together, if you'd lik9 ••• n 
That was three years ago, and all that ~ummer 
and the next they had roamed the mountains and the 
woods together, fishing every new stream they could 
find and sometimes cruaping out under the stars, until 
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now they were ins epar able. Uo::i.l h ad no brother s or 
s ister s , hut he ·:;;as sure that if he did have any h e 
could never love them as much as he loved Terry 
Leardon. In fact, he knew i n hi s innermost heart t hat 
he loved Terry more than he loved his ovm mother and 
fa t her, and somotimes thi s 1mowledge made h im ver y 
s aid, because he though t it was wrong to love anyone 
so much. Sometimes he even wondered hov; he could 
ever love God with his whol e heart, and his whole mind, 
and his whole soul, when he already loved Terry with 
all three, and when Terry was alwa.ys i n hi s t houghts 
and God hardly ever was. His only consolation in 
these moods was the thought that Terry was very good and 
very close to God, and the God could never be jealous 
of anyone loving a boy as holy as Terry Lear don. He 
resolved to be mor e like 'J.lerry and in tha ~ way love 
God . .Jetter. 
Together they had become altar boys and 
hurried across the fields at night wi th t heir cassocks 
and surplices wrapped in burlap l est the night riders 
should spot them and follow. Together t hey thought 
and dreamed of the future; Terry with zeal and in-
spiration, Neil with reluctance and trepidation. 
Terry had his heart set on the priesthood. The golden 
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mission f ields of India a1.1d. Chlna with their tre:nt'3ndous 
unreaped harvest of souls beckoned to h im constantly . 
Several t i mes a week the t v;·o friends me t in an · abandoned 
pump house behind the Leardon cottage and pl ayed " Mc:.ss" 
together. Terry was wonderful s.t ma1-ce bel ieve . He 
seemed to live in t he exciting ~orld of his imagination. 
He could make you actually think you were kneeling 
before the hi gh altar in the Gatheclra.l v1ai ting for the 
Archbishop of Armagh to give you ti1e kiss of Peter and 
say that you were a priest forever. And Africa, Neil's 
heart quaked wi t h fear whenever Terry spoke of Africa . 
He could almost hear the- jungle drun: s beati ng in the 
distance and see the savages dancing arottnd rmd t he 
eyes of the beats peering out of t he darlmess at the 
little cluster of hu ts '.:;hat made up the r.1ission com-
pound . Ue5.1 could never underst c.nd Terry ts fascin-
ation with a future so full of hideous monsters and 
disease and hardships, and he always went home with 
the resolution to pray harder for courage and also 
that he might be able to understand Terry a l i ttle 
better. 
Despite the closeness of their fri endship 
there were many things about Terry and the Le ardon 
family that puzzled Neil . Terry seldom spoke of his 
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to them. In t heir t hree y ears togeth er , Neil had 
never bE:en inside the Ls,arc.on cottage , and , i n fact, 
hnd only gone t here once without meeting Terry in 
t h e woods beside the ro&d.. On that one -oc casion, a 
rt1iny, cold even i n g, he !J.ad gotten &s f ar as the front 
door of the cott ....:ge, t ·ut , before he- could knock, Terry 
had app€a.red at the upstairs window a.nd Vias motioning 
him to wards the b~.rn . 'I'here l!e.s a fr :lghtenad look 
on Terry 's f ace that Neil hBd never f orgotten, r ...... "ld 
that s ame even ing Terry ~wk.ed htrr.t not to co:ne to the 
hou!Jo at any time but to meet him alv:ays at t hei r 
ree;ular ple_ce by the pnrnp hous€·. Fe had asked Neil 
to ple fl.S€· try to underste..nd. because there wa.s nothing 
:more he cou.ld expla:! .. n wl thou t committing a s:tn, acd 
it v1as necessary f or Ntdl never to co;:r..e to the house 
if ttoir fri endship was to go on. A tender, tragic 
smile came across his face with this plea, the same 
smile that Neil h ad recognized so often before when 
Terry spoke of Africa and India and of how the lepers 
were dying for the faith in the Pacific islands. It 
was a smile of enchantment that seemed to go beyond 
Neil and include the whole mountain-side, and it · was, . 
" \ 
accompanied by a stra.Yl.ge, far-away look in Terry's eyef? \ \ 
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to sep a.r .ate him from Terry., as if the latter had been 
blessed with a vision of another world, a world remote 
and ethereal, a world that Neil would never see. He 
often thought that he hated the priesthood because 
it would someday take Terry Leardon from him forever. 
And he hated it more because of his mother's dream 
for his own future. 
The moon had fled behind a cloud and it was 
very dark when Neil left the little stream and headed 
down the puddle blotched path that led to the Leardon 
farmhouse, He hid himself in a clump of bushes by the 
tattered fance and kept silent watch over the lamp-. 
lit downstairs windows. Inside Terry's sister was 
humming Salve Regina, and he could hear the rattle 
of dishes being dried and put away. He knew that · 
Terry was .in bed because the village clock was sound-
ing ten when he reached the high road that looked 
down on Cross Glen. He was afraid that he might 
have to wait until morning to see his friend. The 
thought was oppressive. To wait that long would be 
impossible. In the intervening hours God might come 
and seal his eyes in death an.d consign · his soul to 
eternal punishment. He thought of what his mothet 





the death hours, when the body temperature drops and the 
cold night air seeps into the lungs of the dying, and 
the angels of death hover at the lintel of the sickroo n, 
waiting for the last faint beat of the f ading heart 
and the final breath of lif~ gasped out into the 
darkness and across the world in t hat one terrible 
struggle with mortal i ty, The silhouetted figures 
of the Lea:rdon sisters standing at the sink by the 
window brought to his mind the rigid circle of pal'ish 
women who stood in silent cordon, gripping t heir ros-
aries, moving their lips soundlessly, and dabbing musk 
tinted handkerchiefs to their expressionless eyes, 
around the coffin at his great auntts wake, t he only 
time he had ever seen a dead person, He saw himself 
stretched out on the satiny bier with the grim knot 
of mourners gathered about in the candle light, and 
he smelled the thick odor of carnations, white for a 
young boy, and heard the muffled responses of the 
prayers led by the parish priest. 
"Not tonightl" he whispered feveri shly to 
himself. "Please, God, not tonight!" 
A long branch, wet and sticky with dew, 
brushed against his face, and he felt death's cold 
hand. He rose up and stealthily made his way ·around 
1========~1-=-=-=~===========================================================~======== 
the back of the cottage. The window in Terry's room 
wa.s open. He could see the curtains flapping in and 
out. He whistled softly. Off in the shadows of the 
clustered buildings a dog barked somewhere. Panic 
seized him and he crouched down in the wet grass. 
He lay there for a long time afraid to move, even 
when a mosquito whined raucously in his ear. Soon 
the lamps were extinguished in the downstairs room, 
and he heard the footsteps of Terry's sisters going 
up to bed. He waited until no more sounds c a~e from 
the darkened house, and whistled again, this time a 
little louder. No answer came back beyond the sigh 
of the wind, weak and lingering in the high branches 
of the spruce trees, He groped for a handful of 
pebbles and flung them at the window. He haard them 
strike the upper part of the glass and splatter on the 
floor. He watched and waited. No one appeared at the 
upstairs window. 
The broken shingles made an easy foothold 
and he climbed up on -top of the kitchen ell and craY!fb. 
ed towards Terryts room. Before he ·reached the sill 
a dog appeared at the side of the out house, barking 
up at him in sharp, staccato bursts that made the 
night echo with alarm. It was a large German shepherd 
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from the neighboring farm and his eyes glowe.d in the 
darkness. 
"Neill" cried Terry, awakened by the commotion, 
"What are you doing out there. I asked you not to come 
herel Youtve got to leave. My father wouldn't like 
it if he was to find you here. Please, please ••• ! 
wish you hadn't come. Now you'll spoil everything!" 
He was standing there at the window in his 
night shirt and his beautiful face was paralyzed with 
fear. 
"Shhhh", hushed Neil, "I wouldn't have come 
only I must se& you. It's a matter of life and death. 
It couldn't wait until tomorrow. I was careful. No 
one saw me. Letts go into your room, I need your help. 
It's awfully important. 
"No I N.o l" gasped Terry. "Not in my room. 
I can't let you. I told you before, you were. 't 
to come here. Oh Neil, I wish I could tell you why, 
but I can't. Not just now anyway. Please try to 
understand. · Now you've got to go before Dad and Mom 
get back or else there'll be trouble." 
' nBut Terry, youtre the only one in the world 
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I can talk to. I told you it was very important and I 
must s·ee you. You know I wouldn' t come here like this 
so late at night unless it was really important." 
The dog barked again, and some of the animals 
stirred in their pens. 
"Shh! 11 cried Terry in terror. "Not so 
loud. My sisters will hear us. All right, !111 sneak 
out when they're asleep, if itt s ES important as all 
that, and I'll meet you at the far end of the south 
pasture, by that old mowing machine. Ifll come as 
soon as I can get out, but you've got to go now. 
Be careful that you don't fall getting down, and 
don't let my sisters see you." 
"What about that dog? Is he vicious?" 
"No. He won't hurt you. He belongs to old 
man Hennessey. BUt, please, go.n 
"I'm going Terry. Be as quick as you can, 
will you?" 
The spot appointed for the meeting was a half 
mile from the house in an unused pasture belonging to 
the Hennessey farm. Neil circled through tht-1 patch 
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of woods that served as a dividing line ·for the two 
properties and c2l!le out into the field along an old 
neglected cow path. The moon had risen again and the 
giant blade of the mowing machine was bathed in a 
ghastly pallor. It rose up from the vast, empty ex-
panse like a massive scythe. Death's scythe. Neil 
clutched ~t his rosary and frantically searched his 
memory for the opening words and images of the 
Apostles Creed, but nothing came into his brain be-
yond the blackness of his sin ar1d the figure of the 
broken crucifix and Roryts tortured face and the 
pound note lying on the faded couch. Deapair filled 
his thoughts and flooded his eyes with tears. He 
wondered if he was allowed to pray anymore. He knew 
that those in mortal sin were not allowed to receive 
Communion or gain any graces for themselves until they 
had returned to the state of grace. Sometimes it was 
even necessary for them to go to Rome and kneel before 
the Pope ·' s throne and B(Sk forgiveness. He thought 
of the docks and ''qu ys he had once seen in Belfast 
where ships from all over the world ·:were .~choreQ., and 
he wondered how hard it would be to stowaway on o~e 
bound for the Mediterranean ports. Perhaps i..f he told 
the captain that he was going to Rome to see the Pope 
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he might be allowed t o work hi s pG.ssage. 
A weasel shot out from underneath the mowing 
machine and scurried through the tsll grass. Neil 
felt his heart leap into his throat, and ran scream-
ing across the fteld. He plunged down behindaa huge 
boulder that stood at the edge of the woods and 
buried his face in his hands. The baying of a home-
less hound rang out across the mountainside, pathetic 
and lonely, His grandmother used to tell him that · the 
howling of a dog at night meant that some soul had 
died in mortal sin and was on its way to Hell. The 
hounds of Hell always came out to announce the.ir joy 
at .its arrival. Convulsive sobs shook h.im as he 
pictured the huge, famished mastiffs sitting about 
the fiery lake on their haunches waiting fo.r h.is soul. 
He se.:.rched the sky for a shooting star, another sign, 
his grandmother told him, that a soul was plunging 
down to Satan. 
At last he heard the familiar whistle and 
sat upright. In the hazy glow of the moonlight he 
could see Terry cilimbinfS over the old stone wall. 
Wiidly he went over the events of the ni.ght L'l his 
mind once more, and rubbed the tears back into his 
.. ·,..,..-... 
eyes with hi s s l eeve . 
"Neil. Where are you, Neil?" Terry called. 
"Over here,. •• behind this b:Lg boulder ••• " 
"Oh. There you are. I looked for you by 
the mowing machine ••• n 
"It was too bright over there, end there was 
a weasel prowling around •• ·." 
"A weasel? They won't hurt you. They only 
go after the chickens. We've lost a. faw this month 
already. I'm sorry I couldn't get out sooner, but I 
had to wait until everyone was asleep. I ho?e I 
didn't keep you waiting too long ••• " 
"No. It's all right. It's just that it's 
so lonely out here rat night and t here are all kinc.s 
of noises ••• " 
"Yes, I know how it is in the fields alone. 
~Jt we couldn't talk in my room. The walls are aw-
fully thin and my sisters are very light sleepers. 
You aren't mad about that are you? I cantt say why 
you're not to come to the house, but you'll know 
someday, and until then you'll have to trust me, 
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a~d I knoVI you do ••• n 
'l'erry smiled gently at him and Neil thought 
of what his mother always said about Terry Leardon 
being so beautiful t hat he should have been. .a girl. 
He wondered why it w~.s so when Terry's sisters were 
so homely in contrast. 
nNo. rt :m not mad . I'm glad you could get 
out . t don't know wr a t I would have done if I hadn 't 
seen you ••• n 
"What• ·s it all about? Have you done some-
thing bad? Are you in trouble in school a gain? Old 
ma.">}, Mt.lll vaney giving you a going over again like he 
did last year?" 
nno. I wish it were only t hat , but i~s 
f e.r wor se .... n 
"Well 1 what is it? I'll do anything I can 
to help you. You know that." 
"'Terry 1 did you hear t he horses tonight?" 
"No. Were they riding again? I hope they 
didn't break up the meeting ••• n 
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"I don't know if they did or not ••• but they 
were riding .... " 
"D:f.d you see · them go by? Were there a great 
many of them?" 
"Yes." Neil breathed heavily . "! saw them. 
There were about forty of them. They came to our 
house ••• " 
"To your house .!" shouted Terry, his blue 
eyes spa~kling with a~azement. "They didn't find 
him did they? Oh, they couldn't have ••• that poor 
old man. Tell me they didntt; tell me quickt" 
"No," answered Neil swallowing t he sobs deep 
in his 1hroa.t, "Not as far as I know. It wasn't held 
at our house tonight. ·It was at Tom McGlade's, 
They were . only looking for him then ••• " 
"Oh, I'm glad. I knew they could never get 
him as old as he isl God would never let him fall into 
their hands! They didn 't hurt your mother or father, 
did they? I should have asked you before ..... 
"No • . 'They werentt home . They were at McGlade's 
too. I was the only one at home. They want ed me to be 
.. 
there in case anythin ••• •?~ell ••• in case anything should 
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happen ••• n 
"And you told them!" cried Terry in shocked 
anguish, as if for the first time he was beginning to 
piece together the little strands of conversation. ttYou 
told them that the meeting was at Tom McGlade's! Oh, 
Neil, how could you? How could you?" 
"No! Nol" protested Neil, tears flooding his 
eyes again. "I didn't tell them! I didn't tell them 
anything about McGlade's or where they went1 I was too 
scared to tell them anything!" 
"Oh," sighed Terry in relief, sitting down on 
the boulder, "I'm glad that you didn't. For a minute 
you had me scared. But I knew you wouldn't do anything 
like that. Not after the terrible things they did up 
in the north and to those poor brothers in Londonderry. 
But no matter how many horsemen they ride out every 
night, they'll never get him. I'm sure that his 
guardian angel is watching him constantly and he'd never 
let them come near him. Didn't you have that feeling 
even while the men were in the yard? Didn't you think 
that no matter what they did to you or your family that 
you could never let on where he was?" 
"No." whispered Neil, "I didn't have that 
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feeling~ . I didn't have any feeling~ •• ! was too scared ••• " 
He buried his face :in his hands and began to 
sob aga~n. "0h Terry," he cried, "I'm not like you. I 
don't think like that. I wish I did, but I don't,. I 
didn't tell them where he was because they didn't as~ me. 
I don't know what I would have told t hem if they had." 
"What difference does that m·ake?" said Terry 
putting his hand affectionately qn Neil's ·shoulder. "The 
important thing is that you didn't tell them, and it was 
probably God's grace that kept you from being asked. I 
don't know what I would have told them either had they 
come up here. There's no telling what you'll do when 
you're scared. I was just thinking of that old man and 
all the things he has done. You shouldn't feel bad be-
cause of som.ething that didn't happen. You should be 
glad that God kept 1 t from happening ••• n 
".God had nothing to do with thisl" Neil shouted. 
"What? What did you say?" 
"I said God had nothing to do with this! 
Nothingt" 
"But, Neil, you mustdt say that. You mustn't. 
95!' 
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It's not right ••• · God had everything to do with everr-
thing. I don't know what's got into you. You never 
talked like this before. Whatts the matter with you?" 
Neil looked at him stonily. He wondered why 
he had come and what foolish thought had driven .him to 
the conviction that Terry or anyone else could. under-
stand and be able to help him. He knew now how complete 
was his desolation, and he found relief in the thought 
that life had no more friends for him, that it was he 
against the whole world, and there was an ironic joy in 
this feeling of serenity and resentment. 
"I don't think God matters much anymore," he 
said, surprised at the ease with which the words fell 
from his tongue. 
"You don't?" whispered Terry in a voice that 
had suddenly become very faint. "That's an awful thing 
to say, Neil. I wish you wouldn't go on talking like 
this. It's not rightl Oh, what's hap9ened to you? 
What did they do to you? Did they beat you? Did they?" 
"No." said Neil calmly. "One of them tried to 




"The beast% shouted Terry. "The filthy scoun-
drel! My father said they were all murderers . Every one 
of them!" 
"This one wasn 't. He was a kind man ••• I 111 
never forget him •••• " 
"But he tried to kill you~ didn't he? How 
can you say he was a kind man?" 
"His name was Rory," said Neil slowly, "and 
he held the crucifix in his hand and he cried, real 
tears, as if he was sorry for everything ••• and I don't 
think I'll ever forget the way he looked at it and 
said 'I used to· believe in this once, but I don't be-
lieve in anything anymore". Then he was very sad be-
cause his son had died without medicine during the 
boycott ••• " 
"It was a miracle!" shouted Terry. "He 
looked at the crucifix and he realized all the bad 
things he did. God made him think that way and that's 
why he didn't murder you!" 
"I don't think so,n Neil s aid, smiling wearily, 
"The crucifix broke while he was putting it back on 
the wall. It fell out of his hands end smasl'led into 
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nt still don't understand what this is all 
about. It wasn't his fault that the crucifix broke, 
and it certainly wasn't yours. Why are you so ••• so 
bitter? You're not like. yourself at all." 
Neil looked up quickly. Terry wa.s staring at 
him with an anguished expression in his eyes. And 
suddenly Neil was sorry that he had descended to such 
depths of contempt. The insolence dissolved within 
him in a flash of pity and remorse that left him 
humble and composed. Sorrow a.te at his heart again 
but not despair. It was as if Terry's innocence and 
simplicity had become more important than his own 
crime, as if he feared hurting his friend more than 
the loss of his own soul. The loneliness and the 
selfishness l:B.d gone out of him in the presence of the 
person whom he could never stoop to offend. 
"Rory asked me if I was a Catholic• •• "he 
said quietly." 
"And you said you weren't?" suggested Terry 
with bewilderment growing in his eyes., 
"Yes, I said I wasn't. He took the crucifix 
down off the wall and threw it into my lap and asked 
me to look at it and tell him if I was a Catholic ••• " 
·''And what did you do? n 
"I told him~ wasn't a Catholic again ••• " 
"Arid then he tried to choke you?" 
"He threw the crucifix on the floor and grab-
bed me by the neck. I thought he was going to kill 
me ••• the way his eyes looked and the way he shouted ••• " 
"But what made him stop? Why didn't he 
kill you? Was it because of the crucifix?" 
"I don't know. I must have' fainted or passed 
out. When I came to he was kneeling beside me and 
rubbing my arms •••• ! think he was afraid that I was 
dead ••• " 
"He didn't have the nerve to go through with 
it ••• n 
"Maybe not ••• but I'd probably be a lot better 
off if he had killed me right there and then ••• " 
"I wonder what he would have done to you if 
you had admitted that you were a Catholic. Do you think 
he would have strangled you?" 
"'I don t t know," whispered Neil, "I try not 
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. They sat together in silence for what seemed 
an infinitely long period of time. The moon came out 
again, cautiously, and cast their shadows across the 
boulder in gaunt, angular patterns. Neil waited for 
Terry to speak. He could feel everything slipping and 
sliding away inside of him, like a huge internal 
avalanche that was carrying with it in one tremendous 
roar all the things he had once known and valued: 
his home, his family, his religion, and, above all, 
Terry Leardon. He knew that whatever attraction it 
was that held him to Terry, it was gone now, swept 
away in that surging c ataract where the broken arm 
of the crucifix bobbed up and down amid a swirling 
flotilla of familiar faces of people they both knew. 
In that one terrible moment of revelation everything 
they had shared together was being washed out and 
destroyed. He closed his eyes and out of the colored 
blackhess came Terry's handsome features, spiraling 
down from the precipice of a huge cliff into a valley 
full of clouds and fog, and he saw himself standing 
at the top of the mountain with his arms outstretched, 
trying to call back from the ear splitting din of the 
c ataclysm the swift disappearing image of his only 
friend. All was swallowed up in the crystalline opa-
city and only the billowing tumult still rose and 
fell in the long caverns of his mind. He opened his 
eyes slowly, as if he were afraid that Terry would no 
longer be sitting next to him. 
"Terry," he said softly, "Terry, why dontt 
you say something? You've been quiet a. long time ••• n 
He had been looking off towards the low hills 
in the distance, and he turned his eyes slowly on Neil 
as if he were unwilling to leave that pleasant sight. 
"I've been thinking," he said, "and wondering 
what 's going to become of us ••.• all of us. I sometimes 
think that things will never be peaceful in Ireland 
again. My father often says that ••• n 
WYou think Itve done a terrible thing, don't 
you, Terry?" 
"I don't know. I don't know how bad it is ••• " 
"But you wouldn 't have done it yourself? 
Would you?" 
"I can't say that either. I've never had 
anyone put his hends on my neck and try to choke me ••• 
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"You always said you wanted to be a martyr ••• 
or live among the savages ••• " 
"It's a glorious way to die~ •• you go straight 
to heaven ••• " 
"And when t hey ask you if you are a catholic 
and you deny it, you go straight to Hell if you die, 
don't you?" 
"I suppose so, Neil. That's what Father Kearse 
said a few Sundays ago ••• he. was explaining one of the 
gospels. He s aJ.d that those who deny Ch!'ist on earth 
~ 
will also be denied in heaven ••• " 
"I know. I heard him. It's very bad then, 
i sn't it?" 
~Yes. I think so." 
"And do you hate me for saying I wasn't a 
Catholic?" 
"Hate you? Don't say that, Neil. Of course 
I don't hate you. You're my friend. It·'s wrong to 
hate anyone. Didn't the priest tell us that Christ 
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"Terry .... do you think ••• do you thinlt I'm one 
of Ch.ristts enemies now? I mean on account of what I 
did ••• does that .make me one?*' 
nr don tt know ••• I ca.Yl.' t tell you that ••• I 
suppose tha.t it does ••• but ••• " 
"-But you think so, don't you? When I was 
coming up here tonight I passed over the high. ro ad 
and I saw the train go by. I thought how easy it would 
be to end everything* The people would all think it 
1
.Vss an accident. There was a t-ramp run over by the 
express last year ••• you remember that don't you? 
Nobody knew how it happened ••• " 
"Neil! You mustn't talk like thatt There's 
al~rays hope, no matter how bad things a.re. If you 
think like that, youtre just like Judas. He hu.1"'lg him-
self and now he's in Hell ••• • 
"And that's where I'll be too ••• " 
"Please don't say things like that, Neil. It 
frightens me. You don't really feel like that, and you 
know you don't. Why you a.re going to be a priest ••• 
everybody knows that ••• • 
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mother has missed anybody •• -•" 
"Neil, that's not f airt Your .mother is a 
very holy woman. She prays for you ni ght and. day, 
I've seen her ••• " 
"I wish she'd stop praying for me. I dontt 
need her prayers. I don't need anybody' ·s prayer s • • ·" 
"Neil, you dontt know what you're saving. 
Why don't you go see him and t alk to h im about it. 
Tell him everything, just the way you told me ••• n 
"'Who? The Monsignor?" 
"Yes. Go see him. Go to confession and 
tell him everythi ng. Tel l him you're sorry ••• " 
"But I dontt know if I am sorry.~." 
"You're afraid to go to him ••• ·n 
"No I'm not ••• ·tt 
"Yes you are. I can t ell by your face .... 
You're afraid of Monsignor Kellyl Afr aid of what 
he might say to you!" 
"All right, Terry, I'll go. But I want you 
to know t h a.t I am sorry for wha_ t I've done 1 but not 
=--=---'== =====·-==--==-=-=-=== 
the way I should be. I'm sorry because of you. · You 
don't kno~ what I mean, but it doesn't make any dif-
ference ••• n 
"You'll go then?" 
"Yes ••• I'll go~ •• for you, Terry ••• " 
Neil stood lonely in the moonlight and 
watched his friend disappear down the path. He 
looked beyond the j_vory washed sheen of the meadow 
into the .darkness of a world of dissolving illusions. 
He lifted his eyes to the sky and beheld the pale 
glitter of the stars s~imming in a universe of fan-
tastic depth and immensity. Somewhere in the deep 
recesses of the woods a corn crake screamed its 
i diotic laugh into the night. 
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CHAPTER F 0 U R 
Then Jesus answered and said, "Blessed 
art thou, Simon Bar-Jona, for flesh and 
blood has not revealed this to thee, but 
my Father in heaven. And I say to thee, 
thou art Peter, and upon this rock I 
will build my Church, and the gates of 
Hell shall not prevail against it. And 
I will give thee the keys of the kingdom 
of heaven; and whatever thou shalt bind 
on earth shall be bound in heaven, and 
whatever thou shalt loose on earth shall 
be loosed in heaven." 
Matthew XIV, 17-20 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
AND UPON THIS ROCK I WILL BUILD k.'Y CHURCH 
Four people, two men and two women, were 
seated in nervous silence arot4~d the bare wooden 
table in Tom Me Glade's kitchen, arranged like 
figures in a wax museum depicting some weird g~e 
of cards. They seemed unconscious of each other's 
presence. A llttle girl wlth stringy brownish 
hair and a. bearded man in dirty work clothes oc-
cupied the two straight backed chairs by the wall. 
Neil approached timidly and seated himself on the 
bottom step of the staircase, next to the bearded 
man. He felt the eyes of everyone in the room 
guiding his entrance. The girl smiled faintly at 
him in recognition, but he qulckly darted his glance 
towards the mantlepiece and avoided her greeting. 
Gladys O'Leary. The shopkeeper's daughter. Be 
wondered what she had done. Perhaps, as he had 
once seen her do, she had taken some sweets from 
the ar on to of her father's counter. 
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He decided then that he didn't like her because her sins 
were petty and her face was dirty. He thought that 
God must get awfully sick of listening to people like 
Gladys O'Leary coming in every week with their stupid 
faults. 
There was a noise at the back of the hall 
and the two men at the table sat up straight. A 
tall, freckled faced boy appeared at the corner of 
the chimney, swinging his cap back and forth in his 
hands. 
"Who's next?" he asked in a magnified whisper 
that caused the two wax ladies to stare at each other 
accusingly. 
"I think I am," said the plump one, smil~ng 
foolishly, "but if youtre in a hurry? I know how 
it is with children about ••• " 
"Go right ahead, dearie," returned the other, 
shooing her off with a flapping motion of her hand 
against her wrist, "I dontt have me sins sorted out 
yet ••• " 
Neil wondered how many she had to sort out. 
He lifted his head and watched the plump woman dis-
appear behind a curt ain into the back room. A soft 
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murmur floated across the silence like the easy whirl of 
seagulls on a summer afternoon, and the people in the 
room froze in their positions again. 
He rested his face between his hands, pressing 
his temples tightly to ease the quick throbbing of the 
flood rushing into his brain. The words of the prayer 
to the Holy Ghost for the grace to make a good confes-
sion came into his mind but he was unable to concen-
trate on their meaning. He felt the baseness of his 
sin deep in his soul, filling his whole being with a 
quivering shame and disgust that made him dizzy and 
nauseous. When he closed his eyes the swirling dark-
ness gave him the sensation of standing on the ledge 
of a very tall bUilding and looking do~ at the flY, ... 
specks of people below. 
ttThe old gaffer has sure slowed down a lot 
lately;" observed the bearded man with a loose motion 
of his lips that sent a spray of spittle onto his beard 
and into Neil's face, "I can remember when it was 'Three 
Hail Mary's' and out you went, No matter if you had 
horsei:-whipped the Lord Mayor of Dublin or boasted of 
ten wives. Now he likes to mull over them as if there 
was nothing else in the world to do. I've been here 
an hour already, and I'll bet a quid there's not half 
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e. dozen gone into that room." 
The man was trying to whisper but his voice 
kept falling into a harsh falsetto that seemed to p~n­
etrate every corner of the room and caused the three 
people at the table and the little girl to stare at 
the floor in embarrassment. Neil nodded at his to 
s·how that at least he was listening. He wished that 
the man had picked someone else to talk to, but was 
glad of the opportunity to ~scape, even for a second, 
:from his guilt-ridden conscience. 
"Well, there's one thing," continued the 
bearded man1 .1ighting his pipe with great resounding 
smacks of his moist lips, "that you can say for going 
to confession at Tom McGlade's. At least you can 
smoke while youfre waiting in line. They never did 
allow that at St. Paul's, you know.l" 
He slapped Neil on the knee with a vigor-
our clap of his hairy hand, and threw. back his head 
in a desperate attempt to smother a voleMic laugh 
that was already rumbling in his throat. 
"No; boy," he half reared, "there's no com-
plaint against McGlade's cathedral .on that score. 
It's just like one of them Hindu templ~swhere you 
-can draw on your pipe to your heartts content ••• " 
He had given up all attempts at trying to 
whisper and was d_rawing icy looks from the other pen-
itents. The woman at the table scowled at him venom-
ously, and shook her head in exaggerated indignation. 
Neil caught her wi thering ga~ ·e for a second. She 
pursed her lips fiercely, and he felt responsible 
for the man 's ·garrulity because. he had been singled 
out as the only listener. ne shrugged his shoulders 
slightly to indicate that he was a mere victim of 
annoying circumstances, but succe,eded ohly in look-
ing and feeling guiltier. 
"What we need in a place like this,tr the 
bearded man went on, "is a Franciscan or one of them 
America.n priests • They're the ooys who can pop 'em 
1n and out quick. I sa.w one missioner at the monas-
tery in Cork, not so long ago. H ·" 
"Shhhhh l n· hissed the woman acidly. 
"Oh,. shhhh, yourself!" returned the man, in 
less of an undertone than he intended. "Thes e pious 
hypocrites they give me a pain at the pit of me spine. 
If it wasn't for the likes of there, none of us would 





He t hrew one l eg on top of the other contemptu-
ously and proce<Sded to blow out sullen smoke rings in a 
steady stream from the yellowish bowl of his clay pipe. 
The woman at the table smiled smugly a t her victory. 
An uneasy silence settled on the room, accentuated by 
every unnecessary stir of the chairs and by the sporadic 
flutter of the curtains against the low window sill. 
Neil watched the little girl playing idly with her shoe 
strings. Her dirty bro~~ hair brought into his mind 
Terry's curly blond head and glittering blue eyes. He 
tried to wipe out the memory of their last meeting from 
his mind by counting the buttons on the girl's dress . 
Little sharp pin-pricks of sensation tingled e-verywhere 
on his body, like hot sparks alighting and dissolving, 
and he thought of the brimstone l r:L'ke where the blazing 
meteors a.11d comets and shooting 8 tars showered down in 
a dazzl.ing profusion m:1d we::re extinguished in the bub-
bling water. He put his ha11ds oYer his eyes and wi shed 
he had the courage to dart from the room. He longed for 
his old iron bed in the attic where he could curl up and 
pull the covers up tight over his head and blot out the 
shame and terr or of his sin. 
The heavy thud of footsteps shattered the 
silence. The plump lady reappeared and, for no apparent 
reason, smlled blandly all around . 
"All right, Molly," she said to the thin faced 
woman, "go ahead. I' 11 walt for you at the ·post office." 
"No," protested the other, with a deprecatory 
arching of her eyebrows, "I believe the gentleman in the 
corner was here ahead of me." 
The bearded man removed the p:tpe from his mouth 
with a grand gesture that began with a magnificent sweep 
of his hairy arm and ended in a cavalier bow of his grey 
head. 
"Not at all! Not at alll" he insisted. "I'm 
always here early. With me it's by appointment only. 
You see me and the Monsignor have a system. We take one 
Commandment a week. That keeps the rest of the people 
from wai ttng all night., Now yo.u go right ahead in and 
unburden yourself,. madame , while I do a 11 ttle more con-
centrating on me list. I like to sandwich all the big 
ones in between the little ones. In that way they don't 
seem so bad." 
The woman glared at him for a moment, then rose 
and escaped into the back room before the echo of his 







"That's the way to treat them, lad," said the 
man to Neil, "take none of their · bl.amed !lonsence_, and 
then show them right off who's boss. I'm what you might 
ca.ll an expert at these things, seeing as how I've out-
11 ved two wives already, and am pr ·esently engaged in 
seeking out the third. No one special in mind as yet, 
of course, it hasn't reached that stage. It's still in 
the planning, and, as old Walter Scott used to say: 
'The lists are open, let the candidates ride forth'!" 
~leil lifted his head quickly and chanced a look 
into the bearded mants face. He saw that the eyes were 
all bloodshot and ha.d huge circles of soft fat under. 
them that seemed to quiver with . the rollick of his con-
tinuous good humor. He wondered if the man had murdered 
his two wives or if they had merely died. Perhaps the 
man was here tonight to confess these crimes! He hoped 
so. That would make it easier when it came time for him 
to go into the room. Murder was a terrible thing; one 
of the seven sins that cried out to heaven for vengeance. 
He remembered Father Kearse saying that at the novena 
once. Father Kearse didn't compare it with denial of 
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The scuffle of a chair being pushed back and 
the squish of felt slippers on the wooden floor brought 
the lean faced woman . back into the· room~ She sniffed 
ha.ughtily at Neil in her minced procession towards the 
door. 
"Well," said the bearded man getting up drama-
tically, "the ·time has come to reckon up the mortal 
tally, and let no man be found wanting. It's i n to the 
lion's den we go before half our time .is done. I hope 
that old battlewagon that's jus t gone hasn't put the 
edge on the old rna.'Yl t s temper. He' 11 need all his self-
control and then some to hear what I h &.ve to tell him. 
But, awa.y with us, the hour ha.s come!'* 
With that he s au.ntered off down the hall, 
stopped briefly before the green curt ain to shrug his 
shoulders i n an exaggerated show of devil .... may-c a.re 
courage, and disappeared. Eis voice could be heard in 
a resounding rumble that was like the sound of a train 
passing over a wooden trestle, but the words were in-
distinguishable. Now that the bearded man h ad left the 
room, Neil felt a quick panic growing in his breast. 
Thoughts of fli ght, no matter how ignominious, came 
into his mind, but his feet would not r espond to the 
impulse. Fear and shame r educed him to i mmobility 
114. 
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as the shatter:tng voic ~ of- 0onsci8nce exploded :tn his 
brain. Tears welled up into his eyes again, big, trans-
lucent bulbs that made everything tn the room shimmer. 
Only the presence of Gladys 0 't,ea:r.y 1 swaying back and 
forth on her chair and humm ing softly to herself; kept 
him from bursting out . into a spasm of crying. He 
swallowed a -sob back into his throat and blinked the 
tears dry be~ore they could fall. She would never see 
him cry. He glanced at her with the disdaining eye of 
a hardened sinner. To inwardly scoff at her stupid 
innocence brought relief to his tortured mind. There 
was an ironic pleasure almost in compe.ring his estimate 
of her transgress tons with his own. de-adly sin. '?.-'hen did 
she ever have 8. real tem9ta.tion? She probably never 
even forgot her prayers in her whole life. 
The girl woke from her musing and caught his 
hard stare. She smiled shyly at him, reducing his re-
sentment and arrogance to trembling embarrassment. He 
nodded apologetically, as if he were afraid that somehow 
she had read his thoughts, and he shot his eyes swiftly 
to the two men seated at the table, 
The one at the far side of the table was waxing 
out his mustache with a delicate sweep of his long 
fingers, as if he were plucking deftly at a harp. 
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His name was Brian Boo f ey 1 and' he ra.n a poultry shop 
in Cross Glen. Neil had seen him ha..Ylging the headless 
chickens up by t he feet to let the blood drain into a 
big bucket, and he remembered his uncle saying th at 
Brian. Boofey ashed his hands nine hundred times a day 
because he hated chickens and he hated blood and he 
hated anyone to t hink that he had anything to do with 
either. He was a mouse of a man, but he was the back-
bone of the parish societies when they were oper ating. 
Before the trouble started he could be s een every Sunday 
on duty at the back of the church with a starched white 
linen collar and a checkered wa.istcoat, a.nd he always 
had a pleo:-sant smile for the incoming and outgoing con-
gregations, especially ::t.f they happened to be young 
girls. He had never m"rried, but even a t forty-seven 
he considered himself quite eligible, and a rare prize 
that could not be too easily garnered. Neil watched 
him expertly pare the dirt fr~om b0meath his long nails 
with a golden toothpick. He dectded that vanity was 
undoubt edly Mr. Boofeyts only sin. 
The man opposite Brian Boofey was nodding off 
to sleep. His hea.d pitched forward l azily only to be 
jerked back by sudden re turns to consci ousness, and his 




B.e wa.s P.:?.c~.dy F0~ris, Mr Poofey' s gree.t and good frie~d, 
who r .::.n a l :arge dry goods est;~.blishment in Cross Glen 
e.nd had an interest in Rnothe!' in Meighmarra . Everyone 
in the courrty knew Paddy Ferri's, although he ha.d few 
friends who knew him G.nd shared his whiskey the way 
Brian Boofey did . People knew him through his dogs, 
Lord McCollough and Lough Swilley Star, reported to be 
among the fastest greyhounds on the islend. He brought 
them to Dublin every sum..111er for the rac.es and spent the 
rest of the year passing out reports on their speed and 
behavior. He had a reputation in the village as a sports~ 
man and gambler, b'~ t he was neither. The dogs came to 
him in f'~~ll pa:yment of a bad business transc:-.ction. He 
8njoyed the P01)'llar:tty that they brought to h:I.m, but 
could never bring h1.mself to make any sub~tRntial wagers 
on their abil:t ty. 1be :annual tri.p to Dublin he looked 
upon as a. social necessity rather than an Op})ortunity to 
vlin somA high stakes , and hi?. kept 1. t up as a. matter ot 
personal prestige.. When people cn.me to see the kennels 
or watch the workouts, he was proud but rettcent , lest 
he should reveal his lack of racing knowledge, and this 
laconic attitude was misinterpreted as cleverness on his 
part~ The friendship with Brian Boofey was a matter of 
opposites attracting each other, or at least that was the 
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gambling and r t .c ing es sinf\ll vlces ~n.d never allowed the 
subject to enter hi s ccmversations. Ferris fou.11d a safe 
conf idant in the pou1 try·man, cne Vlho neYer inouired after 
his dogs or hi s person.:tl choice in the local meets. 
They respected each o-l.:.her for what they were not, and 
enjoyed sharing each other t s popularity . and. esteem .. 
Actually, they were two of :1. k:tnd, but they would have 
been the first to diso·wn the compari son. 
The solid thump of footsteps in the bare hall 
brought Mr. Boofey to his feet. 
t'fh1. i t f or me by t h e · ga.te, Paddy," he s aid, 
n ~md we' 11 have a f ew pints on. the way back ••• " 
The bearded man c ~~e back into the room wiping 
a huge red bandana across his forehead. 
"He hit me with t he book!"he exclaimed, shaking 
his head towards Ue:tl . "There's no heart in theman 
today. He's a ca.ged lion if t here ever was one. Only 
he had the vestments on I do believe he'd have torn me 
to shreds for me miserable little misdemeanors. Oh, he 
was besides himself vd th rage! Gave me a penance the 
like of which they haven't handed down since the middle 
ages. Walk all the way to Croagh Patrick carrying a 




v:ha.t he ' d of ei v~m ~e if I ":l told him the hc..lf of l t! n 
He poked Neil playfully in the ribs, and then 
reached into his back pocket for his c ap,. which he ad-
justed very carefully on his head. 
"Well," he.; sai d with a laugh, "I'd better get 
started i f I'm going to walk to JerusaJ.em t his n i ght. 
Or \Va.s it Croa.gh P t:,trick? DeYll if I C t'\n remembor 1 
Well, it doesn't make much difference. To ge t to the 
both of them you must s t art at She~'s pub f er provisions 
and equipment, and I think I'll be needing a lot of beth." 
Long after he closed the door behind him, h is 
laugh could be hea.rd progre.s sing down the road. Neil 
' 
wondered if the man really had tp walk to Croe.gh Patrick 
or if he was only joking. Brian Boofey had gone into 
the back room, and t he low murmur of his voice •as al-
ready drifting through the silence. !ieil longed for the 
hearty l augh and endless chatter o .f the bearded man. 
'l'here was nothing l eft now to ke ep his mind from the 
terrifying magnitude of his sin. He t hou ght of the old 
prlest in the room there, the caged lion, and he looked 
from t he little girl to Peddy Ferris, both of whom were 
listlessly day dreaming. There wa.s still an opportunity 
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to stand up and walk defiantly toward$ the wooden door. 
He might .say something about having to meet his mother 
somewhere, or getting some things at the store before 
it closed. But he knew from the weak feeling in his 
knees and the quick beat of his heart that he would 
never be able to carry it off. 
Mr. Boofey came back and the other man took 
his place in the confessional. Now only Gladys O'Leary 
was left in the room. Neil looked from the mantle 
to the pictures of Tom McGlade's ancestors on the wall 
to the e8sy flutter of the curtains to avoid her gaze. 
She went down on her knees suddenly, and the noise 
startled him. She must have realized this. 
"I forgot my prayer for a good confession." 
she explained meekly. 
Neil nodded his head fooli .shly and felt his 
face becoming flushed. He tried to think of some answer 
to give her, but nothing came into his mind. He wished 
that he had not jumped when she knelt down, and wonder-
ed if he had betrayed his gull t. 
Her mention of the prayer for a good confes-
sion flashed through his brain. He attempted to 







the easy ones, like disobeying his parents and being 
lazy in school, and ending with his denial before the 
crucifix. He searched his mind feebly for the memory 
of past offences but could think of none. Everywhere 
he looked in the shimmering transparency of his 
thoughts he saw the leering face of Rory with the 
whites of his eyeballs showing. From out ·of nowhere 
came the words of the Confiteor: mea culpa, ~ 
culpa, ~ maxima cul pa, and he beat his breast 
humbly. How often had he repeated these words as an 
altar boy without dwelling on their meaning or even 
pap.sing to translate what he said; but now their 
woeful indictment resounded through every part of 
his being. 
Paddy Ferris shuffled out from behind the 
curtain and gallantly held it aloft for the little 
girl to pass through. He gestured good night to Neil 
with a flick of his index finger. The high pitched 
whir of the girl's whispering fanned out across the 
room like the last notes of an organ caught in the 
deep vaulted ceiling of an emptr cathedral, lost and 
lingering. 
Neil was alone now. He hoped frantically 









afraid that they might know how long he was in there 
and talk about it later. The fire had burned low 
and was washing the walls in long ugly shadows. 
Every stray breath of air leaped it into life and 
silhouetted the furniture in grim relief. He closed 
his eyes and listened to the s·oft sputter of the 
burning turf. A faint sickness rose from his stomach 
and crept slowly into his brain, leaving him limp 
and dazed. 
"You're next ••• n Gladys O'Leary said softly. 
He opened his eyes wide in amazement. He had 
not heard her come back. She was .smiling at him again, 
and he could feel the blood pouring into his head. 
"0h yes,n he said, "thank you. Itll go 
right in ••• " 
He fumbled in his pockets for his rosary, 
waiting for her to leave. When the door closed he 
stood up. Here was his chance. He could · go now 
without anyone knowing that he had left. The old 
priest would think that there weTe no more penitents 
because he would find the room empty. He moved . 
carefully towards the front door. One of the wooden 
floor boards creaked loudly, like the crack of a whip. 
Neil stood paralyzed. 
"Next! Be quick about it!" a voice boomed 
from the back room. 
Neil turned abruptly and walked blindly in 
the direction of the speaker. There was no turning 
back now. He threw back the curtain and breathlessly 
entered the room. A single candle burning in a 
bottle on the sink held back the silent gloom. The 
old Monsignor was seated at the window with his cloak 
thrown over one shoulder and his purple stole about 
his neck. Neil knelt on the floor beside him, glad 
that the wizened face was averted from him. 
"Bless me , Father, for I have sinned;" he 
said mechanically while making the sign of the cross, 
"my last confession was two weeks ago. Since that 
time I have neglected my morning and evening prayers 
six or seven times. I was inattentive during Mass 
on two occasions •••• " 
He recited his venial sins, in as disinter-
ested a manner as he was able to feign, trying to 
avoid hearing his own words, and trying not to think 
of the old man sitting there in the chair who knew 




"Is that all? Anything else, my son?" 
He caught his breath quickly and closed his 
eyes. 
"I denied my religion, Father ••• " 
The priest did not move. 
"How? How did you deny your religion?" 
Neil panted out the story of the night riders 
and Rory and the crucifix, although he did not mention 
the redheaded man by name. When he finished there 
was a terrible silence for what seemed an intermin-
able period of time. He could hear a train whistle 
far off in the mountains and the voices of men at 
the bottom of the road. All of the noises of the 
night filled the room with a shattering silence: 
the faint tinkle of a cowbell in the meadow, the 
hissing and sputtering of the candle, the heavy breath-
ing of the man in front of him. A wave of panic swept 
over him. He considered getting up and running out 
into the darkness, but he was afraid even to swallow 
lest the noise should disturb the priest in his judge-
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and the pounding in his temples began again. 
The priest removed his hand from across his 
eyes and turned completely around. Neil's heart jumped. 
It was the most startling thing he had ever experienced, 
as if a corpse had suddenly moved beneath its shroud. 
The eyes that beheld him were wonderfully sympatheti.c 
but woefully sad. Despite his pock-marked face and 
balding head, Monsignor Kelly looked patriarchal. He 
had suffered much,witnessed more, and old age somehow 
made venerable in him what in another might have been 
taken for pursiness. The haphazard existence of 
flight and disguise, of moving by night and hiding 
by day, of setting up his altar stone in farm houses 
and barns, of posing as a laborer, a gypsy, and a 
cartman had enfeebled his features but not his sanctity. 
"Give me your hand, child," he said in a 
voice that was old but still rich in qual ity. 
"What? •••••• lf 
ttYes •••• that's it •••• your hand. You're not 
afraid of me, are you?" 
"N-No ••• no, Father," stammered Neil. 
"There nothing to be afraid of, my child. I 
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often wonder why it is that the world is so afraid of 
. God's mercy but can forever scoff of His justice. You 
know, that's Ireland's trouble today. '.If thou, 0 Lord, 
shalt mark our iniquities, Lord, who shall stand it? 
For with Him there is mercy and merciful salvation!' 
Have you ever heard that before?" 
"I think so, Father." 
"In the school, from the nuns?" 
"Yes, Father." 
"That's fine. The nuns will be back soon 
and we'll have the school open again, and everything 
will be 1 ike it used to be. Why is your hand shak.ing 
so? Would you like to sit down, are you tired of 
kneeling?" 
"No, Father ••• " 
"How old are you, child?" 
"Ten years old, Fa t her ••• " 
"That's very young. I think that God must love 
the very young a great deal. The very old, like myself, 
he can only feel sorry for. Pity. He was never old 




Abraham was, I am. In the beginning was the Word, and 
the Word was with God, and the Word was God. Do you 
know what that means?" 
"I - -I don't think so, Father. I used to know, 
but I can't think of it now." 
"It doesn't matter. When you're ·young, nothing 
much matters unless you allow it to. My child, there is 
one thing you must understand or at least believe; the 
forgiveness of the Everlasting is boundless. There is 
no end to it. No way to measure it. No vessel to hold 
it. No book to explain it. Men can never get that 
through their heads because it is a mystery and one of 
such proportions as to tax the intellects of the world's 
greatest thinkers. God's justice will judge us, but 
only His mercy will save us. There is nothing else that 
can do it. No power on earth or in heaven. When men 
set limits to the mercy of the Almighty, when they say 
'He can never forgive me for this or that: I'm lost 
surely', then it is that they lose everything at one 
thrust • . W'no can say where His mercy will end, when it 
cannot even be said where it began? They sin worse 
than they ever dreamed they could when they doubt that 
they can be forgiven. Look at Judas. An Apostl e, a 
beloved friend of Christ. He denied Him and then was 
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sorry. He even tried to return the money to his con-
spirators,. He thought that they, mere men, would for-
give him, but he denied the same mercy to God who is 
all forgiving and all merciful. Do you understand 
that?" 
"Yes, Father. I understand." 
"And you're not making the same mistake now 
are you?" 
"No, Father ••• n 
The sweet and gentle voice of the old man 
spread through him like a balm, bringing soothing 
salvation a.nd forgiveness. He felt the weight of his 
sin disintegrate, and in its place came the buoyant 
dulcitude of sanctifying grace. 
"Is there anything else, my child?" 
"No, Father." 
"Are you sure ••• ? It doesn't have to concern 
offenses, you know. God is willing to listen to any of 
our troubles; that's what He's there for. 'Come to me 
all ye that are burdened, and I will refresh you.t 
'I will refresh you!' The words floated 
1?.8. 
through his bra.in like an invigorating breeze on a torpid 
day. Here was the opportunity he had never dared to 
hope for. He drew his hand from the priest's light 
grip and brushed it across his forehead. 
"Father?, •••• " 
"There is one thing I wanted to talk to some-
one about; I mean to God about ••• " 
"And what is that?" 
He hesitated for a moment, swallowing quickly. 
"It's ••• it•s my mother ••••. " 
"Your mother? Is she ill?" 
"No, Father. She's quite well. What I'm 
meaning to say is1 she wants me to be a priest some-
day ••• " 
The old man looked at him with a vague smile 
twinkling in his tired eyes. 






"Not exactly, Father," Neil replied, "I don't 
know whether I want to be one or not. I seldom think 
of it. I try not to ••• " 
"Why is that? What are you afraid of?" 
"Nothing, Father. Itis just that IfM not sure 
whether He wants me or not. I pray very hard at night 
and I listen for His answer , but it never comes ••• " 
"I see." nodded the Monsignor. 
"Mother says she .Just knows that I was meant 
for the altar. Even · the nurse said so when I was born. 
Everyone says so, but I don't ~now myself. Sometimes, 
when the church was open, I used to go in and kneel 
before the statues - - mostly the crucifix - - - for a 
long time to see if God would give me some sign that 
He wants me. ,But nothing ever happened ••• " 
The old priest took off his stole and kissed 
it. He seemed disinterested in the boy's recital, as 
if he had heard it countless times before. 
"I see." he snapped. "You want God to work 
a miracle for you, is that it?" 
"No, Father. I never meant that ••• what I 
1 00 . 
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meant was some way of knowing for sure ••• " 
"Ilow old did you say you were?" 
"Ten." 
The priest put his thumbs up to his nostrils 
and rested his head on his enjoined fingers. He sighed 
softly. 
"Ten years old ••• n he repeated, "you •· re a 
little young yet to be thinking about it." 
"Yes, Father." 
There was a pause while the Monsignor suc.ked 
his lips and collec ted his thoughts. The brish bark 
of a dog cut through the night. Neil looked at the 
figure huddled in the chair before him. In the ycl1.C'w-
ish light of the cand:e the old priest's skin shone like 
tarnished ivory, and the wrinkled features seemed al-
most carved. Neil thought of the neglected wood-cut 
of St. Joseph gathering dust in the basement of the 
parish church where it had .. been stored to make room 
for the new statuary. The wide arc of hair at the 
back of the Monsignort s head resembled the saint's 
tonsure. Soon he too would have to make way for a 
newer generation. 
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"This matter of looking for signs," the old 
man resumed slowly, "comes very close to the type of 
temptation that Satan tried on Jesus. Do you remem ... 
ber them up on the pinnacle of the temple? That's 
your atti tu.de. 'If you want me for a priest, send 
down a few choirs of angels and let me lmow about i t l t 
Isn't that what youtre really up to? .Jesus told us 
when to look for signs. Last Sunday's Gospel in fact. 
'There shall be signs in the sun and in the moon and 
in the stars: and upon earth the distress of nations, 
by reason of the confusion of the roaring of the sea 
and of the waves, men withering away for fear, a~d 
expectation of what shall ·· come upon the whole world. 
For the powers of heaven shall be moved, and then they 
shall see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with great 
power and majesty. But when these things begin to 
come to pass, look up· and lift up your heads, because 
your redemption is at handl' There's a si gn for you,. 
Is !~ something like that you are looking for? A 
great .tumult in the heavens with all the different 
gallaxies sho()ting .in and out?" 
"No, Father." protested Neil, 
"Of course not. Youtd be foolish to expect 
anything like that. God doesn't work his miracles 
1Z.2. 
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every day in the week f or us. If he did, where would t he 
gift of f ai t h be? ' Blessed are t hey who believe but do not 
see.' Go on doing what you've been doing, and don't worry 
about your vocation. If you have one, you'll Jmow it when 
the time comes. Have no fear of t hat, there'll be no mis-
taking it .... n 
"But how will I know?" 
"There will be a sign ••• n 
"A sign?" Neil interrupted, "But I thought you 
s aid ••• " 
"So I did," concluded the Monsignor, "but it's 
not t he kind of a sign you have in mind. There'll be no 
fireworks or pop .. eyed statues or anything like that. It 
will be quite different. !t will come to you in the lone-
liness of your praying hours, when only you and God seem to 
exist _in the world. It will be a sign on your heart, and 
there will be no mistaking it•••" 
"A sign on my heart%" 
"Yes." 
"But--but how will I know that the sign has come, 
and that it's not something else?" 
"You will know," said the priest emphatically, 
his voice gather ing momentum with each word,"because you 
will pray, and you will pray hard. It will be unlike any-
thing you have ever experienced. ·It will be t he voice of 
God speaking into your inmost heart. Remember, boy, that 
God chooses you. You don't choose Him. ' Many are called 
but few are chosen', the bible tells us • . When you hear the 
call, you will lmow. that you are being summoned, and you 
must be ready. Perhaps, like the rich young · man in the 
scriptures, _ you will by then be unwilling to give up all 
the pleasures of the world, give all you h ave to the poor, 
and follow Him. Only time will solve that. For the 
present all you can do is love God with all your strength 
a.nd pray for His divine grace. Give up all your worries 
and fears and leave here in peace, knowing that God is 
always watching over you.. When your sign comes,; wherever 
you are , or wherever I am, come and see me, &Jld we both 
shall know about it. And above all, come and see me if 
you are in doubt. Doubt is a terrible thing, especially 
in the priesthood. I've heard great doctors of the Church 
say it's worse than a murderer's gu:ilt. There is nothing 
more desolate and more tragic than an ordained priest 
living in the knowledge that he never had a vocation. 
Remember that always. Be true to your conscience. Have 
the courage to face your call wherever it may lead. Now 
say your Act of Contrition and I'll give you absolution." 
The vigor of the priest's last warning burned 
deep into Neil's soul and brought a flood of tears into his 
eyes. 
"Oh my God," he prayed fervently, "I .am heartily 
sorr y for having offended Thee, a.nd I detest all my sins 
because I dread the loss of heaven and the pains of Hell •• " 
His voice mingled with t he low rumble of the 
priest's absolution and f loated softly to the ceiling. 
Before he .finished the prayer, the precious sweet ness of 
forgiveness had died in the remoteness of his soul .... - a 
fragile, exquisite feeling, like the shy aroma of delicate 
blossoms vanishing in air. In its place there breathed 
the damp, chilling mist of doubt, blotting out the final 
words of his sorrow and blowing terror into his heart. 
He started at the audacity of his t houghts. Here he knelt 
before a representative of Christ on earth, and almost at 
the moment when he saw the hand raised for a blessing, he 
felt mistrust and scrupulosity taking possession of his 
being. He was vaguely aware of a sundering of something 
integral within him, It was as if everything that 
supported him and held him together and gave meaning to 
his life was being ripped apart and r eplaced by something 
harsh and rapacious, 
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CHAPTER F I V E 
And there came one poor widow, and she 
put in two mites, which make a quadrans~ 
And he called his disciples together, and 
said to them, "Amen I say to you, this 
poor widow ha~ put in more than all those 
who have been putting money into the treas .. 
ury. For they all have put in out of their 
abundance; but she out ofher want has put 
in all that she had ... ---- all that she had 
to live on .. " 
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CHAPTE.~ V 
BUT SHE OUT OF HER WANT HAS PUT IN ~L SHE H f.J) 
In the years that follo~ed) Neil availed him-
seJ,.f of the 'Monsignor's profff3red consultation t wice. 
The third titn~, he retur ned f~om his studies at Holy .. 
mou:nt t o find t hat t her old m~ had been tn his grave 
fo r nearly t hr ee fuont 4s. 
The first opportunity came when he was re-
called from the seminary by a message i~forming him 
of' the death of his mother. He had been ther~ less 
than a year 1 and t he suddenness of her p~r·tin(5· ~ as ~ 
blow that he was to remember all his life . The one 
·person, who more th~ anyone or anything else repre-
sented the future for him, his goal and her dream., 
1 as gone, .~d without her he felt adrift in a world of 
bobbin~ confusion. 
Doctor Brady, the local practitioner, could 






rapid deterioration of her system. Prior to her short, 
final illness her health had been Spartanly robust in 
t he best tradition of t he Irish peasantry.. She was a 
woman who had never known a day t s sfclr.."less i n her life; 
who had worked for forty ye ars in t he fields along s i de 
the men, sharing with them t he back breaking labor of 
squeezing a meager livelihood from the barren country-
side,· and in all this time she had never missed daily 
Mass and Communion, walking the four miles to the 
church in all kinds of weather. But, in the space of 
a few months after Neil t s departure for Rc>lymount, 
she had seemingly lost all inspirat ion t o live, and 
withdrew to her deathbed as if by her own voltition. 
She gave up completely her many friends and parish 
associates. She forbade any visi tors to the house, 
and spoke to her husband only when some detail of the 
household administration required it. For lang hours 
at a time she s at in the rocking chair tn her bedroom 
s taring out t he window with t ear filled eyes. Until 
just before t he very end she refused to see priest or 
doctor, and threatened to kill herself if either was 
c alled. 
The mystery that science could not penetrate, 
philosophy could; t he piercing ~hilasophy of Neilfs 
father who had known ~~r from childhood 1 and under-
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stood her in a way that her son never could. He alone bad 
witnessed the decay of the spirit and knew its cause. 
He knevr the anguish and the loneliness of this courage .. 
our l'mman t s love for her only child; of a v;oman who · was 
unwilling to sacrifice her son to God in a vocation that 
she had fostered, but loved him too much to keep him 
from the goal that she considered the highest pinnacle 
of human achievement. Reconciliation to t he Master's 
will was not in her power; the maternal was too strong 
in her, the pangs of childbirth too lingering . She 
found it impossible to utter "Let it be done unto me 
according to Thy word", when it was the one fruit of 
her life that was being asked for.. Prayer came hard 
in the last withering hours, a~d then it did not come 
at all. Her last pronouncement, spewed up in a pool 
of blood, was a malediction hurled at heaven for 
exacting a ransom so costly from her. Her mind could 
not appease her heart, and Mr·. McMahon alone knew 1 t 
was her heart that had cracked, and not hE::r mind. 
"She loved you very much, Neil", his father 
said on the v:ay back from the funeral, "I don't imagine 
you'll ever know just how much. From the time you were 
born, she thought of nothing else but you . I' m sure 
she never uttered a prayer for herself in the past· 
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fifteen years that didn't in one way or other concern. 
The carriage was passing along the Quay, and 
Neil watched the easy spin of a sea gull in the vast 
blueness of the sky. 
"I know that now." he said quietly. 
"You didn't know it before?" his father asked. 
nt dontt think I ever loved her the way a 
son should ••• " he said, surprised at the coldness with 
which he uttered it. 
"I think she knew that all along,n Mr. McMahon 
said, "but I don't suppose it made any difference. Hers 
was the kind of love that didn't need any exchenge.n 
"I was always sort of selfish ••• n 
They sat for a moment in silence letting the 
drab warehouses slip by into the late morning shadows. 
From the narrow cobblestone streets that emptied into 
the strandway came the noisy laughter of children and 
the rattle of iron wheeled produce carts filing into 
the city from the nearby farms. A policeman on the 
corner doffed his helmet ceremoniously at the empty 
hearse, and blessed himself with his free left hand. 
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"Are you going back to Holymount?" his father 
asked suddenly. 
"I don't know." s aid Neil. started by the 
quest.ion. "I haven't really thought much about it. Do 
you think she would have wanted me to go back?" 
"That's for yourself to answer." Mr. McMahan 
s aid briefly. 
"But you knew her so much better than I did? 
You told me about why she died.. Can't you help me in 
this?" 
Mr. McMahon took out his handkerchief and 
wiped his eyes. He avoided .Neil's gaze. 
"Your mother wanted you to be a priest. As 
far as I know, you always wanted. to be one yourself. 
It was never my idea." 
"You disapproved of it?" 
·"I didn't say that, but as a matter of fact I 
did. To tell you the truth, your mother and I had many 
arguments on the subject. Not really arguments, she was 
never much for that. I guess I did all the talking, but 
then, she didn't have to say much to get her point across. 
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She knew vtt11;m to look at me vri t h those lonely eyes of hers 
and get said what she wanted to say. I could never bring 
myself to deny her anything she ever wanted. The closest 
I came to hurting her in my life was when the Monsignor 
came to the house and talked to us about your going away ••• 
"You opposed it? You didn't want me to go?" 
Neil asked in amazement. He had never seen his father 
in a mood like this before. Their relations had al1fays 
been keynoted by gaiety and laughter. 
"Not exactly,n his father s aid s adly, "I 
couldn't quite bring myself to t hat. I wanted to put it 
off until you were older. I told the Monsignor t hat, 
but he didn't agree with me. If it was ·any other priest, 
I wouldn't have given a d·a.mn what he agr~ed with ·and 
didn't agree with." 
"You foresaw what was going to happen t hen?" 
"No. I didn't•" he said with a shake of his 
head. "I didn't think it would be as bad as it was. 
If I did, I never would have allowed it, but that's 
not right either. She wanted it t his way, and that's 
the way it had to be,n 
Neil looked off towards t he river where a 
" 
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fertilizer barge was wallowingly wear:tly up the current. 
The reflection of the sun on its lol'V bow caught the dingy 
brass of its nameplate and bathed it for a few moments 
in a soft golden hue. "The Myrtle B." He thought of 
the thin cluster of myrtleberry shrubs behind his mother's 
open grave, and he remembered the pungent odor of freshly 
turned earth. He had not wept during t he whole burial 
ceremony, even when they slid the coffin slowly into 
the ground on straps and heaped a shovelful of dirt on 
top of it. His Uncle Mike had remarked to a cousin about 
what a brave young man his nephew was to accept the 
1nev1. table so calm.ly , and he had accepted the compliment 
proudly. lio one, not even his father, knew how hard he 
had struggled with himself to manufacture some semblance 
of sorrow in his heart, to produce just . one convincing 
spasm of t ears for the benefit of the relatives who came 
to the wake. , 
The carriage drew up in front of Shea's Public 
House, and several of the loungers gathered in. front of 
it offered their condolences to Mr. McMahon. Re thanked 
them wi t h a polite t ouch at the brim of his silk hat. 
"Your mother," he said, turning to Neil, "never 
objected to me having a pint when she was al ~- ·1-::: ,~ Ro I 





respectful thing to do on the very day of the funeral, but 
I must have something to stick me insides back together. 
Are you coming in with me, or will you wait out here? 
I'll not be a moment.tt 
"I'll go in with you." offered Neil following 
behind him. 
They entered the brownish gloom of the pub and 
sat at a long wooden table in the rear. His father 
ordered t~o porters b,y raising his middle and index 
finger aloft in the direction of the bar, and when the 
man brought them, he drank them in quick succession. 
"Do you want anything? Some treacle-water?" 
he asked. 
"No" 
"Well then, I think I'll have two more. It's 
a hot day and the clothing is clinging to me like seaweed." 
Mr. Boofey came up and elaborately praised the 
memory of the dead woman. She had been .a steady customer 
; 
at his poultry shop, and he always lingered long on the 
loss of a good patron. 
"She was one in a million," he in tc·~:.e.1, " ~ 




morning I watched her pass by me door on the way to early 
Mass. Always a friendly gre eting on her lips and a kind . 
word for everyone. But that's the way life goes. Here 
today and gone tomorrow. Ashes to ashes, dust to dust. 
I lost my sister here a year ago, and I know how it is to 
give up your loved ones.-' 
nit's s pity all right,n agreed Mr. McMahon, 
wiping the foam from his mustache with the back of his 
hand. "I'll be lost without her." 
".A.1d I suppose the lad is beside himself with 
grief? Itts a sad thing for a boy to lose his mother. 
Thanks be to God, mine's still alive. She'll be eighty 
four next May. I write to her every Christmas. I be-
lieve that you should remember your dear ones while 
there's life in them, the ways you'll not be after for-
getting them when they're dead." 
Neil shifted his weight awkwardly on the wooden 
bench. He was weary of the subject of death and the 
endless cliches t;hat it evoked, and he wished that his 
father would find some way to terminate the boredom of 
Mr. Boofeyts remarks. 
"How's the young fellow making out at the 
seminary in Holyhurst?" the poultryman inquired .• 
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"Hoiymount ••• n Neil corrected him abruptly. 
"Oh, yes . Hplymount it is to be sure. I. always 
get them two mixed up.n 
"He's ciotng very well," his father said. "The 
third highest marks in his form the last time." 
"That's fine, wonderfull" Brian Boofey commented. 
" His mother would have been very proud of him. She always 
stopped by at the shop and reported the ladts progress to 
me. Well, at least she'll have someone to say her Masses 
for her and remember her over the years,. which is more 
than a lot of dead mothers can have.n 
"You're right there, surely," sighed Mr. Mcl~ahon, 
~I only hope he doesn't end up like some of them, forget-
ting their parents and them what r aised them, and the 
simple folk they sprung from. I've seen lots of them with 
their aristocratic ways and "!;;heir fancy vestments, and 
it's a sad thing, let me tell you, a tragic thing. There's 
no luck whatever f or a man when he gives up those what 
made him what he is.• 
Neil felt the remark burn through him. He heard 
the sob die in his father's throat, and he looked at the 
long rows of floor boards, blotched and sta.inoJ ~fi th the 
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dried residue of a decnde o.f dr i nking .. The sunlight 
spreadi.ng out dimly under the back door washed his feet 
in a dusky glow. The memory of his mo t her's face appe ared 
suddenly i n h:ts mind, smiling gent l y a t him, indul gently, 
t he way she alway~ did when she cat ered to his childish 
disobedience. 
It vras Sunda~r morning and t hey were getting 
r eady f or church. The rain had been falling since l ast 
night in a s teady drizzle, leaving the swept dlrt floor 
of t he kitchen damp and cold. His f ather was stooping 
before the fireplace arranging t he faggots into a neat 
pile and cursing them gl ibly when they failed to f all into 
place. He never went to church, except on Christmas and 
Easter, and then, it was an opportunity to r enew old 
friendships and discuss the past t hat was so much a part 
of him. 
"Are you ready yet, Neil?"his mother call ed. 
"Have you your cas sock? I starched your surpl ice for 
you. It' s on t he chair i n the bedroom .... " 
"In a minute, Mot her," he said, "I'm -coking 
for the shoe brush. ·n 
"l'll get it for you, dear,'* she offered, . "you 
left it out in the shed yesterda.y." 
1 46 . 
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"Let him get it himself," his f ather muttered, 
"He's not a cripple. He doesn't have to be waited on 
hand and f oot. n . 
They started off down the road together; the two 
of them, and she was holding his arm tightly. In and out 
between the muddy puddles they weaved... feeling the keen 
November wind blowing across the hil l s and through their 
thin clothing. 
"Neil," his mother said nervously, "I'm very 
happy t hat you're serving this morning. It makes me very 
proud of you. I know that you didn't want to be an altar 
boy, but you'll never regret it. It puts you very close 
to God. That's something that no girl or woman can do, 
no matter how pious or saintly; it's a privilege reserved 
only for young men, and you ought to be .deeply grateful 
for the opportunity." 
nr am, mother.tt he said unconv:tncingly. 
"I know you are, Neil," she smiled vaguely1 "and 
I know you are doing it for me.lt 
He t hought of Terry and t he mys terious hold that 
his friend had upon him. If Terry had not suggested it, 
with the greatest enthusiasm and delight, he never would 
II 
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have t aken tbe instructions tn Latin and sat through the 
long afternoons of r ehersals and practices. He saw a.gain 
the long empty nave of the church where the altar boys 
~at in the f1.rst two rows for instructions, and he saw 
Father Kearse a.ct:tng out the ritual high up on the altar, 
and Terry 's wild, dancing eyes following his every motion 
in an ecstasy of fascination and desire . He remembered 
how delicious were these moments , how precious and 
luxuriant; because they brought him closer, in some kind 
of secret, intimate tryst , to his dearest friend. 
When the priest finished reading the Gospel, he 
took off his maniple, placed it on t he altar near the 
tabernacle, and ascended into the pulpit. Neil genu~ 
.fleeted quickly and took a seat at the side of the sanc-
tuary in one of the hlgh wooden thrones reserved for 
deacons and sub-deacons at a Hlgh Mass. The odor of 
incense and freshly cut flowers made the altar seem dank 
and heavy. He looked out across t he maze of the congre-
gation where a lazy sea of flowered hats ~md colored 
shawls and glittering bald heads undulated easily in the 
yellowish light of the gas lamps. He saw hls mother 
seated erect f ar back in the church, he:r face radiant with 
pride, her hands enjoined tenderly in a gesture or pro-
found gratitude . He saw clearly,. too, for th<:) f'irst time, 
how thin were the ties that bound them together.. It was 
impossible to fill the niche t!1at she had carved out f'or 
him in her dreams, and he had. no fierce longing to do it. 
She looked up and saw him sta.ring €tt her. Her face was 
transfigul"ed in passionate exultation, her lips parted in 
a tremulous smile of maternal devotion. He scowled 
viciously at her, and felt not the slightest remorse at 
his cruelty. An irresistible surge of self .... satisf'a.ction 
rose up in his breast, reassuring his brutality and appeas-
ing his weakly protesting conscience. He folded his arms 
c asunlly and looked nway towards the altar. 
"Be a good fellow, Barney, and bring us another, 
will you?" he heard his father sa.y. 
Mr. Boofey had long since gone be.ck to his shop, 
and they were alone in the little stall at the back of 
the pub. His father had been drinking steadily,. and his 
eyes were heavy and glassy. He looked like he ha.d not 
slept in a long time~ 
"We'l~ be bouncing along in a minute now,tt he 
explained guiltily, "one or two more, and that'll be it. 
Mary--your mother, that is-... always insisted that ! stop 
by for a few on a hot day. She said 1 t had a medicina.l 
effect on me gall bladder ••• 1t 
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His words trailed off into silence and he con-
sidered for a moment the memories that the mention of her 
name evoked. When he looked up again, there were tears 
in his eyes and his lip was quivering. 
"Oh, I can't blame you, Neil," he said with a 
sigh, "she was always a soft one for that clerical 
gibberish." 
He hit the glass violently with his hand and 
sent it smashing to the floor . His eyes were hard with 
rage and contempt. 
"And what did it ever get her?" the words choked 
out from deep inside him. "I'll tell you what it got heri 
a lonely grave on a treeless hill, and a lot of foolish-
ness muttered in a foreign. language! That's all she'll 
ever get from it. Well, if it made her happy, and that's 
what she wanted; who am I to begrudge it?" 
The pub keeper came over with a mop and began 
sweeping up the jagged pieces of glass. 
"I'm sorry for that, Barney," Mr. McMahon said 
pushing back his chair in a gesture of exhaustion, "it 
was an accident. I must have been throwing me hands back 
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and forth in some grand oratory •. " 
"That's all right, Mac," the man consoled him, 
"we break a couple of dozen a week just trying to deter ... 
mine which ones will bounce and which won't. This must 
be one of the .ones that won't·" 
"It's that for sure." his :(ather agreed. 
"I'll bring you another one right away, Mac; 
the way you won't be parched altogether." 
nno that like a good fellow ••• " 
It was late in the afternoon when they marched 
t hrough the swinging doors of O'Sheats Public House 
into the waning sunlight. Long evening shadows were 
already folding t hemselves across the dingy rows of 
shop windows on the opposite side of the street, and the 
newsboys were on the corners singing out the miseries 
of the world in harsh resounding chants. · They boarded 
a cab at the stand in front of the Merchants Bank and 
settled back against the worn opulence of the uphol ... 
stery in understanding silence. The driver slapped the 
reins briskly across the flanks of the horse, moving 
the carriage off towards the stra.ndway. In the dis-
tance along the banks of the slow sliding canal the 
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laborers and stevedores trudged sullenly homeward, like 
huge armies of sluggish ants, and far back in the hills, 
where the river stretched off in a silver cord, the 
setting sun caught for one magical moment the sheen 
of the water's faintly glittering surface and trans-
fo-rmed it into a sparkling jewel, which died reluct-
antly like the day in grey drabness. The rhythmic pat ... 
ter of the horse's hoofs on the dirt road blended with 
the bass call of the river boats and the low moan of the 
wind blowing in from the sea. 
Neil closed his eyes and let the monotonous 
melody of the countryside ease the ache in his heart. 
He could hear his father's heavj- breathing beside him 
and smell the acrid odor of stout. They passed over 
the wooden bridge that spanned the canal and began 
the long climb up the mountain road. As the carriage 
lurched forward past the scattered outskirts of Cross 
Glen, he had the feeling of leaving something behind 
forever, of drawing away from som~thing that had 
bound him inexorably to the past in fetters of kinship 
and childhood. 
On the following day Neil went to see Mon-
signor Kelly. The old man heard his story sitting 






hunting dogs squatting before him, and his rifle resting 
on his lap. 
nsurely, shet:s up there in heaven, now." 
he commented with a sympathetic nod of his bald head. 
"I never knew a woman so genuinely faithful in her 
church duties, and so devoted to the Mother of God. 
In all the years I was at St Paul's, as curate and 
pastor, she never missed the novena but once, and that 
'?ras t he night you were born. I know, because I looked 
out and there were close to a hundred people there at 
times, and, would you believe it, I could tell exactly 
who was missing and who was there. The night she missed 
the church looked empty, positively empty! People think 
we don't notice things like that, but that's our stock 
in trade, as it were, and we make a point of watching 
such things. There's a way of knowing, and don't 
you forget it when you're ordained. Your mother, Neil, 
was one of those people who would be missed. She's 
up there in heaven now, i f anyone is.tt 
Neil could not bring himself to share this 
viewpoint. The memory of his father's words were still 
ringing in his mind, like the unwelcome remembrance of 
a regretted unkindness done long ago but still s t alking 
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his consciou.sness relentlessly. He recalled the tears 
dropping softly on the wooden table in the pub and the 
hard cynical look in those tired eyes. His father had 
not spoken with a mourner's sorrow bu~ rather with an 
executioner's dread, as if there was somewhere in the 
background of his wife's death an accusation to be 
made, a vengeance to be reaped, a crime forgiven. 
ttBut what about her death?rt he asked. ttAnd 
her dying words, what do you make of them? Didn't 
she curse God in those final moments and cry out blas-
phemies to heaven? Isn't that a sure sign of despair?" 
The Monsignor turned savagely on him. 
"What about them?" he roared. "A lot of old 
wives' tales and town pump gossip. Haven't you ever 
listened to anyone in a fever and a delirium? Well 
I havel And, when youtvc sat by as many sick beds 
as I have over the yP-ars, you'll know better than , to 
be coming out with such CtJnsununate stupidi tyl I remem-
ber one little altar boy I had, no bigger than your 
thumb he was, and he asked me to stay in the room while 
the doctor took his tonsils out. Now this is no lie, 
but from the moment he went under t hat ether right up 
until the time he come out of it, he cursed me the 
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length and breadth of Ireland,. It was something, let 
rue tell you. He called me everything under the sun, 
and threw in a fe't4· new ones just for the novelty of it. 
A lad I never knew to utter a blasphemy· before or 
since, Her's a missionary someplace in India now and 
I know he'd bo purple with the fright 1~ he ever knew 
that I was telling you this. Now, come to your senses, 
Neil. What's the matter. with you anyway. Is there no 
reason in you at all? Can't you feel in your own mind 
the terrible suffering and heat in the final stages 
of her sickness. 
"My father said there wa.s no fever. He was 
in the room then." 
"I didn't know your father was a doctor •• ," 
Neil ignored the sarcasm, 
"He said that all night long she argued with 
herself, and •• ,and with God•••" 
''A martyr's death!" exclaimed the Monsignor. 
"Look at Job! V!hat did he do? Did he take it lying 
down and mum? He did not! He cried out to the skies 
in desperation and anguish. And on more than one 
occasion, too." 
NBut this one occasion was her last. There 
was no other." Neil said sadly. 
"And what?" 
"And she died cursing the God whom she spent 
all her life loving.ft 
The Monsignor took out his clay pipe and 
pounded it against the heel of his boot. He wrapped 
his thumb around the bowl rightly, like a child grip-. 
ping a wedge of chocolate, and from. t he cop:f.ous folds 
of his worn frock coat he extracted a little white sack. 
With his forefinger he carefully packed ~~e tobacco 
down, being extremely careful not to lose any stray 
grains of the precious commodity. 
"My boy,ft he began patiently while in the 
act of applying a match to the blackened circle of the 
bowl, "I would say first of all that you are very 
young, but I wouldn't quite express me feelings. So, 
let us by all means be £rank. You are callowt Cal-
low .in every sense of the word. I can see now the 
reason why Holy Mother the Church waits until young 
men have reached some semblance of maturity before 
she ordains them. It saves a lot of nonsense. You 
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had better learn right now, before you begin hearing con-
fessions and dabbling in other people's l t ves, a few 
of the rudiments of theology. In the f i rst place, your 
job as a priest will mostly cons i st of l i stening ••• 
listening to the troubles and scraps and complaints of 
the poo.r beggars whom you will call your pari shoner s. 
This is presuming of course t hat you do eventually 
have a parish. Your job then is to listen -and maybe 
help a little with a word of advise here and t here. 
Nothing startling or world shalting, mind you, just the 
routi ne advice that has been found nnassa.ilable t hese 
past nineteen hundred years. ~'1.d when you have done 
with that, yours is the power to forgiYe. Nothing 
else. There's nothing in the -office of the priesthood 
that entitles you to judge people. That's God's de-
partment. Do you understand t hat? I am very thank-
ful at this present moment that it is AJ_ 'lLi.ghty God 
who i s judging your mother 's soul, and not you. And 
you ought to be thankful tool" 
Neil had not heard a word the Monsignor s aid. 
His mind was wandering back over the events of that 
tragic deathbed scene which his father had r ecreated 
in the funer al coach,. 




she?" he inquired dreamily. 
The Monsignor stirred uneasily. He stretched 
out his legs and exhaled a thick cloud of blue smoke, 
"They sent for you?" 
"Yesi" he s aid testily, nyour f a.ther ca.me to 
the rectory.. I was in bed when h~ r ang •·" 
"And you came?" 
"You know I didJ I donlt see what you 're 
asking for ••• " 
Nell smiled at. h1.m me~:mtngfu.lly. 
"I'm sorry," he said, "! didn't mean to be rude .. n 
ttWhen I got there it was too lf.l.te,tt the old 
priest explained, "she WRS already off into her delirium. 
She didntt want to see anyone. She was talking a lot 
of foolishness the way sick people do." 
"It was a pries t she didn't want t o seel" 
Neil cried defiantly, "Isn't that it? She didn't want 
to see you because you were a priest!" 
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"You can put it that way if you want to.;" 
he said wearly, "but I don't for the life of me see what 
you gain by it ...... 
"Dontt see what I gain by itt" exploded Neil 
jumping to his feet. "~~y I have everything to gain 
by it, and everything to lose! That's my sign! The 
sign on my heart that you told me about once. Don't 
you remember? You said that God would give me a sign 
and that would tell me whether He wanted me for His 
priesthood. It couldn't be any clearer!" 
"Is it tha.t clear to you?" .8:sked t i:.e prtest 
petulantly .. 
"Yes. I think it is." 
"Oh you think it is! Are you sure? Are you 
surer than sure?" 
"Yes," said Neil1 his confidence wavering, 
"Yes, I think so ••• " 
Monsignor Kelly peered up at him through 
closely dra:wn lids. There was a slow fire smouldering 
in his eyes, and a fierceness in the grim curve of 








"And what makes you think s-o?" he asked with 
dissolving calm, as 1f he were struggling hard to keep 
control of himself.. "How do you know t hat you &re not 
just reading all this i nto it? Thousands of boys have lost 
their mothers before ordination. You aren't the fi r st one. 
How do you know what real eff ect your- mother's death had 
on you? It may have had less :::'feet than your golng 
away had on her ••• n 
"There, you see," said Neil bitterly, "even 
you admit that my going away had an effect on her!" 
'*Admi tl Admi t1" raged t he old man1 "'! n ev(3r 
denied i tl There's the sacrificel That' s what makes her 
a martyr. Don t t you think I smv it too? For heavens sake 1 
you don't live through f i fty ye E~:rs of parish life with 
your eyes closed. I 1mew she was pi ning away. I knew 
it before she knew he:rsolf. And you can l::e sure that 
I 1tnew it jus t as vmll us I know what you're up tol 
I can see you tryi ng to rational ize something that is 
above all human reasoning, and something that, mark my 
words, you will regret later. Of course she suffered! 
Only God in his infinite knowledge knows how much she 
suffered, and He's going to take all that into ac count. 
Do you think He's going to overlook a lifetime of virtue 
and piety spent in His service and judge her on the few 
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irresponsible remarks of her dying hour? Have you ever 
thought of that, Neil, or are you forever thinking of 
yourself? Come to ym:tr senses, boyl She died f.or you! 
Face :f.t like a man. She didn't refuse the burden. She 
didn't surrender to the t emp tation and call you home th(lt 
wa.y another might have.. No! She never let on about the 
sorrow and the loneliness that was eating a.t her heart 
like a maggot. She didn't interfere with God's will. 
She left you there at Holymount because she thought that 
was the wa.y the Lord wanted it.« 
"She left roe there because she loved me ." 
Neil said coldly. 
"And why nott 'l.!b.y shouldn't she love you? .A:re 
you me.k~ng that into a erime ,too? Has the world and the 
new generation come to s-q.ch a ·.-.state ·.that mothers are no 
longer permitted to love their children anymore, without 
the ingrates commenting on the barbarity of it? Mary, 
1 the ~other of God, loved her only son in a way no woman . 
ever did or ever will, and, if I'm not mistaken, she died 
of a broken heart, too. Don't we pray to her und~r the 
title of M~ry of the Seven Dolors? And aren't there 
statues in the churches throughout the world showing her. 
heart pierced by seven sword.s? This may well be your sign 
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I can only eY~ort you to be sure, to be doubly sure, that 
you are ree.ding it correctly. It could well, fer nll you 
know., be a s:!.gn from s ~:,. tan! Go back to Hclymount, son, 
and pray. Pray h~rd. Harder than you h~ve before in 
your entire life. Meditate on your mother's d\?ath. It · 
w.ill do you a world of · good. See th~n if you think th~.t 
Almighty God in His ... 1ercy v·ould al J-<lW a l:Lfettrne of 
service and devotion to b8 obli terated. in the erytng out 
of a few me~m.ingless words. Son~d .Sty, Heil, and I hop$ 
that da,y will soon come, you will l ea.rn t o love God the 
way ~rour mother did ••• to love Him until 1 t s ends a pain 
stabbing r:tght through to your heart . Fe; people .re 
worthy en01.1gh to 13xpe:r:tenee th::\t Jdnd of love. Your 
mother ~rms one of them. I was her confes:::;or :tn her life ... 
time. I will not presume to be her judge now. That is 
in more capable hands." 
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CHAPTER S I X 
But Jesus answered and s aid, "O ;lnbel-
iev:tng and perverse genGr l'l tion, how 
long shall I be with you and ) Ut up 
with you? Bring thy son here to me ." 
And as he was yet coming near~ the 
devil cast him down and threw him into 
convulsions. But Jesus rebuk.ed the 
unclean spirit and healed the boy; and 
restored him to his father. And all 
were astounded at the majesty of God. 




0 mrBELIEVr'lG A~!D PERVERSE G:SNERATIC!~ 
In the Be:ptt?:mber after h :l s l'iis m.::;.ther' s de ath 
the llnger:i.ng lonelin ess 1~nd m:i.. s{~ry thc:.t 1re11 h ·d 
exper:tenced i n his f:t rst year at Holymount was 
remedied somewhat by the a.rri v al of Te·rry Leardon . 
of t.~ e i)lima.te and the l a.Y'ldscape , and the t:"e.dition.-
we::;.tt;r !l cou.11ti es had prevented h:Lm f rom l ocaL .ng 
himseli", f r o!:l find ing ttS it were ~he n ece3sar y ~rou..n.d 
in which to plant his ~-ra:tl voc a tion.. '131:A t all that 
was changed now. 
Almost from the very moment Terry alighted 
from the train, suitcase in hand, m:tssal tucked under 
his arm, and his merry eyes dancing, he was the fav-
orite of the seminary. The effect of the high p:ttched, 
lyrical quality of his brogue was intoxicating to 
professors and students alke, although the same regional 
traits, when evidenced in Neil, had brought nothing but 
scorn and der i sion. 
Terry took Holymount as his ovm1 as something 
that had never really existed before his arrival, and 
something that would undoubtedly vanish entirely with 
his departure. Rarely was human conquest more com-
plete. He seemed to electrify the whole community into 
a frenzy of activity with his presence. Shy, reticent, 
never one to seek out friends or thrive on any kind 
of' social life, Terry seemed to transform the atmosphere 
of the century old seminary and its traditions by noth-
ing less than the quiet magnetism of his enchanting 
smile, In less than two weeks there was a Gregorian 
choiP practicing the Christmas Mass in three part 
harmo ny in the refectory, a perversion of the rubrics 
that the faculty, particularly the Old Dutch organist 
who had studied plain chant at Solemn, had hitherto 
frowned upon. Within a month he was seen taking long 
walks with the rector into the neighboring countryside, 
and, in the words of Brother Sacristan, a competent 
observer who had watched two decades of seminarians 
come and go, he .had "Vade the old man attempt a smile 






When the Apostolic Delegate came to London in 
1891 to sing a Pontifical High Mass in the Westmins t er 
Ca thedral, Terry Leardon was selected as the official 
delegate of t he seminary and he made the journey in the 
company of three bi shops and a score of monsignori. 
In house duties he drew an appointment as outside 
porter, a lucrative and much sought after assignment, 
and one usually reserved for sub-deacons because it 
entailed periodic trips to the nearby markets and fish 
piers for pro-visions. This invariably meant a good 
dinner in a local inn at dio.cesan expense, and perhaps, 
if no priest came along, and opportunity to see a 
travelling concert in one of the local music halls • 
. 
In J anuary, when the quarterly reports were handed out, 
the rumor spread rapidly through the halls that he was 
destined for a transfer to the Irish Coll ege i n Rome; a 
singular honor achieved only by brilliant scholarship 
and unimpe achable virtue , and one that held the highest 
promise of hierarchical r i se after ordination. 
In addition to these early triumphs which 
he carried modestly, · Terry quickly beca.me a leader in 
almost all inter-mural acti vities with t he exception 
of sports. His build was too fra.il to stand t he 
rigorous bodily contact of football and soccer, although 
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he was alwa.ys a wild enthusiast a.t all the matches and a 
most popular spectator. He caught the attention of the 
prefect of discipline with the long hours he spent in 
the chapel, far beyond the minimum time specified in 
the regulations for candieates for minor orders. The 
prefect often found .him in deep meditation before the 
little .grotto of Our Lady to whom he had a special de ... 
votion. On one of her feast days he read off at the 
noon meal an ode he had composed in her honor, and it 
had a singular effect on the rector. He was observed 
weeping profusely during the recitation. 
"Did you see the old man at lunch?" Frank 
Growney asked Neil during recreation hour. Growney 
was from Tipperary and he spoke with a deep nasal 
twang. He had. the rector had become acquainted early 
in the year by rea son of a difference of opinion on 
how to properly pronounce the Hail Mary in Latin. 
tfYes, tt saia !feil, "he took it pretty hard ••• " 
"And you don't know the half of it," Gro~mey 
informed him, "the ve"Py latest is that the old billy 
goat is going to h9.ve it framed and hung in the main 
corridor so that future generations of Holy Mountain-
eers might witness Sligo's contribution to the art 
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of mystical poesy. It'll hang next to the picture of 
old weasel face hlmself in a strategic position half 
way between the lavatory and ·the refectory so's there'll 
be no e:x:cuse for not rea~ing it." 
"Go way with _youl" Neil scoffed. 
"Cross my liver and hope to get caught sneak-
ing down to town!" returned ·the other. "I got it 
straight from Jerry Flaherty himself. He copied the 
letter ordering t he parchment and the gilt frame. on, 
you've no idea of the change thatt s come over the man 
since that friend of yours go here. I nope he writes 
off a poem three times a day and reads tnem at each 
meal if it makes that one any more tolerable to live 
with~" 
In Terry, Neil found the one person he had 
yearned to confide in, the only companion of his boy-
hood, and his ideal in life. His presence stimulated 
Neil's enthusiasm for two subjects which previousl y he 
had found dull and difficult; logic and ethtcs. Every 
evening after supper t hey met in the common room to 
discuss hypothetical problems in philosophy and Theo-
logy while t hetr less serious comrades· took advantage 
of the billiard table and t he little librar y of religious 
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magazines provided, in accordance with the .hou.se rules, 
fo!' the amusement of the students.. The bel l for evening 
prayer usually found them in the middle of an excited 
disputation on the relative validity of an i mpersonal 
God. The Jesuit e.uthors, much to the consternation of 
Neil and the delight of Terry, had marked preference for 
Duns Scotus at the expense of Thomas of Aquinas. Neil 
could never fully bring himself to accept their tenuous 
distinction, and publically questioned it to such an 
extent as to nake himself the classroom foil and sole 
~pologist of heretical thought. The philosophy pro-
fessor, an impatient, domineering old German priest who 
had done his philosophy at Bonn and his theology at 
Wurtzburg found it hard to control his anger i n these 
.situations. "You ought to thank God, McMahon," he 
used to shout when provoked, "tnat you aren't at the 
Jesuit seminary. They'd make short tmrk of you I 
dare say. Perhaps you might make a Franciscan or a 
Capucian., and do well !!d th the alms collectors, but 
when it comes to solid thinking! Ach! Neverl Nevert 
The highway s.ccident occurred at t he beginning 
·of the summer holidays on a winding strip of road about 
eleven miles outside of Holyhead in Wales.. As far as 
could be gathered, there were only t wo witnesses: 
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a. garrulous, strtngy--hni.red fl•ife of a public house 
l{eeper who heard the crash in her upstairs room and 
aroused the ne-ighborhood, and an irabecilic nine year 
old boy who ·was si tt::f.ng on the porch in front of the 
pos_t office when the carriage came hurtling around the 
bend nnd turned over. His testimony was later r~Jected 
because it was full of contradictions and because he 
was under the care of a loc~l doctor who objected to 
putting the child through the long ordeal of a police 
exnr.rr'.nation. The details were hazy and incomplete, 
but enough or the story drifted acro·ss St George's 
Channel to Sligo to .form a sketchy foundation for the _ 
nine or ten different episodes that quickly spre~d 
throughout the ootL~ty.. There was enough evidenc r:.~ 
at any ratA to create a minor scandal, the whole im-
p.act of which wa.s centered on the Welsh girl who had 
shared the tragic fate. 
All versions of the incident had a few bare 
facts in common, and these constituted the vaguest 
skeleton of what had taken place. The re~d diffcre 1ce 
came in t he implications dr~vm from the narrntiYe, for 
here it was thct emotional biB-s nd personal fee:ings 
colored the events in accordance with tho emphasis 
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The simplest outline of the accident would show 
that a Holymount seminaria.'1. name Terry Leard.on and an 
unknown girl, later identi~ied by her parents at the 
morgue as Patsy Graham, a b&.rma.ici in the town of 
Stonyhurst, had di ed ins t antly when their rented car-
riage bad overturned at a high rate of speed. For a 
brief period there was even some question as to vib.ether 
the vehicle had been rented or stolen, but the man at 
the livery stable in Swansea withdrew his charge whert 
it became known that he had adequate insurance to cover 
the loss. There was too some suggestion of liquor being 
involved but this was assailed by almost eve\t·yone as 
being the grossest slander and something ·that had 
materializ.ed in the demented chatter of the 'V.illage 
idiot. The police found no evidence- of intoxicants 
of any kind, and the autopsy corroborated t_h~:.r reports. 
A crushed box o.f Cadbury chocolates~~ a woman's umbrella, 
and a large Roman Missal were: the only articles turned 
over to the constable by the pub ... keeperts wife, whH also 
vigorously denied the presence of any alcoholics • 
"What do you think r•m .doing," she demanded 
querulously, "holding out on you?" 
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I insPector, 
"Well I didn't see any and I didn't smell 
any, and if I did I would have told you. I make a 
point of co-operating with the authorities. When you're 
in a business like mine, you have tou .. n 
"Yes, I'm sure you do; a.,'"'l.d we're very grate-
ful. Now, when you heard the crash, ,you came right 
down. Is that right?" 
"Yes, I told you that already.n 
"You didn't hear the horse racing down the 
road, or see it happen?" 
The woman laughed hoarsely. 
"Fifty or sixty carriages go by here every 
day," she explained. "I don't pay any attention to 
them. \~1en I looked out the window the thing was al-
ready on its side and the wheel was spinning around." 
"I see,n said the inspector patiently, ttand 
when you got downstairs they were both dead ••• " 
"No. Maybe the girl was but the boy was still 
writhing around a little ••• " 
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"He was? Why didn't you say that before?tt 
n For the simple reason that no one asked mel" 
"Did he say anthingl Coul d he talk?" 
"He was muttering something, but I don't remem-
ber what it was ••• " 
"Please," the inspector pleaded, "this may be 
important. Try to remember what it was." 
noh, it was all garbled and confused and I 
couldn't make anything of it, and then he passed out ••• n 
"Can't you remember one word, one sentence?" 
"Well, he said something about a. poem hanging 
in an alley somewhere in a golden frame. It did.J1.'t mal<:e 
much sense to me ••• " 
"Did you go through his clothes?." 
"I did not!" she cried. 
"Well, doinebody must have. Neither of them 
had any money or identification or checks of any kind on 
them, and they were both pretty far from home. They 
must he.ve had something to eat with ••• " 
r---
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"Well, don't look at r e," the woman said ven-
emously, tt the idiot got there bofore I did. ·why don't 
you go ask him? Maybe he kno ,;s more than he's letting 
on. n 
Because of h_is great friendship with Terry, 
Neil was selected to accompany the remains back to 
ireland, and since he ventured no opinion on the 
tragedy he immediately incurred the wrath of the towns-
people who assembled at the station to form the grim 
procession up the mount&in. In many ways tbe sorrow 
was heavier and more personal in Neil than in the 
Leardon family. They had the advantage of knowing 
almost nothing and could select and reject the details 
that suited them. The people of Cross Glen, led by 
Paddy Ferris who had inside information from a cousin 
in Cardiff, all agreed that Terry was the victim of 
pernicious circumstances. They rn&intaint:~d that he 
had died somehow for virtue, and that he was probably 
making some dr·amatic attempt at converting the wayward 
girl. The fact that she was a Catholic a J.r·eady and had 
nothing way\Ya'!"d in her background beyond her occupation 
as a barmaid did not in the least detract from this 
popular estimate of the situation. Neil lL"leW otherwise. 
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With the ascendancy c£ Parnell to the le a.dership 
of the Irish bloc in Parliament the activi t ies of the 
priest hunters had diminished to a few scattered atro-
cities, and the churches were opened again. :Monsignor 
Kelly was able to sing a Solemn Requiem High Mass over 
Terry Leardonts polished white casket in old St Paul's 
where the boy had spent so much of his short lifetime. 
The number of black edged Mass c&rds that flooded the 
ves tibule of the re~opened rectory, and the many baskets 
of flowers and plants up on the high altar, and. the wa.y 
the middle and side aisles we:e jammed with handkerchief 
twisting women and glassy eyed men attested to the 
fact that a s oul of no minor magnitude was on its way 
to God. For many months after the funeral t here w~s 
bitter feeling in some of the parish societies against 
the H0nsignor beca.use he had elected not to se.y a el,llogy .. 
There wa.s even some talk of his r emoval on the groun(ls of 
senility, and a little committee under the chairmanship 
of Brian Boofey was making plans to send a delegation to 
the Primate's residence in Armagh. But, like everything 
else, the wounded pride of the parish gradually healed 
and the committee bogged down in parliamentary dis-
cussions of such matters as who would bear the expense 





The old monsignor had lived too long to have 
any illusions about loyalty and gr atitude on the part 
of his parishoners. He knew them too well and he lm ew 
human nature too well to expect anything else from them, 
and he refused to take the little muti ny seriously. 
. ' He was, however, genuinel y disturbed by 
another !'~ port th&t coneerned a more vital matter and 
one closer to his heart. About a week after the fun-
eral his hous~keeper bad gone on a holiday to her 
s::ts t er' s cottage i .r._ tenderra ,- on~ of the ltttle resort 
towns on the shore of Lough Sw~ lley. While there she 
thought she had seen young Neil McMahon wandering 
t.round the wharves and quays with an old seaman's cap 
on h:ls head and a Gladstone bag in his hand. She 
thought at the time that she might be mistaken, be-
cause he was some diste..nce off, but when she CBme 
back to Cross Glen she made same inquiries in the 
marketplace. She learned that Neil McMahon had indeed 
been there, and that he was seeking a berth as an 
apprentice seaman on one of the fishing boats. One 
of the women told her that she knew for a fact he 
had no intention of returning to Holymount because 
he had already sent for his clothes and his books, 
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The -Monsignor JVaited impatiently for several 
days, hoping that Neil would call on him, and, when 
it became painfully obvious that nothing of the sort 
would materialize without some initiative on his part, 
he buried his wounded pride and sent for the young man. 
He was determined to prevent Neil's withdrawal f:rom 
t he seminary, or at least to ascertain the reasons 
for it. 
"So, you've decided to give it up, have you?" 
he began after they had seated themselves in his leathery 
study. 
"Yes, I'm not going back in the Autumn ." 
The Monsignor took a wooden box from the top 
drawer of his desk and extended it towards Neil. 
"Here," he offered, "have one of these. 
They're from America. My niece sends them every Chr~mas. 
Or maybe you don't have any use for these yet?" 
"No thanks," Neil said slowly, " an occasional 
cigarette, but nothing stronger." 
The Monsignor selected a stubby brown cigar 
from the box and examined it carefully, turning it 
around and around between his fingers, trying to detect 
any imperfections in its wrapping. After a long pause, 
during which he elaborately licked and lighted t he 
cigar, he resumed again. 
"I take it then that you have :r;-eported your 
intentions to the Rector?" 
"No. Not yet. I thought it was a bit too 
close to ••• well a bit too sudden you might say ••• ~ 
" A bit too clos·e to Terry's death, do you 
mean?" the old man asked with a shrewd twinkle in his 
faded eyes. 
"Well •• ·.yes. I suppose that's it ••• n 
They sat in silence for a long time watching 
the slate grey of evening settle over the mountains 
and hearing the uneasy spattering of the fire. The 
housekeeper came in and set the tea things on the 
little maple table in the corner. When ~· she departed 
noiselessly, the Monsignor ground out his cigar in an 
ash tray and looked up at Neil. 
"I suppose you have some definite reasons 
for leaving, have you?" he asked pointedly. 
L ___ _ "Yes, I have. There are several reasons." 
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Neil said, but he ventured no further explanation. 
The Monsignor took out his gold watch and 
wound it very painstakingly. He looked over towards 
the corner of the room,. gesturing with his hand towards 
the tea things. Neil got up and set a cup down for 
each of them. The old priest drank his with long sighs 
of satisfaction. Ordinarily he would have poured it 
into his saucer and smacked at it contentedly, but 
he did not think that such etiquette was proper in the 
presence of a Holymount seminarian, or what remained of 
a Holymount seminarian. 
"Am I to take it then that your mind is made 
up ·" he asked innocently. 
"You can take it any way you like. n Neil 
s aid with more feeling than he intended. 
The priest shook his head sadly. 
"Oh, so that's the attitude, is it?" 
"No, Monsignor," said Neil regretting his 
audacity. "I didn't mean it the way it sounded. It's 
just that I'm fed up wt th everything. I don't want to 




"All right, boy, if that's the way you feel 
about it, it's perfectly agreeable to me. I had no in-
tention of criticizing your decision ••• " 
"I'm sure you didn't •• " 
"If your sign has come, then it's come, and 
it's your place to follow, like I always said ••• " 
"What?" cried Neil in alarm. 
The Monsignor rubbed the plume of his biretta 
gently with the back of his hand. He planned his strategy 
carefully. 
"I said your sign, it's come then?" 
"My sign?" 
"Yes,n he explained generously, "your sign 
from God. You remember we discussed this a year or 
two ago? I told you that God would give you a sign 
on your heart and that would · te-ll you certainly whether 
he had chosen you or not ••• n 
Neil put his cup down on the desk and gazed 
into the fireplace where a few wet logs were hissing 
and smoking. He felt a sudden queasiness in the pit 
of his stomach, ad if he was about to be violently sick. 
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"Yc:s, my sign! I t has come!" he said dazedly. 
"It couldn't ·be any clearer tha.n it is right noV/ at 
this very minute. I didnft think it would come in quite 
this way, but, then, you never know . They usedto tell 
us out there in HolJ~ount that the ways of the Lord are 
many and varied." 
"They are indeed," the monsignor commented 
dryly, "and so too are the ways of Satan ••• " 
Neil hadntt heard him. He was still deep in 
his thoughts. Everything seemed to be unfolding before 
him in one rare moment of revelation, as if he was see-
ing the whole span of his life, its past, present, and 
future, in the proper perspective for the first time. 
"Do you know, Monsignor, when I was away 
there at the . seminary I he.d a chance to do a lot of 
thinking •. We sl.ept in dormitories the first year, and 
I used to lie awake for · hours at a time, arter every-
one else had fallen asleep, ancl I did nothing else 
but just stare at the ceiling and wonder about whether 
God was calling me or not. I could hear the other 
students snoring and breathing around me, and I used 
to marvel at the calm with which they were walking 
into their life's work. I'm sure that some of them 
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never gave a single real thought to what it all meant to 
them and the tremendous obligations they woUld be under-
taking. This always disturbed me . It made me fe .,,1 
that I was different somehow. It made me feel lonely 
and insecure, as if I did not belong among them. You 
see, the idea of becoming a priest had been drummed 
into me right from childhood, and I could never take it 
lightly. I began to resent the other students and 
their carefree attitude towards the future. And then, 
Terry came, and he changed all that, or at least he 
seemed to in my mind. With him to ta11t to and go on 
walks with, I gradually began to worry less and less 
about my vocation. It was as if he was leading me by 
the hand into the priesthood, and it was no longer 
n ecessary for me to make the dec i son myself. I found 
that all the old worries and recriminations were pass-
ing away, and that as long as Terry was by my side 
there wasn't the slighest chance that I could be doing 
the wrong thing. All my doubts dissolved into insigni -
ficance with his coming." 
"You were merely homesick and lonely, and 
Terry filled the void for you ••• n s aid the priest. 




I 'li·as deeper t han that . Terry and I talked abcLt the future. 
I 
Oft r:n . \I€ didn ' t tr~=- to s.void it or minimize it. He 
once t old me tho.t he knew for cert~in t hat he was being 
c alled to the priesthood bec :>.use he had felt the hand 
of God on his heart ·;.:hen he was a small boy . I don't think 
I ever me t anyone qui t e like him . He was so simple , so 
f und amen t al •• •. so genuinel y devoted to ,,.,hs.t ever he was 
doing . And now that he is gone , a lot of what t t hought 
was my vocation for t he priesthood has gone with him. 
You probe.bly think I 'm disillusioned, but It m not. I t t s 
jus t that I see things a whole lot more clearly now. 
I w~sn't f ollowing in God's footsteps, I was f ollowing 
Terry, and I think I would have followed h:trn anywhere, 
because ! loved him. He was the most wonderful person 
I ever met ••• n 
nwell,n said the Monsignor wi t h an indifferent 
shrug of his shoulders, "you knew him a whole lot petter 
than any of us, and ! suspect you have reasons for .y9ur 
strong feelings." 
"Yes. We were friends from the beginning ••• " 
The Monsignor looked up at him suspiciously. 
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"Yes1 " said Nail looking at the floor, "at the 
end too. There was no change then." 
Another long silence set in while Neil contem-
plated his dead friend and the Monsignor thought of Brian 
Boofeyts little committee gathered outside his poultry 
shop. They listened to the slow drizzle of rain that was 
beginning to fall in the valley. 
"Ne11 1 " the Monsignor began again eventually, 
"I don't know what you've heard a.nd what you haven't heard 
about me concerning Terry's death, and I don't much care 
really, except that I want you to know I always liked the 
boy a great deal. He was one of my favorite altar boys, 
and Father Kearse, when he was here, always spoke very 
highly of him. I hope you don't think I'm prying, ·but 
you do know a great deal more than you've let on about 
how he died 1 don't you? I'm not interested in it so much 
from his viewpoint as from yours. I think it has a great 
bearing on what we've been talking about. You wouldn't 
care to talk about it would you?" 
"There f s really not much to tell ••• " 
"Well, this girl for instance, what was her name? 
Paddy Graham?" 
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"Yes. Patsy Graham. Who was she? How does she 
fit into the picture?tt 
Neil swallowed hard. He felt the sweat ting-
' ling on his scalp, 
"I don't suppose he'd mind if I tclj :r'->u.. 
You're the first one." he said. "! didn't tell his 
sisters or his mother and father. I don't th:tnk they 
would have understood; and it was better for t;hem not to 
know. ·You see, they alw.'lys had him on a pedestal and 
thatts why they never knew him like I did ••• n 
"And this girl?" Monsignor Kelly persisted. 
"He met her in town one day.. Her father was a 
sea captain, and she had made the trip with him from 
Wales ••• n 
"!n townl" 
"Yes, in tolm." Neil. explained quietly.. "Terry 
had the job of outside porter and he was allowed to go 
down for the food and things. I think he only saw her 
once or twice, bUt he never forgot her. Thatts why he 
went to Wales this summer. It was all very innocent. 
He loved her and that's all there was to it. He was going 
to marry her in the autumn. He told me so himself. 
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He loved her a great deal1 perhaps too much. That's why 
I hated her. I had never seen her, but I hated her.w 
The old priest put his hands across his eyes. 
He seemed very tired and confused. 
WWhy are you telling me these things? About 
yourself, I mean. Do you think that I will understand 
them?" 
"No," said Neil almost to himself, 11! don't 
thi~ you will. I dontt think I understand them myself.• 
"It's dangerous to love anyone that much, Neil. 
Especially a boy.tt 
Neil sat upright. The remark had startled him. 
"But he was so goodl" he said1 "so genuinely 
good, everybody loved him, They were shocked at the semi-
nary when the news broke. I know. I was still there be-
cause I had an examination to make up. I saw Father 
Rector t s face when they told him.. He was sitting alone 
in the common room. Almost all of the students had left 
for their holidays. And then someone came in -and told him. 
He looked as though his whole world had fallen apart. 
Terry was a great favorite of hi$• And the other priests 
felt very bad about it too. They acted as if one of the 
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angels had fallen! They kept asking ea.chother how it 
could have happened and made all sorts of trite remar ks 
on how evil were the ways of the world. What they all 
failed to see is that Terry had done nothing wrong. He 
had simply met a girl and fallen in love with her. It 
happens every day ••• not i n Holymount, perhaps, mtt it's 
impossible. I don't see how Terry could have helped ft~.ll­
ing in lo~e with her. He loved everyone nnd he loved them 
too hard. It was love that made him k eep living and it 
was love tha t killed. him. He ,•a:.;::n' t running away from 
anything • •• he w=~s rut~..ning r:f. ght t owards 1 t P' 
'lfThere was some mention of liquor .... " 
"Terry didn't drink at all, and I doubt i f the 
girl did. She may have been a barmaid and all that~ bUt 
she was only seventeen, and she came from a religious 
f amily . ... " 
"And if I remember correctly," Monsignor Kelly 
said deliberately, "there was also a ntention in one of the 
stories I heard that the carriage might have been stolen. 
What do you thL~ of that?" 
"Malicious calumny on the part of t he livery 
stable ownerJ" 




the thought, "where 's his motive?" 
"Motive!" said Neil with a cynical laugh, "I've 
given up looking for motives i.n the world. I dontt need 
them anymore. There is evil everywhere you l ook and 
that's enough motive for me. I never reallyknew what 
perversity was until I came back to Cross Glen when Terry 
died, but I know it now, and I'll never try to explain it." 
nt s ee . So it has suddenly dawned upon you t hat 
St Paul t s Parish is no idyllic ~ a$tOr?..l garden. Well,. 
that's a slim sign of progress anyhow.• the priest com-
mented ac1.dly. 
Their talk was punctuated by another long period 
of contemplation while they both reconstructed the events 
of Terry's death and funeral as they had witnessed them 
from their different vantage points. The priest lit up 
·another cigar and settled back comfortably in his armchair 
with his feet up on the hassock~ 
"I suppose.," he said, blowing out a thick c~oud 
of smoke, "that you did the right thing in keeping all 
this to yourself. Let them talk and talk. It can't hurt 
him or help him." 
"No. And it never could before either ••• • 
--===IF=== 
"Here they wanted me to bury him as a saint ••• 
with a regular funer al oration and special blessings and 
all that, the way we do for a dead priest. And there, at 
Holymount, I suppose they were ready to hang him as an 
apostate." 
"Feeling is still pretty high against the girl 
in both plac~s ••• • 
"Yes., I ln:.ow .. " ~1 aid t he priest, "I hen.rd you say 
t hat you hat ed her ••• n 
Neil stiffened. 
"I didn't mean that personally. What I meant 
was they still blame her more than t hey do him." 
"Well, that's the modern reaction, isn't it? 
There can be no sacrifice without a victim. No crime 
without art influence or a hereditary environment. Free 
will doesntt enter into it ~nymore. People have reduced. 
themselves to a mas s of floating cells being drawn this 
way a.nd that by all sorts .of mysterious impulses for which 
they are no longer responsible. I dare say itts more con-
venient all around to place the blai~~on the girl, but I 
wonder what the people in Wales thi~~ about it? i su~pose 










being led .::.str ay 'by a coquettish bar maid." 
·ttTh.at was really hi.s tragedy." Neil said wist-
fully. ifThey never ~.c c epted him for wha.t he v.·as; only for 
whe.t they ' wa.11.ted him to be., He wa.s neither saint nor 
sinner.. He t'Tas the incarnation of lovel" 
"The incarnation of lovet" mimed the old priest, 
"And is pa.ge.nism one of the courses at Holymount now?n 
Neil avoided his gaze. 
"I meant the expression metaphorically." he said. 
"Therets probably a grain of truth in it some-
where, but I shouldn't want to be the one to decide just 
where~" 
"Nor would I." said Neil. 
"Might I as1c ~hat all this has . to do with your 
decision to withdraw? I understand almost everything that 
you told me, Dnd it explains a lot of things, but I still 
don't see t he connection. 'l'here is one, i .sn't there?" 
"Yes.. There is a. connection. A very obvious 
one ••• or at least it seems obvious to me~ I think it 
would be hard for me to explain it in any greater detail 






·"It isn't remorse, is 1 t?" the old priest 
demanded, 
BHardly ••• it's too l ate for that ••• " 
~And it isn't despair?" 
"No.,." he said pensively, "I don't think it's 
that either, Not anymore, There might have once been 
despair, but Itve gotten beyond that. You see, I came 
home with him. He was in the baggage van, and I used to 
~o back there when the train stopped and sit with him. 
It gave me a chance to think things over. It was easier 
with him there." 
"I see,n said the monsignor, "it's unworthiness 
then ••• " 
"Unworthiness? Yea, I suppose you could call 
it that. It comes closer than anything else ••• " 
"'What a noble mind is here o'er thrown,' is 
that it?" 
"I didn't know you read Shakespeare ••• " 
The priest laughed vaguely. 
"! read a lot of things in between the marriage 
records and the parish debt. The rural Irish priesthood 
I l ___ _ 
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has not reached t he degree of ignorance t hey pr obal1ly 
attributed to it at Holymount ••• n 
"I didn't mean it that way.• Neil protested. 
"I'm sure you didn't ..... 
"They had a great respect .for Terry's scholar-
ship at the seminary~··" 
"And. yours?" the priest asked. 
"There were no complaints.• 
nso, they respecte.d everything about Terry there, 
didn't they?" 
"Yes. How did you know?" 
"People dontt change much. You'll learn that., 
The nuns made a great fuss over him here. I had to speak 
to them about it. It wasn't good for the discipline. 
You know what I mean., You told me yourself that you felt 
unworthy ••• " 
•unworthy, yes," said Neil, "bUt never envious." 




"Your reaction, 1t t he Monsignor explained, "is, 
essentially, how can you go on to the priesthood when 
someone as f ine and lofty and pious as Terry Leardon 
was not permitted to go on? When someone with his 
qualifications was not called? Isn't that it? Admit 
it!" 
"It's something like that ••• n 
"Pride!" 
"What?" asked Neil in amazement~ 
"Pride! Pride! you he~rd what. I said. What 
else can it be? You are determined to be a God, to 
judge everyone ••• including yourself ••.• so now you must 
suffer like a god, and crucify yourself on the cross 
of your o\~ conceit!" 
His voicehad risen and a flash of anger came 
into his tired eyes. 
"We wouldn't have much of a priesthood," he 
rasped, "if we had to measure all our priests by the I . . 
yardstick of the candidate·s who dropped out? Surely you 
are not the only one. He must have stood out among all 
the rest ••• " 





"So now the seminary should .close its doors t 
Terry Leardon is deadl There is no further need for 
priests, so let's close up the whole farce and be done 
with itl Well, boy, let me tell you something. Even 
if he had lived they would never have ordained him. 
It's not allowed. There was insanity in the family.n 
"What? What did you say?" erled Neil. 
The Monsignor lowered his voice. 
"I said there was insanity in the family. 
His brother is a half-wit ••• n 
"Hf.s brother?" 
"Didnft you .know he had a brother? They 
slept in the same room. Terry was more or less his 
guard; when he was around there was no trouble. As 
soon as Terry left for the seminary they had to have 
the poor fellow taken aw~Y··•" 
The information sha.ttered into Neil's con-
sciousness like a comet exploding in spa't:e . That ex-
plained so many things: why the Leardons had to keep 
moving from place to place; why Terry never went to Mass 
with his sisters; and his stubborness in never inviting 
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"!still don ·'t think you're being quite fair 
to him;" he said when he recovered from the blow, 
"whether they would have ordained him or not makes no 
difference." 
nFair! Fairln cried the old priest, "How 
can I be fair when you are determined to measure man-
kind by Terry Leardons? Don't you know that it's not 
the perfection we carry through life that will save us, 
but the perfection we strtve after. Salvation isn't 
something passive. It's a striving for and a reach:Lng 
out after virtue that will save us, not the amount we 
already possess. Terry Leardon was a wonderful child, 
a very wonderful child, almost perfect, too perfect. 
Perhaps Christ didn1t want him for His priesthood. 
He might not have made a good one. Virtue may have 
come too easy for him; he may have destroyed the in• 
centive in his parishoners. He might have destroyed 
all hope in them. Have you ever looked at it that way? 
Have you ever tried to think of Terry from His 'Makerts 
point of view? All right, so God didn't call him. How 
should that effect you? You're an individual; aren_'·t 
you? You have your life to lead. ', Only you yourself can 
know whether God is calling you or not,_ but dont-t; for . His 
sake and your own, try to set the criteria for Him to 
' --------,-
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follow in his selections. Dontt restrict Him to the few 
Terry Leardons the world may produce and He many, create. 
Go back to Ho:J;ymount or stay on here .... It's no concern 
of mine. But whatever you do 1 for your own good, please 
try to find a more sensible explanation than that which 
you gave me today. I spend a li f etime in the classroom 
teaching little children that happiness is found in 
finding God's Will and serving it. And I spend a life-
time in the confessional listening to people tell me 
what messes they have made of the job. 'God made me 
to know Him, to love Him, to serve Him in this world, 
and to be happy with Him forever in the nextt. They 
all learn that before they're out of the fourth grade. 
But somewhere along the line, they begin adding a few 
more, like rewriting the Ten Commandments to suit their 
own egos and judging the rest of mankind. So you think 
you aren't worthy enough to be called? Well, maybe 
you aren't, and maybe Terry wasn't either. But, if I 
were you, I'd spend more time making myself worthy 
enough to follow, and less time worrying about who should 
and who shoul dn't be called. That·t s God t s job, and 
you can't do it for Him." 
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CH A P TE R SEV EN 
Jesus said to them, "Did you ever read in 
t he Scriptures 'The stone which the build-
ers rejected has become the corner stone; 
by the Lord this has been done, ap.d it is 
wonderful in our eyes'? Therefore I say 
to you, that the kingdom of God will be 
taken away from you and will be given to 
a people yielding its f r ui ts . And he 
who falls on this ston.e will be broken 
to pieces; but upon whomever tt f alls, 
it will grind him to powder. 




THE STONE ~~ICH THE BUILDERS REJ ECTED 
Since the arrival of Patrick at Saul in 432 
AiD-~ the Irish religion has been, on the surface, 
monotheistic, predominatly Catholic, sparsely Protes-
tant, but invariably Christian. In spite of this, 
however, the Irish people have never been able to 
escape completely from the influence of .two thousand 
years of Celtic myths. Druids, banshees, elves, and 
fairies still stalk the earth on dark nights Pub-
licly, the Irishman can laugh and joke about his super-
s titions, inject a few "praise Gods" into his refer-
ences to them, and generalize on t he whole matter as 
something peculiar to his national humor. But in 
the privacy of his own musings , when alone on somber 
country ·roads and empty brooding streets, then it is 
the black cats and full moons and baying hounds take 








Somewhere in the fables of his grandparents or 
in the hea.rthside conversation of his ch:tldhood, Neil had 
learned. t hat trouble always comes i n threes, never singly 
or by t.wos. In later years when he looked b t1 ck over what 
he came tc call the tragedy of his vocation, he realized 
t ha t it wa.s essentially a trilogy, a trilogy composed of 
the deaths of his three closest friends. The death of 
his mother vms sudden, harrowing, ironic; Terryt s was 
swift and violent, a. ruthless snatching at immaturity; 
but his father's was tortuous, patient, long-su.ffering, 
a. slow, painful reduction into futility. 
The final years of Neil's education were dif-
ficult and expensive; another ha~an ransom had to be 
made for the great sacrifice. Mr. McMahon had long since 
f:1.llen awe.y from the church. He detested the priesthood. 
He had never forgotten the attitude of' the clergy towards 
the Fenian Brotherhood, and he was an ardent patriot. 
He had. crossed the Atlantic to serve with a. .Pennsylvania 
regiment in the Civil War in A:!nerica when the Irish-A.1ler-
1can Brotherhood had sent out a call for volunteers; and 
he bad taken part in the unsuccessful attack on Canada 
in June of 1866- His proudest possession was a piece of 
the flag that flew over Fort Erie on the day they captured 
it- and Colonel John O'Neill himself had given it to him. 
II 
When he re turned to Ireland he beceme active in the Land 
League and :.311 other societies dedicated to the freedom 
of the country f r om British rule. After his marriage, he 
outgrew his restlessness and his wa.ll.derlust, for he loved 
his wife .dearly, but he never relinquished his fierce 
nationalistic longings. At first her piety disgusted him, 
then he grew to tolerate it and eventually admire it. 
Their life together was easy-going and happy since she 
was a benevolent ife, and he an understanding husband. 
She never crit:lzed his laxity in religious matters; he 
seldom op.enly expressed his contempt for the Church. 
Before her death he had a reputation in the village as a 
musician and an entertainer. No fies or bazaar was 
complete without the lively purr of his fi ddle ~nd the 
gaiety and charm of his wit. Everyone in Cross Glen 
knew Mac :McMahon, and everyone loved him, especially 
the pub-keepers whom he supported handsomely. When Mary 
d.ied1 his laugh died wi t h her. After that he was seldom 
seen beyond the boundaries of his f arm where he .worked 
himself to exhaustion from d<:o.wn till dark. 
When the bishops rejected Parnell as being 
unfit to lead the Irish Nationalist Party, Mr McMahon's 
resentment towards the church reached its bitterest oint, 




son's vocation to the pr iesthood . He did it because he 
believed that his wife r:ould hHve wan t ed it t hr.:. t way. In 
the process of &.ppea.s ing this l ove , he came to de .,·pise 
ld.s son; \Yho h ad become in h l s mind tho personific a tion 
of all his troubles. As the years wore on, his detest 
fo r the boy h a d reHched a point where he could no longer 
tolerat e having him at home during t he summer holidays, 
a.nd he arranged for hlm to go of~ on long and expensi Ye 
trips to the continent. HB spent money :f.'reely on. him, 
buying him the bes t clothe·s and supplies, :md seeing to 
i t t hat he had everything he needed for his comf ort at 
the semin.ary. His son's voc ation he regarded a.s a fla-
grant hypocracy, but he r eveled in it b0cause he thought 
that in some sinister way he was both being r eunited with 
his wife and t aking revenge on the enemiGS who had taken 
he r f r om him .. 
Doctor Br ady warned h i m constantly about work• 
ing too hard and t aldn g a much needed rest, but he i gnored 
the ~.dvice and i ncreased his schedule of hours in the 
ftelds. Re worked feverishly, mechanically, pa.sstonately 
to s ave enough money for the purchase of a ma,gnific ent 
chalice for Neil's ordination, a dazzling, gol den orna-
ment decorated with r ubies al'l.d diamonds and hand wrought 







and-six and d-ressing liltG a duke fo :r the ordination in 
Arrnn.gh, but he never achieV·:?.d that goal. Vlhen he di ed, 
Neil McMahon wc.: s a sub-deacon, one y ar :::t.JJay from Holy 
Order s , . and his f a ther had spared him the embarrassment 
of that scene . 
Although Monsignor Kelly was no l onger avail· 
able for advice, Neil had no dif f iculty in interpreting 
his sign when it c ame~ Too much was spent already; the 
i mmolation had indeed been costly. His decision was now 
a matter of loyaltyt to Terry, to his mother, to himself. 
The old world of Sligo crumbled and vanished completely, 
a s if the hand of the Almi ghty had obligingly r emoved all 
sentimental obstacles from his path; t he new world of 
the priesthood l ay before him, perhaps not as glamourous 
and adventurous as Terry had ima.gined 1 t, but there just 
t he same, and he had no ties to bind him. 
On a warm Ma.y morning i n the year 1897, the 
Archbishop of Armagh s tepped down from the high altar of 
the pro-cathedral, placed his hand s on the shoulders of 
each of' t he amiced young men before him, and, while the 
choir r efrained the joyous content of the liturgy in 
triumphant exuberance, he pronounced each one of them 
priests of God forever with the powers to absolve and 
retain the sins of mankind, As a result of this nineteen 
hundred year old rubric , 'Fa tt~~t- C•:)rnelius J. ~kfahon 
went .f.'orth to cope v.:l ;~h the world, th~-: f'lesh, 2.11d the 
devil. 
Fa.t h er· ivTc?!tDhon w,_d1 orda:tned f.'. l most s even years 
V'hen he decided to make application f or mlssionary work 
in t.he Orient.. In thi..s t ime he had served as curate and 
administrator ln a half dozen :tmpover:tshed parishes 
t hroughout .southern Ireland •. This unusually high number 
of transfers of a young pr:Lcst at teGted to his inability 
to satisfy ':iny of the pastors he had worked under.. Hi s 
flt~st ass1.gnment , a routine ap _:'lointment as third curate 
i .n the thriving fishing t 0\"1!1 of Glengariff ()n Ba:ntry Bay, 
h ;~ d ended in dlsas ter when h'3 refused absolution to one 
Michael Dunaf fee, a long time contributor to the pari sh 
and a high off icial in the Irish Nationalist Party. The 
pastor was outraged by what he called "'McMahon 's :f.ntoller-
able conceit and callosity" and dema.'l'lded that the bishop 
r emove the tmnertinent "j ackdaw" before the whole parish 
"drifted off into the next county to avoid going to con .. 
fesston to th~ pup. tt From there , i n quick success ion, he 
was sent to Btlttevant, 'Macroom, Dunmanway, '?nd T..Jismore, 
stnying a little less than a year in each pl r:JCe, and in-
curring the wrath of' each pastor. They f ound him un-
cooperative, lazy, given to long periods of melancholy 
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s.nd depres.si.on , ,:=md .·.n f,ener c.~l ~:; onsl)icuously incO!!lpe tent 
i n hi s O.ut i e • Ee refused outright to help in any f und 
r ::; i sing c s.npaigns of £8-<.Y k :Lnd <:.nee even had the audac l ty 
to echo his fe 0l ings on t hs subject from the pulpit. He 
r a s a poor a1d incoherent speaker, possessed little or no 
ta.ct vvh en it came to hc:ndling di ffi cult Ii1arr i a.ge c ases; 
and there was never any kind of a line at all outs:tde his 
confess ion box because of the reputation he had acquired 
through the pena."lces he prescribed for the f ni thful. 
On more t han one occasion h e had actually 1.nsul ted im• 
,· 
portant pe> rishioners of' good standing, ce.ll ing them 
hyporcri tes e.nd pharisees, and t hreat ened to publicly 
den ounce them f or V'rha t t hey were . When it c ::1me to oper-
2.ting any of the parish societies, he r•eached the zeni th 
o f his f ailure. The intrica.cies of parliamente.ry practice 
esc8.ped him completely, and his only resort in petty 
disputes a.bout new officers and stan ding committees was 
his violent temper which sriocked the women members of 
h is groups and enraged the men. A. story made t he r01mds 
of t he diocese to tl.!.e e ffect that he had ac tually walked 
int o a. public house, grabbed a wayward hu s band by t h e 
scruff of the neck a.!ld ej ected him physica11y from the 
premises. A f ine display of priestly courage and one 
tha t woul d have drawn the highest praise from the bishop 
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hEtppened to b0 ti1c Chanc ellor 1 s n e phevv-. 
But f or all his unpopularity and his incompe-
tence, there were no complaints leveled at his piety; he 
was a model priest on that score. Every priest he came .in 
contact with had a keen admiration for his meditative 
habits and a respect f or the painstaking manner in which 
he performed all his religious duties. They often com-
mented to each other over their dinner tables that "young 
Mciviahon may be no ball of f'ire, but he has it do1!1.n here, 
and that's where it counts.n The "down here" was indi-
c a ted by a solemn tap on th~ breast and a r everent nod of 
the head. 
'l'.he ide <l of going t o China came to Father 
Me tc-;;hon one af' '~ crnoon while he s a t in his room in Our 
Lady Que en ot .. Pe ace's rectory in Ballybunnion, a seaport 
to·wn a t the mouth of the River Shannon. It nas a sluggish 
Apri-4 morning and he lay on his bed letting the routine 
noises of the suburban parish mingl e ''ii th the splat t er of 
rain on the v;indowsill: t he sing-song chant of the alpha-
bet, high pitched and cachphonous from e ager voices in the 
p r.:.rochial school; the clatter o f dishes e.r:d sporadic 
j abber of the hous e'ke epel"S in t he pantry; the harsh un.-
musical ch&. tter cf 4.-he blue jay building a nest in the 
bramble bushes by the shrine. 
f ~ de d and blurred , lH~.e the sun- stt:d.ned a z :..::; leas on the 
\".' <:J.l J. p, !)er befcr;:; him. He clos e~J h1.s eyes and let his 
t Lou ghts dr ift "bac 1~ t o another IIJ>ril a fternoon necrly 
f1.fteen ye<',rs ago; but , memory, his fond ~md sad re-
n.:tnder of expired dreams and hopes , cou l d no t breathe 
back L to h i s thoughts the warmth and innocence and sim-
p l io ity that life had sucked out t1Vf1r the years. There 
was Terry, ::i.rlf.l thf:re -r;;, s the Lea.rdon farm, and th~re he 
v a2 standing by the old r.nnp hmlse; but 1 t was not the 
sa me . Ex. er i ence wl th t he sins of men, ~Joured through 
t h e sifting s creen of the conf'es s io.!lal, and t h e unavoid-
abl e %nowl edge that disillusions and destroys h·d l ef t 
him a leper ous beggar in the streets of yesterday, yet 
i t cou l d C.o l ittle· to alter his v1.sion of Terry . The 
blue eyes were still sparkling, and in his voice there 
was the old magic and mystery. China and the East loomed 
up like i m:.r-ense citadels on a greflt expanse of desert . 
Father ~d~ahon siehed wearily ~nd thought of the plans 
they had mad.c and the imaginary life they h&.d car ved cut 
fo ~ th .Jlselves .. 
A door slammed l oudly doVrnsta ir·s and he heard 
the quick skip of footsteps on the wooden staircase. A 
soft rap r esounded on his door. 
"The Pope himself ••• " a. voice answered, 
Father Jerry Flaherty waddles into the r oom. 
He was a jolly figure of a priest~ like sornething out of 
Chaucer, all pinl~ and round, and he gave the impres~ion 
of being 9. ma11 who enjoyed life tremendously because he 
did not tllke it too seriously. Ac t ually, beneath his 
fascade of constant good hun1or f.l..nd hard laughter ~ he had 
a sturdiness and an unbending will t hat made him a re-
spected man in the town. He was a tireless worker for the 
~poor and a bul\'-l'ark in the parish against crime and corrupt-
ionw Si ngle handedly and w.ithout the approval of the local 
pol:tc8 Le had cleaned out two houses of prostitution and 
exposed gra ft in the previous ad::ninistration. Neil 1L'leW 
hira from their days together in Holymount, and they under-
s toed e2.ch other very well. 
"Well 1 ho·v goes eYeryt hing v;t t h "';he up c>...nd , 
coming Primate?" Jerry asked. 
"Fine," said Neil, "I t ve just lli ·;:. on a plan 
th:ts morning which I believe will end all my troubles 
with Toomey .•. n 
Father Toomey was the pastor and t heir -relations 
were a great deal less than cordial. Father Toomey 
secretly disliked Jerry Flaherty because of his popularity 
with the men of Queen of Peace, but he feared him too a.nd 
made a point of catering to him. He made no such reser .... 
vations in his dealings with Father ~cMal~on, whose 
appointment to Our Lady's he regarded as some sort of 
revenge on the :9art of the bishop who may have been dis...: 
s at isfied wi t h the l ast annual collection. Whatever he 
would like to have s clld to Father Flaherty he always said 
to Father McMahon, and he was glad to have someone to 
blame any and all the parish troubles on. While he 
vehemently abhorr ed the Sli go pr iest, he f0und him a con ... 
venient sc npegoat, and one who seemed used to accepting 
critism without auy retal i ation. 
"illl-.. a t are you going to do, get one of them I ~R.A. 
bombs and place it under his chair?" Father Flc.herty asked. 
ttNot quite," zaid Neil, " I thought I would ask 
f or a transfer ••• " 
ttA t r ansfer % You haven 't one chance in a. 
million. Old Toomey might curse the ground you walk on 
but he'd never let you go. He's never been known to 
give anything away, especially a curate!" 
"Well, maybe no ••• " 
"No maybes about it,n insisted Father Flaherty, 
"he's holding onto you just to show the rest of them up. 
If I may say so, and t here's no offense meant, hets holding 
onto you because he regards it as some sort of an endur-
ance contest with the bishop, He thinks they sent him a 
bad apple and he's determined to make a success out of 
you if it kills both of you. His kind of a success, 
naturallyt" 
"Yes," said Neil, "I r .ather suspected that. I 
know he doesn't like me ••• " 
"Thatts putting it very mildly. Toomey isn't 
a bad egg · really. You could have worse for a boss, but 
I dontt think that anyone can come up to his ideal of 
what a good curate should be. The ideal, of course, 
would be another Toomey!" 
"There was a notice in the diocesan paper a. 
few weeks ago saying they were looking for priests in 
China. I thought I might apply. He can't stop that. 
The bishop's very keen on it ••• n 
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"China!" exploded Father Flaherty, "and just 
when did this pipe ·dream hit you?" 
"It's no pipe dream. My mind is made up." 
Neil said flatly. 
"But why? Why? Whatts the sense of it? Going 
all the way out there among a lot of foreigners and 
starving yourself to death. Youtre doing all right 
here. The people who really get to know you think a 
great deal of you. I know several ••• " 
"One or two?" Neil . · asked with a laugh. 
"Aw, come out it, McMahon! Whatever put this 
crazy notion into your head?" 
Neil looked towards the window again. He 
spoke without looking at the other priest. 
"It was about a week ago,n he said "I was 
sitting upstairs in my room and the bell rang. It was 
my day on duty so I put on my collar and went down to 
the office. There was a young girl sitting there and 
she had a marriage problem. You know, Protestant boy-
friend, parents objecting, the sort of thing ••• As 
she $poke I could hear the sob come into her voice 
and her heavy breathing. To her it was a great problem, 
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a tragedy.. Everything in the world depended on what I 
told her. She seemed to think that I had all the answers; 
all she had to do was present herself at the rectory, 
let the priest say a few magic words, ·and then every ... 
thing would be cleared up, just lilte that. The more 
she talked, the more I began to realize how U.Tl.interest• 
ed! was in her problem and in anybody's problem. r · 
actually had the feeling that I didntt ca.re one single 
bit whether she married the man or llved with him out 
of wedloqk or decided to strangle her mother . I real ... 
ized f or the first time that I had no sympathy what-
soever for anyone's problems. I just didn't care ••• " 
llSure we all get like that after a while," 
Father Flaherty said, "there' s !1lany a time I feel like 
giving them all a swift boot in the behind ••• " 
nNo, it was more than that," said Neil, "I 
began thinking the same ·· t hings in the confesstonal. 
People came in and told me their sins and expected 
so much, while I sat ther~ bowing that I had lost 
somewhere and somehow all inclination to help them. 
It was as if it had sv:1.1 ')7:ily dawned upon me) that I had 
no right to be .si ttlng there, that I was occupying a 
place that belonged to someone who rea.lly could help 
them ••• ," 
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"And you th:tnk China is the solution?" 
"I don't know. At least it'll give me a 
fresh start and gi ve me a chance to think things over on 
the way out there. Maybe there'll be more of a genuine 
need for someone like me ••• " 
Father Flaherty narrowed his eyes and looked 
a.t him searchingly. 
"And if there isn't, what then?" 
"I d.ont t know," s aid Neil quietly, "! don't 
really know. I1ve thought a lo t about it, an' I have 
to give it the chance.'' 
By custom--s. cus tom which has the v.irili ty 
of a rule ln many provinces~-missionaries, other than 
natives, are not permitted to remain in an assignment 
for more than three years. To strengthe~ discipline 
and increase humility, co1lege presidents often become 
parish priests when their term .is completed, and 
curates in out of the way villages frequently find 
themselves directors of large hospitals or orphanages. 
The Director of the Eastern Division of the Society for 
the Propagation of the Faith found this custom conven-
ient ~ d comforting when dealing with the moody Celt, 
Cornelius J.McMahon. At times, upon the advice of 
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subordinates, he eve!! reduced the terture to l ess than that 
prescribed. He became painfully aware that Father McMahon 
was not destined to any glowing succes·s in the mission 
field, and was, in truth, unfit , for work among the 
Chinese people. To begin with, he had trouble with the 
basic language and could never be expected to master any 
<::>f the numerous dialects. This decidedly cut do\Yn the 
numbe:r. of provtnces in which he could be used. 
His first assignment, a relatively simple .one, 
a mission chapel and school in Chin-Sun near Nanking, 
had ended in miserable failure. He had to be withdrawn 
after nine months at the request of the village elders 
who urgently beseeched the removal before all of Chin-
Sun was lost to Christianity forever. They found the 
new priest impossibly anti-social, an unpardonable 
erime among the Chinese. He never entered the market-
place, refused all invitations to tea and dinner, re .... 
• fused a speaking engagement at the inaugUral ceremoni es 
for the new police chief, wrongly, or at least unsuccess-
fully, accused one of the local merchants, a trust~e and 
financial bulwark of the parish, of having a ha.nd in 
the opium traffic. 
Fortunately the director was used to complaints 
of this type. ~t was not unusual for green European 
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priests to off end the natives by their heavy f ooted 
~ethods and to lose control of their parishes by their 
very enthusiasm to conquer sin in one brief battle. A 
change to the interior where life was slower and the 
pace less demanding usually proved helpful in acclim-
atizing them to the ways of the inscrutable East. 
Such a course was decided upon for Father McM:ahor:. 
Reports from the more remote districts reached 
missionary headquarters at very irregular intervals. 
Sometimes six months went by without a report of any-
thing more revealing than a requisltion for candles or 
quinine or text books. Reports from the village of 
Tino-Wu were even more infrequent and less revealing, 
but vihen they came, they vrere al ways dis t urbing. A 
stray hunter coming out of the bush,. an itinerant mer-
chant, a relieved outpost officer in town for furlough, 
or an · occasional tourist brought stori~s out of .~he 
mountains about the peculiar antics of a redbearded 
priest. It was usually a word here, a reference the!"e, 
an overheard rema1·k or an innuendo ,.. never anythlng too 
definite; always second hand, sketchy, ambiguous. The 
pieces didn't actually fit together, but there was enough 
of them to hint that an Irish missionary i.n the hills 














probably Gaelic; or a white Father deep in the jungles 
had killed a native boy caught stealing wine from his 
hut; a thin tubercular looking priest, some\·lhere further 
in, was forcing his congregation to bathe in the river 
before entering the chapel. 
. -·- \ 
Rev. Father Director was curious about these 
reports, but he was not disturbed. Me preferred to let 
I 
J things go along as they were and convinced himself 
that his little experiment in isolation would eventual-
ly prove _itself. He even allowed a year to pass without 
recei\vmg_ a. letter or a messenger from the priest, and 
he ignored his own unanswered letters. In fact, Tino-
Wu had almost been ~Titten off in his mind as a moder-
ately successful mission, nothing dazzling or worth 
writing up in any of the publications, but a solid, 
conservative establishment. The id-ea was purely s.pec-
ulative and very comforting. The vision or this moder .... 
ately thriving enterprize grew in his mind to such an 
extent that he came to regard it as an actual fact. 
In December, when the Belgian Mission Society granted 
.. . ·' ~ 
his request for more help, in the form of seven Holy 
. \ 
\\' ·· Cross nuns, he dec-ided to favor the little vil~age\ 
school at Tino-Wu with this highly prized acqut~ition. 
\· 
It was a bad mistake. He would have done better~f 
1 --. I I 
I li 
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he had sent them someplace else. His bubble burst com-
pletely. 
Inside of three months, after a journey of 
more than seventeen hundred miles into the interior, the 
seven nuns filed back into his office, all spouting 
very agitated French at him. Mother Superior was particu-
larly indignant. She fluttered her arms abOut like a 
little pigeon on a rooftop. Father McMahon had treated 
her and her brood very shabbily. He hs.d utterly refused 
their assistance. In very bad French but in no uncer-. 
tain terms he had told them that China was no place for 
a woman, especially a nun. He said that they would do 
more harm than good, and that they would ruin t~eir 
lives as he had ruined his. He did not elaborate on 
this, but he offered to see them back to safety by as~ 
signing one of his catechi~ts as their guide. He told 
them further that he wished to be left alene and he 
would appreciate it very much if they conveyed these 
feel il::.gs to the Society .. 
He refused to give them a trial, not even a 
week; would not allow them to inspect his classroom; 
became the next thing to insulting when one of the nuns 
offered to cook his meals a.nd mend his clothes; and he 
practically had to be forced to allow them to spend a 
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few days in resting up for the return journey. During 
this brief stay he avoided every opportunity to review 
the matter. 
Mother Superior had spent twenty years in 
Africa and seven in India, and she was not accustomed to 
being treated as a novice., She was outra:ged:· and she 
dema.11.ded that something be done immediately. Indeed, it 
was only the promise of immediate e!llployment for her and 
her little band that restored any semblance of equanimity 
to the conversation in the Directorts office. When sur ... 
ficiently mollified she produced a few details on the 
priest's esistence. 
As far as could be gathered in her three days 
o-f observation, Father McMahon was on intimate terms with 
no one in the village . He had no smoking or drinking 
or card playing companions, and as far as she knew, did 
not indulge any of these vices. While they were _there 
he also seemed to regard shaving and pressing his clothes 
•• I 
as a vice, for his clothing was gre <1.tly disheveled, and 
his personal appearance, while clean, was generally un-
kempt. She said he had compl!li:ned of suffering from 
; 
a stomach ailment, which he described as chronic indiges-
tion. He lived soley on rice and beans ·and could not 
be persuaded to try any of the native dishes. Neither 
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she nor any of the other sisters felt qualified to comment 
on his knowledge of Chinese, although they did hear him 
address his altar boy in a curious combination of Latin, 
Chinese, and English. The content of this hyphenated 
conversation they were not able to translate. They knew 
that he had a loathing for the sanitary habits of the 
Chinese peo!)le because he used enormous quantities of 
lye and other d.isinfectants in the chapel and the school. 
Since he would not permit them to enter the classroom 
during schouJ.. hours; their knowledge of his educat.tonal 
methods was confined to ~11at could be heard and seen 
through the open windows . The children in the school 
were very few even for so small a village, ·and this 
they hinted was a result of Father McMahon's not being 
~s generous with candy and holy pictures as was his P.mer-
ican predecessor. The nuns could recall hearing the 
sing-song chant of what must have been prayers, since 
all the children were kneeling on the floor, in a 
language that was not Chinese, and very well may have 
been, for all they knew, Engli sh . When they asked him 
about it, Father McMahon merely smiled and told them it 
was the "language of God"; and he also pointed out that 
it was impolite in the Orient as well as in the rest of 
the world to eavesdrop. From their guides they learned t hat 
the Irish missioner was a much feared man in Tino.-Wu and 
--=---· -- ---=--=--===-==-=-·---=----=-~ -~~-- " 
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that he had won a great victory over the people since the 
shooting of the young thief. The guides offered no com-
ment as to how well he was liked, but their very re.;. 
ticence proved that he wasn't. On the whole, the· nuns 
had found him perfectly agreeable and cheerful a.nd could 
find nothing to dislike in him beyond his adamo.nt s.tt.i tude 
towards t heir staying, which, for them, was enough. 
Nothing more was heard from the Sligo priest 
and Tino-Wu for many months, and the D.irector was inclined 
to look back on the incident of the Belgian nuns as a 
routine disagreement between a priest of one nationality 
and some sisters of another. He had to admit to himsel:f 
t'IJ.a.t he was never completely able to relegate Tino-Wu 
and its curious pastor to a minor place in his worries; 
but he could1 in the running of a large district, at 
least put off any action on the matter. Since reports 
were seldom, he preferred to return to his old optimism 
· and invent some sort or success for the village. 
One day in the following summer an American 
Maryknoll priest appeared at his office with a story of 
needless disaster and slaughter in the mountain village 
or Tino-Wu.. The mission itself had been looted and 
burned to the ground, along with every house within an 
area of · ab.out two miles 1 and nearly three hundrled men, 
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women, and children h a.d been murdered., Fathe:r McMahon hnd 
barely escaped wi th his li f e. 'l'he Marylmol ler stres s ed 
the great personal courage and valor of t he Irish priest 
throughout the retelling of · the episode, but he could not 
refrain from accusing Fa.t h er McMahon of -incompete·nce and 
a lacl-r of understanding of the Chinese people .. He said 
tha.t ever ything was the result of tbe priest's trying 
to apply Western standards of morality to a typically 
Eastern problem. By the '!;lest criteria of Western Europe 
Father McMahon was undou~btedly correct in all his actions, 
but oouldnft something be done in the seminaries somewhere 
to teach these westerners that China was .not the British 
IslAs, and a Chinese bandit not a R:tver Liffer rogue? 
When the Am&rican arrived on the scene it was 
already several hours after the ra.i.d, imd he was . too 
late to be of any real assistance. He .found Father McMahon 
lying beneath the rubble of a colla~ped bUilding, bleeding 
from a huge gash on his forehead but otherwise unhurt. 
The bandits had either left him for dead or concluded 
that he perished in the burning church. They had carried 
off everything of value, stripping the chapel of statues, 
paintings, linen, candles, and vestments. Both the 
school and t he priest's hut had been razed to the ground 
and were still smouldering when he arrived. 
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'. 
Father :McMahon seemed' to take the whole matter 
in his stride. He even intimated that he ·had been ex-
pecting the raid for several weeks but had .been unable 
to impress the people with the value of preparedness. 
He told them, as he told the American, that the bandit 
chief had been to see him several times about some sort 
of a bribe which his predecessor had paid every two years. 
Naturally, he told the Maryknoller, he wanted no part of 
a scheme like .that, and he had prayed that God would 
forgive the previous fellow for encouraging these people 
in their perversity. As fGr himself, he refused to be 
intimidated by any burglars. 
or course, his whole att.i tude we.s very gallant 
and a.ll that, end t t may even have h ad a salutary effect 
on the bandit chie.ftain, blJ.t~ from the Americants point 
· · of v.ie r 1 :1 t was a stupid and unn.ecessar~_,. spilling of 
innocent blood. The Chinese had been: paying off their 
bandits for hundreds of' years and they were as used to 
the idea as the Americans were to the income ta.x; and 
they wouJ.d probably go on paying them for the next few 
hundred years, despite the protests of Irish mission-
aries. Father McMahonts was indeed a noble gesture; but 
he must remember that Rome, and especially the Vatican, 
was not bu:tlt in a day, a:nd that he eouldntt possibly 
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expect a curb what has been a racial tradition a.tnong the 
ChL'lese simply by objecting to it. He should have known 
th~.t the easterner always regs.rds discretion as a 
loftier virtue thB.J.V}. honesty. 
The Americfu'"l priest concluded hl s story by 
informing the Director that, when he left, Fs.ther 'McMahon 
seemed in the best of health, considering everythtng, 
and that he was ,getting ready to rebuild the chapel and 
school with whatever material he could. find. When the 
.Americe.n suggested that the bandits might possibly 
return and destroy the newstructure, Father McMahon 
merely smiled and said that in such a case he should have 
to rebuild again, and since h9 was already rebuilding, 
it would be that much easier the next time. 
In the light of these facts the Director 
thought 1 t best to remove Father McM.9hon from Ti no-Wu 
and replace him wi.th a more reliabl e and less scrupu-
lous member of the Society. To make the transfer seem 
less of a reproach he decided to send for the maB ·and 
see him in person. He thought he would explain the 
change as ap, opportunity for the priest to get back to 
civilization and perhaps do something about his stomach 
E~.ilment. He later regretted this decision, and from 
that time on all dealings with Fa.ther McMahon were 
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~.ccomplished by post. 
Their little interview fell a good deal short 
of his expectations. The angular, sunken-cheeked priest 
with the small sad eyes and the tightly drawn mouth had 
a way of looking at people that made them think he was 
looking beyond them, as if he were standing on a moun-
tain top and focusing his eyes on some far distant object. 
His mind had a tendency to wander which made conversation 
annoying and at times impossible. He left sentences 
hanging in mid air, and seemed to drift off suddenly 
into long silent periods of rted1tation that left the 
listener embarrassed and uneasy. His voice had a far-
off quality a.bout it, gentle but full of deep rr.elancholy. 
His re a.ction to the transfer might have been 
termed Stoic and a~ example of true priestly obedience 
were it not for the fact th~.t he seemed positively dis-
interested. He seemed unwilling to talk ,;,bout the de-
tails of the raid and his own part in 1. t, ~md he offered 
no comment on the su.ccess o::' the parish previous to 
tha.t misfortune. He acted as if nothing r~ ~.lly mattered; 
end more~ s.s if nothinr. h~d ever mattered or would ever 
matter. As for e. two-fold morality for East and West, 
instead ·of being violent and enthusiastic in his con 





unless it wae himself, .? ...... 'rld he did not seem gu:tl t :ridden 
in the least. He just didn't care . 
The interview took place on the balcony of the 
Im?erial Hotel in Macau, and the Director had arranged 
for a nice dinner with the best of everything. It was 
a warm day, and far out on the South China Sea the 
fishing boats bobbed up and down lazily. It was the kind 
of a day when everything seemed slow and torpid, and there 
was no way of hurrying the fan boys no matter how much 
you seolded or insulted them. The Director had started 
off with the best intentions .of being friendly and tact• 
ful towards Father McMahon, but he :found his patience 
was gradually ebbing away and his anger rising with the 
temperature. 
HYou sa~ :;he men in the village wanted to pay 
the bribe?" .he ~sked petulantly .. 
"Yes," said Father McMahon averting his gaze 
towards the line of the horison, "they urged me to 
allow them to pay it out of their own. pockets ••• not out 
of the church funds or the village ·treasury ••• but their 
own lifetime savings. Of course I told them flatly, no.n 
The Director t apped'his fingers on the railing 
nervously. He wished there was some way of making the 
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priest talk a little more quickly. 
"Didn't you think the bandits would raid? 
Did you think they were bluffing?n 
"Oh I knew t hey would r.aid all right. I knew 
that the first time I saw them ••• ~ 
"Did you think they would murder,too?" 
"I figured there would be bloodshed. They were 
all armed when they came to see me .••• '' 
"But what then?" the Director said trying to 
keep his voice level. "Do you think it was worth it?" 
Father McMahon smiled vaguely. He seemed very 
weary. 
"I don't know, Father," he said, "I really don't 
know. It's very hard to say when it's souls you're deal• 
ing in. Perha.ps a great many of them did lose their 
lives in fighting the bandits, but perhaps, in the pro-
cess, some of them saved their souls ••• n 
"Perhaps." s aid the Director without convic-
tion. 
"Do you know v;hat the people told me'?tt the 
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priest continued. "They said that the priest who was there 
before me always paid the bribe. What do you think of 
that? Year after yearl Of course, you can't put too much 
stock in what those people tell you. They might have 
been trying to persuade me to give in ••• " 
The Director looked at him sha;rp1y. 
"That Maryknoll priest who visited you just 
after the raid, he was in to see me. He said that t helr 
Order always pays the bandits" They compare it to the 
income tax in America. I suppose you have an income 
tax in Ireland?" 
Father McMahon was silent for a long time, 
His mind was wandering again1 and the Director fingered 
his drink nervously during the interval. He was unde-
cided whether to cut in on the reverie or not. 
"Irelandln the priest said finally, "I haven't 
thought about Ireland in years. They may have an income 
tax, for all I know1 and they may be paying to a bunch 
o:f bandits too, but at least those are legal bandits, and 
we are required to 'render to Caesar.' There's nothing 
in the scriptures about rendering to Barabas. No, I'm 
sorry, I dontt see the connection if there is one. I 
think the American priest are avoiding the real issue. 
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How can we teach these people the ways of God when we our-
selves go along with the ways of Evil?" 
nwas it because of the bandits you sent the 
nuns back?" the Director asked; changing his line of 
que.s tioning. 
"No." said Father McMahon. "I didn't know 
there were any bandits then. I thought the country was 
too wild for the sisters· •• ,. n 
"Some of them had been in Africa and India ••• " 
"Yes. They told me they had. But I could 
tell at a glance that none of them had been in China. 
They were getting their first real look at the Orient 
and I could see by their faces that it would never agree 
with them •• ,n 
"With them or with you?" 
oput it whatever way you like, Father Director." 
"Well, McMahon, the reason why I .said that is 
I heard from them last week, indirectly. A Franciscan 
stopped by on his way north and said he had seen them. 
They are in a very remote district, the mountains around 
Hailar, and they have organized a most elaborate boarding 
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school. He said they never wanted to leave China ••• n 
"I'm very glad to hear it." the priest said 
with a sincere smile. "So you see, after all1 everything 
has worked out for the best. I sent them away and now 
they are in another place and everyone is happy." 
There was no element of mental dueling in his 
answers. Remarks th~t by themselves might have intimated 
irony or sarcasm were rendered perfectly gentle and 
innocent by reason of the calm, faroff •quality of his 
voice. Indeed, the Director might have been able to 
regard the interview as a moderate success had he been 
able to penetrate that annoying wall of pathos and 
moddiness that seemed to surround the priest. 
In the next few days he reviewed the meeting 
frequently in his mind, but he soon had to check himself 
because it always left him depr essed and irritated. 
There were too . many doubts and reproaches; questions he 
should have asked and answers that he might have given. 
He found himself thinking up arguments and counter-argu-
ments and knowlng a~l the while that none of them would 
have been adequate. By the time he had gotten over the 
incident, or at least ceased to dwell on it before 
eventually falling off to sleep, Father McM!l.hon was 
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already on his way into a new career, a career that would 
have him tramp, for the next dozen years, the .streets and 
alleys and docks of Chinats l argest cities in the role of 
a parish priest. In this type of work, ?.•bile he might 
not achieve any great reputation or be responsible for a 
tremendous mass of conversions, s,t least he was no longer 
regarded as obnoxious. And as far as the Society of the 
Pro-gagation of the Faithwas concerned, he had ceased to 
be a square .peg. 
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CHAPTER E I G H T 
To what then shall I liken the men of 
this generation? And Vlha t are they 
like? They are like children sitting 
in the market place, calling to one 
another and saying, "We have piped to 
you and you have not danced; we have 
sung dirges, and you have not wept." 
For John the Baptist came neither 
eating bread nor drinking wine, and 
you say, "He has a devil." The Son 
of Man came eating and drinking, and 
you say, "Behold a man who is a glut .... 
ton, and a wine drinker, and a friend 
of publicans and sinners!" And wis 
dom is justified by all her Children. 
Luke VII, 31-35 
CHAPTER VIII. 
WE HAVE ·PIPED TO YOU AND YOU HAVE NOT DANCED 
Like the tide of the great China Sea, the years 
washed slowly in and out, spilling up on the shore of ex-
perience a bitter pebble here, a little pink conch shell 
of joy there, always mutable, sibilan t , vacillating, but 
always monotonous too. Companions in the society who 
worked with Father McMahon from time to time and had an 
opportunity to test the rumors they had heard about him, 
agreed that while he deeply loathed everything about 
Chinese life, he shunned nothing. This agreement wa s 
always made without malice or praise since few were ever 
able to cultivate his friendship or incur his enmity. 
< 
Over their teacups and in the peace of their own rectories 
they were able to analyze him; and it was al ways a most 
scientific and impersonal dissection. It wa. s r a ther like 
looking through a telescope a t some f amili ar planet about 
which some recent data ha.d just been uncovered. It wa s a 
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hobby and a sport, something to while away the hours with, 
and it could always be .counted on to liven up the dinner 
conversation or break the ice with a visitor. "Have you 
heard the latest on McMahon," they often said, "well it 
seems he met the Archbishop ot Newark touring about and 
he advised him to get back on the boat if he wanted to 
use the toilett McMahon would make a w.onderful plumbing 
salesman. I think he missed his vocation therel" 
They laughed and joked and retold their stories 
about his fastidiousness, but they all stood in awe of 
him. The crowded streets, the shameful poverty, the awful 
squalor, the sanitary habits of t ,he people, ·the terrible. 
persistence of disease and stagnation, the primitive 
methods of food handling and preservation, the burial 
procedures, and the everyday life of a large eastern city, 
they knew, were all odious to him; but, for all that, he 
was fearless, if not slightly foolhardy, in his adminis-
tration of the Sacraments in contaminated districts of 
the slums and in the contagion wards of the government 
hospitals. 
A little miscellany of myth and fact grew up 
about the peculiar Sligo priest and it was passed on from 
rectory to rectory up and down the coast until it reached 
----·-------·-·--- --c-==-=-=-=-=-=·======lt 
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the stature of' a legend, never quite fantastic but always 
interesting. He became a curio of the orient; something 
that seemed to fit its element, something th~t added mys .... 
tery and a tint of fiction to letters home f'rom out-of-
the-way places. 
Among the members of the Society he was looked 
upon as a sort of a hermit. The newcomer; fresh with 
the vigor and sheen of seminary training, might ·make a 
feeble attempt at penetrating his shell, but few ventured 
further than the attempt. The initial repulse was usually 
eno~gh. Ir he preferred to be standoffish, that was his 
prerogative. In the ea.st, where the prem::f.um was high on 
Anglo~saxon companionships, it was not profitable to run 
the risk of trying to reform anyo~e other than the natives. 
A man wa s entitled to his idiosyncracies. 
As the long months wore on, his fable was elab-
orately embroidered into the social life of the mission 
bands, and he won thereby a degree of fame that was com-
pletely unknown to him. In Hangchow he had acquired the 
habit of taking snuff to protect his nostrils from the 
foul stench of the hut dwellings by the river, and various 
stories about his interrupting ceremonies and sermons to 
dig into his pockets for the snuffbox became minor classics 
in the oral literature that had grov.rn up about him. 
=---===--~ ~-=~-=,.. =========== 
The advantage that the shrew1 merchants were able to take 
of" his ignorance of Chinese bargaining t actics added 
greatly to his reputation, as did the punitive methods he 
employed when he was fortunate enough to discover the 
dupery. This retaliation was usually administered with 
an umbrella which he always carried1 no matter what the 
weather, because a Bulgarian lay-brother once told him 
that the plague was at it's worst in the rainy season. 
As far as anyone could definitely say, he 
neither wrote letters nor · received any;. nor could anyone 
remember his having entertained ·a visitor., excepting the 
bishop at Confirmation time and the inspectors f rom the 
Society. He avoided all contacts with his neighboring 
parish priests and made it known that he would not accept 
any invitations of any kind unless it was a call for help 
in some emergency. He was reliable but not noticeably 
zealous in his parish duties, was neither the bane nor 
the delight of his superiors, and he never, when his 
turn came, applied for leave or transfer to his native 
land. It was obvious to everyone who knew him, no matte~ 
how slightly, that he was not at home in China; but it 
' ' 
was even more obvious that he would never be at home any-
where else. Society in any and every form seemed to 
disgust him, even to the point of leaving unread the few 
--==----=--==-==-- ·~ ~-
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nev:spapers, books, and magazines that an occEsional visitor 
from the Society graciously left for him. One pastors who 
after three years of inventing dinner conversations could 
no longer stand the noncommittal member of h:ts household, 
wrote to the Director and asked that Father McMahon be 
replaced as soon as possible with a more reasonable fac-
.simile .of human existence, for the corpse a t his table 
was making serious affronts on his sanity. 
And thus it was , upon this .recommenda tion, that 
Father Cornelius J. Mcil~t:J.hon> a grey..-haired old man at 
forty-eight, was sent back to. his native Ireland after 
fift een frultless years in the Oriental vineyard. The 
change was not necessarily a r eflection on his ability, 
for the year was 1916, and the need for priests in Europe 
was very great. Large portions of the current ordination 
classes were ·already signed up for chaplain duty, and 
many of the older .men had been some months at the front. 
The internal political situation in Ireland at this time 
demanded the services of mature men with a sympathetic 
understanding of their country, for rebellion was quite 
strongly in the air. There was talk everywhere of s trik,.. . 
in.g the blow while . England was busy on the continent, and 
th:e Protestant-Catholic rivalry was reaching its bloody 
climax with the fo.rmation of the Royal Ulster Guards and 
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the revelation of the true mission of the Irish Republican 
Army~ 
The Dublin that Father 'MeMahon saw again for the 
first t~me in thirty-five years was a very different 
Bublin from the city he had once visited wi~h his uncle 
Michael in his childhood,. The pace bad quickened; every-
thing seemed to move too f'ast for him. All life, like the 
great hurrying crowds disgorging themselVfo!S from the trams 
and buses down on the quay e,nd scurrying and pushing their 
way along O'Connell Street, seemed to pa,ss him by. His 
long yea.rs i.n China and his long years within himself' had 
left him lonelier in the midst or this great surging con-
fusion than he had ever been. He was unable to adjust 
himself to the hum-drum but necessary detail& of modern 
city partsh life, ;;md h~s father's keen patriotism, which 
had so annoyed and pained him, made him unwilling to be 
caught in the tide of Irish nationalism. It was as if he 
had already seen too much and heard too much about the 
Irish claims and they no longer had any validity for him. 
He knew the division that loyalty to the Irish cause had 
made in his own hbme, 'and he saw no reason for encouraging 
the already rampant enthusiasm. 
Compared to what he had experienced in China, 
the petty troubles and complaints and woes ot the 
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miserable little people who rang his rectory doorbell 
every evening and came snivelling into his parlor were as 
unreal and inconsequential to him a s theix· vapid cliche's 
about slaying the British lion and carrying the shamrock 
into Belfast. Their irresponsible day-to~day method ot 
existence nauseated and disgusted him as did their six-
day intemperance a.nd seventh day piety. He found that 
the China of the middle ages had made him out ot tune 
?dth the Ireland of the Twentieth Century~ He wa~ too 
old and too experienced to share in the pa triotic en- ·• 
thusiasm, and too young to forgive the cruelty and heart-
less impetuosity .• 
Whatever slight art he once might; have had for 
conversation, he now had lost completely. He saw that it 
was impossible for him to act natural among his parishioners; 
living in the old world had made him unfitfor the new. 
Any conversations that he was not able to avoid with his 
parishioners took on a static quality, a series of long 
questions on the~r part and curt answers on hi.s. He often 
found himself mumbling a few prayers asking that his 
interlocutor might soon leave the rec.tory and bring the 
whole sham to an end. Everything was artificial and posed. 
He remembered now why he had left Ireland in the first 
place. The people had an exaggerated idea of the ~ower 
--=--=:.. """-=-===:--===== - --=-=--=-
and influence of a priest, . and a wholly f antastic opinion 
of his ability to cure any situation simply by raising 
his voice. 
The church he was assigned to was already deep 
in debt, and the bishop had hopes that a man of his vast 
experience might be able to do something. It was his 
first real appointment as pastor although he had charge or 
a few· small chapels in China. The financial status of' the 
parish was indeed deplorable, but Father McMahon was a 
firm believer in considering the lilies .of the field and 
the birds of the air. To mention any kind of a contri-
bution from the altar was against his personal ethics. 
He recognized the importance of keeping the plant 1n opera-
tion, anti he .thought that in time the people would come 
to realize their responsibility. But his own personality 
in the c.onfessional and in his dealings in the office was 
&lready beginning to work c:..ga.inst him. Gradually people 
began dropping away a.nd going up to the next pari.sh, and 
this did not promise any immediate relief for the debt 
troubles • . 
After much inner struggle and a good deal of pro-
crastination, he decided to attempt a fund raising bazaar, 
and it was the last one he ever attempted. On the night 
it was to be run off, the mawkishness and beggary of the 
--·------- - . --- _.= ---- ----~~=~ 
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whole thing suddenly broke f .orth in his consciousness, and 
he made kno .n his contempt to the little committee who 
had helped in the preparations. A regular scene took place, 
painfully embarrassing for everyone concerned, during i; 'hioh 
th8 priest berated himself and them as money changers in 
the temple and unworthy to call themselves Catholics~ He 
apologized for having suggested the bazaar in t •he first 
place and asked everyone, committee and patrons alike; to 
please go home and pray for guidance~ Then he began to 
weep and one of the ushers led him away to 'the rectory~ 
Someone stood u.p and explained that the old man was sic.k 
and had contracted some sort of a fe"9'er in the Orlent or 
Africa or somewhere and that he didn't me~.n wh~:1.t he said 
and that everything would go ahead a s planned, It did, 
but even then the corrunittee nervously reported a substan-
tial loss; the prizes could not be paid f or no:r. could the 
refreshments, Father M.cMa.hon thanked them for their 
efforts and also scolded them mildly for proceeding without 
his consent. He informed them that if they had made any 
money he 'V'Jould not have accepted it because it would have 
been tainted, -but he was perfectly Willing to assume the 
debt. 
He noted this failure in the annual report to 
the bishop, but he could not offer any explanation for it. 
Fortunately that prelate was occupied with more pressing 
-=---- --- ~ . ·...:::=. ::,.__ -=- - -
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duties at t he time, and no eA:plllna tion was needed or de-
manded. A gr ea t number o:f par ishes i n the diocese were 
en joying heavy col l ec t ions from t he momentar y war pr os-
perity, and one bl ot or t ·lro ·,vent easlly unnoticed . 
The coldness with which he received the Henry 
Stree t parish and they him did not l ast very long. :for 
these were turbulent yea.rs~ The ember of mutual indig-
nation was quickly fanned and burst out into something 
that might ha ve been i nconceivable in a more t r anquil era. 
Of course i t was a.l wo.ys h&d to t amper wi th t he pre judices 
of a peopl G; yvu mc...y r ob them of thei r mor.::l.l ity, their 
religi on, ::md their e t ·ni c , bu t never their pre judice. 
Fv. t her ~1cMahon underes t imat ed the political fever of his 
parishioners. He did no t believ e t hat I rel and h [.'. d. r eached 
a sta~e ~here politi c i ans h&d more power over t he people 
t han cler gymen, and i t wa5 from this one mi scalcula tion 
thu. t hi ::> troubles r eal ly bege.n to mount . 
It s t ar t ed s imply enough. The Irish Republican 
Army was off i cially blacklisted by the Briti sh government 
t wo years after it was organized, and t he police were in-
s tructed t o look upon it as a dangerous and subversive 
group. Technically, such an off icial lis ting should have 
bee-n (mough ei ther to crush them or drive them underground, 
bu t t he I r ish v.er e never a t echnical r ace. Boyle was 
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t heir on l y gre-~ t seienti~'t, and he ye.ern.ed all l':d.s life to 
be a m.etaphysicis.n. To drive the I,R.A. undergNnmd ?:ould 
hgve bet7.n a tremendous under·t !<.king, re(lUiring t le~st a 
dozen r egiments of British soldier s, along Vfi th :part of 
t he fl~et, · and a whole ne ,• imported polic e force. The 
Great War ln Europe m<:::d •::: any one of these requi.rements a 
virtual i mpossibillty. Then too, there v;a s the diffi-
C1..1.l ty o.f determining who was to be driVen and who ws.s to 
do the driving. The Phoenix P C'·.rk ID"L'lrder.s had more or less 
shown on which sid e of the la.v; the majority of Irish 
peo9le would st .~.nd in the e·vent of a real showdown; cmd it 
w~~ s not beyond reason to imagine tha t a goodly portion of 
the pr·esent const2.bular.v held active, or a t least advisory 
memberships i n the organization. Because of these unusual 
cj_ rcumst~nces the I,. R,. A. had never ceased. to function in 
t h e open, nnd for all intents and purposes it wa s thought 
to be as respectable as the Kni ghts of The Blessed 
Sacrament or the Children of Mary.. No one t,o;rho held member-
ship in the organization regarded himself a s a criminal 
or 11 rogue, v.;n.d the general public did not look upon them 
as a left wing element or anarchist group~ Indeed, to the 
eyes of all onlookers, their Sunday morning parade .up 
Grafton Str€et and through the College Green witll th.e btnds 
playing and t he flags v.~aving and _ the people cheering their 
lungs out vH1. s the most lega l and ha:tmless spect~:Lcle that 
-----_--:..__._- ---- -· --- -------
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could te viev:·ed., Tb.e poli.ce were even the:r.e to keep · 
traffic back until the l as t bagpiper 1•;ent by.. If nnyone 
felt subversive he n!Ust A:t ther hav<;J hnd on e drop too many 
or else be in t;ahoots 1:d.th the UlBt~r Guards, g tr fl1 tor 
to hlmself and his country. 
So there was nothing abnormal about Michael 
Monaghan's presenting h1.m.self at the r ectory one fine May 
even~ng to arrange for the use of the f acilities of St. 
Martin of Tours Church. He v ::. s a committee of one from 
t he Grafton Street Merchr.> nts , Tram Com'luctors., and Posta.l 
ServF.nts who "Pe:re going to recgi ve Holy Cor.li'nunion ut the 
eight o' cloctc l'la.ss in e stout, represantr~tive body, ::!nd 
then move on into the school hall for a Communion break-
:f;:;st, E.t five shillings a plate, the proceeds of which 
vrere to propagate the grand and glorioun mis sion of f"reeing 
Ireland from the B:ritish yoke. There was nothing abnormal 
in Mr Monaghan's ·visit nor in his request to normal Irish 
minds, but Fathel" McMahon did not wish to be included in 
that type of normalcy, and he took a dim view of the whole 
matter. His mental f1mctions were inclined to be extremely 
analytical during the course of the discus sion with the 
delegate, c..nd he tnsisted on drav:ing fm undiploma.tie dis-
tinctioll between patriotism and l a.wlessnes·s .. 
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:vlr . Monaghan had not the slightest suspicion .of 
FG.-;her ~tclbhont s ,attit ude wh.e.a he entered the li t t li~ fa!"lor 
on I.~-en y Stree t . · The i'Fct t hat an Irish IJr ies t could be 
. c· " ~'"' 1 t. 1.. ' n·' - ~ ·•.;:· ,, •C< l·t ··b 'Ut r T'--r· t:: '='· I .. · l ·n :;< ~- .,.4 ""C) o r, • .t,...,..c e y J.~ . .~.. r ... ~- I ..... r ,,_ o <'i .... ~- ~ ·- . . 1 e . ..... 1a •. 1 , .,. ... :~.F" ver 
occurr<S d to him, a.nd he concluded his petl t ion on a. grnnd! ... 
loq_uG.n't pl~.ne . 
"St Martin t s i ·s the only ·~hurch," he beaned 
plea santly, "on this side of t he quay tha t can seat five 
hundred ' loyal and devoted sons of !rf3land, und accomoda te 
them at its aitar r : il. It' s my proud privilege -to ask 
your permiss ion and to honor your parish with this tremen-
dous spectacle of public .adoration.n 
F'&t~ler ~;;ct:<J.hon lwd not offered him _ cJ1,,. i r , nor 
did h.e si t C.o~m himself . He stood by t he window playing 
sr.:.sh cord .. 
liThe doors of this church a re never closed 
towards communicants, nor are any others tha t I lmow of 
i n this city. I have no objection whatsoever to their 
presence. Confessions are from six to nine on Sa turday 
evenings. None before Mass." he said dourly. 
"'l'hat"ll be f:lne, Fa thel'. And where do you 
want them to s i t , in the middle aisle or on the side? 
We have our own ushers and ther e'll be no trouble a t all. 
~-~---=..=:--.---=..=..-=- ------ _ _....=;:.._---=--------==~-----=- ~ 
Any p-lace you say is fine by us.tt 
"They can sit wherever they like ••• " 
ttThnt1s very accommodating, rtm sure," Mr . 
Monaghan purred , "but what I me&n is, do you want them 
on the Gospel or the Epistle side of the altar •• ?" 
Father McMahon went oiler to his desk and 
took out a l arge ledger. He spoke whiJe thumbing 
through it. 
"Whatever seats they can find, let them sit 
down in them. We have no reserved seats.n he said. 
"I'm sure you haven't, Father, and it's a 
grand thing that there are none. Not like those Pro-
1 testant places where you have to purchase your pew 
j ten years before you're born. But, what I must know, 
so I can tell the ushers and tbe officers, is just which 
part of the church do you want this large body of men 
to occupy? They'll take quite a bit of room, and we 
wouldn't :want to upset your regular Sunday schedule.n 
"Mass ts held at eight o'clock ever Sunda.y 
regardless of who is there and who isn't ••• n returned 
Father McMahon; still busy with the ledger. 
"But we can sit in a body; then?" persisted 
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?l.'r. M.onnghan. 
"You c~.n sit," s aid the prisst, "wherever you 
like. I already told you that there were no reserved 
se ats at StMartin's and I mean just that!" 
Mr. Monaghan smiled blv.ndly as if sor.ne joke 
had been made that he did not quite catch• 
"Well, now I'm sure that's a wonderful attitude 
for you to take, Father," he said, "and we're very grate-
ful for your kindness. If we can nave the pick of the 
church it's a good deal more than we asked for, but, 
that's as it should be, you'll no doubt agree, when the 
cause is as holy as this one. Every man in the church 
vrill be offering up his Communion for the 11 beration 
of Ireland from the snares of paga.nism .... " 
"It's about time .:: someone thought or that!" 
cried Father McMahon ironical ly . 
"Ah so it is, Fat~er, so it is," agreed Mr. 
Monaghan condescendingly, ttbut these things don't happen 
overnight. Independence is dearly purchased from the 
tight fist of a usurper, Manyts a lad ha.s alrea.dy given 
up his life for the cause; and many more will do the 
same in the near future. Martyrs dying for the faith." 
"Hmmrr.nJm. " 
"I'll send one of the boys over tomorrow with 
a flag. You can put it on the side of the altar behind 
the pulpit. It comes complet~~ with stand and everything ••• " 
nl!hat ldnd of a flag?" sn~.pped FE:.ther Md1ahon, 
looking up from his book. 
"Why, the new Irish flag, of course!" 
"I don't need one." 
· "You already have one? I didn't think they 
had been distri buting them yet .... ~ " 
"No.. I don t t have one, and I don t t need one, 
and I don't want one!" 
Mr. Monaghan was confused. He shifted from one 
foot to the other .• 
"What? But why not?" 
"There's one flag in the church and that's 
enough. The Papal flag •• ·" 
"But they have one down at' the Pro-Cathedral, 
Father.. I saw it last weekJ so t here c an 't be anything 





nrtm not interested in the flags they have at 
the Pro-Cathedral ••• " 
"Well, as you see fit, Father. I thought maybe 
you might have considered it illegal ••• " 
"And so I do." said the priest. 
"Oh. Well, Itm sure t hat's your right. Some 
priests do be more concerned with the proper ways for 
doing things than others. Now, about the school ••• " 
"The school?" 
"Yes. The school." explained Mr. Monaghan. "·e 
were thinking of holding the breakfast in the school hall. 
It's about the only building in the neighborhood anywhere 
near large enough to hold the crowd • . Don't quote me on 
this, Father, but I lmow for a fact that they are trying 
to get Michael Coll ins himself to address the men. I 
don't know if he'll come or not, but a committee has gone 
up to see him." 
"The school hall is out ••• " Father McMahon 
s aid curtly. 
"What?" 
"The school hall is unavailable ••• " 
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"It's being used? Sunday school classes or 
something? 
"But surely you could change?" 
nrt's not being used," said the priest, "it's 
unavailable. Out." 
"You mean we cantt use it? You don't want 
the breakfast there?" 
"I mean just that." 
"But why, Father. Have you any reasons? Is 
there anything .wrong with a Communion breakfast?" 
"I don't need any reasons." said Father McMahon 
with slow deliberation. "I'm the pastor;- Ano I wtsh 
you would discontinue referring to this gathering as 
a Communion breakfast. Men returning r,...-.m the A:i.tar 
after receiving Our Blessed Lord should have their minds 
filled with His goodness and charity, not filled vri th a 
lot of idle gibberish about bloody revolutions and a 
free Ireland ••• " 
"Dontt you want to see Ireland free, Father?tt 
demanded Mr. Monaghan in indignation. 
"Indeed I do,n answered the pries.t, "free from 
ignorance and sin and petty poli tical jealousies. Free 
from drink and crime and murder·. I · ·want to see l:reland 
free from the vand~1ls and villains and troublemakers 
who are always talking about setting her free. In other 
words ! mean the I.,R.A .. and any other gangsterst" 
Mr. Monaghan's forehead turned a bright pink .. 
His hand began to tremble a little. 
"What? You think or- the I.R.A. as a pack of 
ganstersl You don't approve of them?ft 
Father McMahon slammed his hand down on the 
desk. 
"I think every last one of them ought to be 
in jaill" he shouted. 
Little beads of silver sweat formed on Mr. 
Monaghan's pink forehead. 
"Those are dangerous words, Fatherl" 
"And just what do you mean by dangerous?" 
"Men have been killed here for saying less •• ,n 
,.The priest moved towards him. "You wouldn t t 




"No. I'm merely advising · you, •• n 
"Well, t hen, I'll give you a piece of advice. 
Tell that band of fanatics, the Grafton Street Hoodlums, 
or whatever their name i s, tell them if they want to 
save Ireland they're at least starting off the right way: 
in the confessional. But tell them to give 1IDp th1s fool-
ishness of speeches and parades and a lot of swill about 
the great birthright of Ireland and the grand heritage 
of suffering. Tell them to get down on t heir knees, and 
not up on their horses. Tell them that they are always 
welcome at the altar railing in St Mar.tin of Tours when 
they come with humility in their hearts and no banners 
flying. And as for the school hall, as long as I'm the 
pastor here it will not be used as t he cradle of any 
political insurrecti on. Do you understand that?" 
"That is your final decision?" 
"It is ••• '' said the priest emphatically. 
ftThen there's nothing more to say, is there?" 
"No. Nothing. Good night, Mr. Monaghan." 
"Good night, Fatbe.,...n 




and mass gatherings in St Stephen's Green, and the several 
attempts to blow up Nelson's Pillar, the Bishop of Dublin 
began to concern himself with the safety of a priest who 
was thought to be unsympathetic to the national cause. 
He transferred Father McMahon to Omeath, a border town 
between the north and south, where only a ma..Tl. v.:i th no 
opinion at all could be expected to survive for any great 
length of time. Father McMahon seemed to fit the des-
cription perfectly; he was equally censorious of the 
rebel and the royalist cause, but only when provoked. 
For the rest of the time he was contented t o let the 
battle rage about him . In the meanwhile he was fighting 
more pertinent inner battles with frustration and des-
pair. 
By the end of 1921 no type of neutrality was 
possible. A three way Civil War had taken shape by virtue 
of DeValera's refusal to take his seat in the Dial, and, 
for a time, the I.R.A. assumed its true character as a 
midnight organization. Atrocities were violent and fre-
quent on all sides, with the bloodiest skirmishes taking 
place on the Ulster border where a heavy traffic in con-
traband arms and ammunition was constantly moving. On 
February 18th of the following year a little band of 
marauders, wild with the impassioned shibboleth of Ulster 
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and Protestantism and .fr enzied with looted liquor, fell 
upon St Brigid's Roman Catholic Church in Omeath, setting 
fire to the buildings, vanda,~:tzing the statues and other 
furnishings, and battering down the rectory door, The 
pastor greeted them with sevet .. al cauldrons of boiling 
water, and was more or less responsible for the :revenge 
they exacted, 
The nurse~s footsteps on the marble floor echoed 
hollowly down the marble corridor. She paused before the 
inscription "Report Every Half Hourtt dangling by a string 
from one of the doorknobs, straightened her starched cuffs 
and went into the little rooJI1. On the bottom railing 
of the propped-up bed hung the jagged graph of the pa-
tient's temperature, which she proceeded to l.istlessly 
scan until a writhing motion of the bedclothes sent her 
to the doorway again. 
"Doctor Fogarty& Doctor Fogarty.l n she cailed 
out loudly. "The priest is stirring. I think he ~ay 
be coming out of it~" 
"All right." avoice called out. "I'll be there 
in a minute. Give him some water if he wants it.'' 
She went back and stood at the little table 
with its smelly collection of spoons and bottles and bits 
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of cotton. A completely bandaged head emerged .from be• 
neath the blankets, uttered a half audiblE! groan . and 
then slumped back onto the pillow., The doctor came in 
and stood bes.ide her. 
"Has he said anything yet, nurse?" he asked. 
"No. Only a groan. Shhhh. ~isten ••• n 
"My delight is in the Lord because he hath 
heard the vo.ice of my prayer. Because he hath inclined 
his ear unto me ••• because he hath heard my prayer ..... my 
delight is in the Lordt Ha.hahahah! Heeh~heheheel" 
The fit of laughter continued for several min· 
utes while the bandaged head rolled back and forth. 
"Is he laughing or moaning?" the nurse asked. 
"! don't know ••• n said the doctor, '"it could 
be either at this stage. .Shhh. He's ·sayin·g something .... n 
"Gracious is the Lord of Righteousness. y-es, 
our God is merciful~ The Lord pers.erveth the simple. I 
was in misery a.'ld he helped me. The Lord preserveth .the 
simple,. and . the simple preserveth the Lord, and the sim• 
ple preserveth themselves. My delight is in the Lo:rd.," 
The high pitched laugh shot ou.t across the 
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hospital, . terrible and morbid. 
"It sounds like some kind of a prayer." whispered 
the nurse. 
"It is, but I've never heard the like of it 
before." 
"Listen ••• " 
"Blessed are they that look into the darkness 
and see not the light, and let the perpetual light shine 
upon them. For the Lord is righteous and he hath delivered 
my soul from death, mine eyes from tears, my feet from 
falling. You are a reed blown by the. wind , a stray lamb 
left to die alone on. the mountainside, and there s!lall 
be joy in heaven before the angels of God and the demons 
of Hell on one sinner doing penance rather than the ninety 
nine with the Irtsh banner wavtngt For the Lord is 
mercifull" 
"Does it mean anything1 Doctor? It sounds like 
it's from the Bible." 
The doctor picked up the clip board and read 
it. 
"A good deal of it is from the Bible all right. 
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I doubt if it means anything." he said, 
"Part of the delirium? He's been that way for 
a long time now ••• " 
"No. The coma ended before you came on duty. 
He has no te.mperature and his pulse is normal ••• tt 
"Is he gone then, Doctor?" 
"Gone?" 
"Mentally, I mean ••• n explained the nurse, a 
trifle embarrassed at the suggestion. 
"I don't know," replied the doctor, "it's too 
early to tell yet. He's been badly beaten. You woul dn't 
think they'd do anything like that to an old man, •• It 
was ruthless, but I suppose there's no controlling a mob 
when it gets out of hand. They're like a pack of wild 
animals. He was half dead when they brought him i n here. 
I never thought hetd pull through at all." 
"Yes; I know, The floor superintendent told 
me. What about hiseyes, Doctor? Is there any hope at 
all?" 
The doctor shrugged his shoulders. 
"0h1 hetll be able to see something." he said. 
"Probably won't be able to read or write, but he'll be 
able to get around. Everything will be blurred, like 
a dog's vision, two dimensional, no reaction to speed 
or motion, but there'll be an image of some sort. Lye · 
is a powerful corrosive. There wasn't much we could do. 
The muscles and tissues were almost completely burned 
away and the retina was badly scarred. He's lucky he's 
alive." 
The nurse ·looked down at the swathed figure 
in the bed. He had ceased moving and lay back in the 
clump of pillows .with his arms outstretched. She shook 
her head sadly. 
ntuckyl" she repeated wistfully. "I wonder 
if he will think himself lucky •••• " 
"Why not? He's had the best of everything. 
There isn't anything more that could be done. Didn't 
the bishop order the specialist from Liverpool?" 
"Well, you know what I mean, being a priest and 
saying Mass and all that. I suppose he's more or less 
finished as far as his work is concerned." 
"I don't see why. It's not as bad as all that. 
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Many people, priest included, lead excellent lives even . 
in total blindness. He can at least see something. Don't 
worry, they'll find something for him to do." 
"I hope so," said the nurse, "and I hope it's 
soon." 
"Soon? Why soon?" demanded the doctor. 
The nurse flushed slightly. She avoided the 
doctor's questioning glance by turning her eyes towards 
the bed again. Her fingers entwined tightly around the 
fountain pen dangling from her neck. 
"I don't know," she s aid quickly, "but I just 
wish they'd get him out of here. He gives me the creepsl" 
"Nonsense, nurse ••• " 
"Maybe it is, but the others feel the same way. 
I don't like being in the room with him. It makes me 
nervous. I feel t hat he's watching me all the time ••• 
as if he could see through those bandages. And then 
when he starts that laugh •••• " 
"Come, come. It's all in your imagination. 
I'm surprised at you, with all your experience." 
"Well, I've never had one like him before. Not 
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a priest, anyhow. I don't know what it is and I can't ex-
pl ai n it, but I just wish t hey ' d hurry up and get him out 
of here. I get the feeling all the time that something 
dreadful is going to happen; that we'll come into this 
room someday and. find him hanging from t he chandelier 
or maybe his t hroat slashed or somethi ng like that. I 
know it's silly1 but I can't help feeling it.n 
Father McMahon spent a little less than a year 
in the Dublin City Hospital. During that time he did not 
impress the staff as a model patient. He quarrelled con-
stantly with the doctors and nurses ,. refused to submit to 
the house rules about smoking and using snuff, and never 
ceased complaining about the food and service. Any 
attempts to cheer him up were firmly and sometimes vicious-
ly repulsed, as was t he case when he sent a set of draughts 
sha.ttering through the window after an attendant forced 
them upon him. On several occasions he left the grounds 
without permission and was found wandering aimlessly 
through Phoenix Park, waving gaily at the children and 
laughing softly to himself. 
Vfuen finally discharged, he proceeded to the 
diocesan retreat house at Portadovm and applied himself 
languidly to the task of memorizin~ the Mass for Our Lady, 
the Mass for the Dead, and the Mass for Continued Peace. 
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In September of the following year, the Bishop of Dublin 
appointed him chaplain of t~e Don Bosco boys' orphanage 
in Cork City. The bishop reasoned that the limited duties, 
the cheering influence of the children, and the warm 
southern climate would soon have a favorable effect on 
his nervousness and lack of vitality. The bishop reasoned 
incorrectly. The oppositetook place • 
.Almost from the day he arrived at the little 
orphanage on the green hill .overlookirig Cobv Harbor, 
Father McMahon was destined for ano t her failure. The 
children at first were fright ened by his scarred and 
skin-grafted features, and they had to be coaxed by t he 
Brothers to go up to him and shake his hand. .. Gradually, 
their fear turned to ridicule, and, with the cruelty 
typical of children , they made jokes about his peculiar 
walk and his highs trung laugh. They mimicked the manner 
in which he tried to approach them: the stuttering speech, 
the foolish smile, t he hands outstretched to receive them. 
They went to Brother-Superior with stories of how he heard 
confessions while standing up at the window, and how he 
ran his hands over their faces and made them scream, and 
held their arms too tightly, and broke into loud, mad 
peals of laughter for no reason at all. The bravest of 
them boasted of visiting his room alone, which seemed . to 
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make them some sort of heroes among their comrades. They 
t old fantastic stories of being offered snuff and made 
to recite the Hail Mary in Chinese. 
The Brothers began to pay more attention to 
these reports as time went on.. They noted with regret 
and embarrassment his clumsiness on the altar, but no 
longer found excuses for him in his infirmity. Tolerance 
dissolved with the passing months, and their patience soon 
reached exasperation as they found it almost impossible to 
attend Mass v:i th ~my kind of devotion. He spilled the 
cruets almost daily; he stepped on the bells, dropped the 
chalice, shouted at the altar boys for what were his own 
mistakes, and he delivered w~y . rhetorical sermons on 
the torments of Hell and the wiles of Satan. 
The way he crept about the house after dark made 
them uneasy. They heard him prowling around the cellar 
one night, and up in the attic the neKt. He went for long · 
walks by himself and sometimes did not return until near 
dawn. Brother Sacristan had seen hilll ~K:11.eeling in the 
garden long after midnight gazing at the sky with his 
horrible faded eyes, and he had heard the chilling pitch 
of that wierd laugh cut' through the night like a razor. 
The cook informed them that Father McMahon did not eat 
a auarter of the food that was sent up to him. From the 
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first day he had refused to eat in the dining room and 
demanded that all his meals be served in his room. The 
Brothers were shocked by this request at first, but later, 
when the reports of his table manners and his disdain 
for knife and fork reached them, they were glad that he 
had elected this isolation. In time, he gave up _all 
efforts to win the friendship of the boys and the Brothers, 
if indeed he had made any effort at all. He was on sp~ak­
ing terms with no one in _the place, and permitted no one 
.to enter his room, except the boy who brought his meals, 
a nine year-old of Chinese extraction whom he seemed 
to have taken a great faRcy to. Beyond saying Mass and 
administering the sacraments, he avoided all contact with 
the inside world of the orphanage and the outside world 
of Cork City. 
In June, the Brothers held a retreat. They 
prayed for guidance, and then they helped Brother Superior 
compose the letter to the Bishop. The situation had gone 
too far already and could not possibly go on any longer, 
not even a month. The discipline and morale of the Don 
Bosco orphanage was at stake. Father McMahon's transfer 
was urgently requested, for his own good and the good of 
the community as a whole. He had shown no improvement 
in his regretable sickness and none was to be expected. 
They hoped that the Bishop of Dublin would recognize the 
seriousness of the present state of events and grant t heir 
request. 
The Bishop did. It was Father McMahon's last 
move. The Bishop saw the one place where his erratic 
charge could do no material harm. He had planned to close 
out t he near-defunct country parish of Our Lady Queen of 
Peace in Knockmany, Donegal. It was a financial sore-spot 
on the diocesan annual report, and its flock was already 
well deple,ted. Until a sale of the property could be 
arranged, he deemed it an ideal appointment for a half 
blind priest. The country people were less demanding than 
orphans. They might be inclined to overlook the idio-
syncracies of an aging priest, and if they didn't, it 
made little difference. 
And so it was that at the age of sixty-three 
Father Cornelius J. McMahon, looking more like a man 
of eighty, went to Knockmany1s decay and became a part 
of it. The world of Tim O'Rourke and Tabby McCoy greeted 
him unenthusiastically. The west from which he had fled 
as a young priest now opened a grave for him. 
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C H APTER N I N E 
'And whoever swears by the altar it 
is nothing; but whoever swears by the 
gift that is upon it, he is . bound .• ' 
Blind ones! fo~ which is greater, 
the gift, ·or the altar which sanctifies 
the .gift? Therefore he who swears by 
the altar swears by it, and by all 
things that are on it: and he who 
swe <: rs by t he temple swears by it, 
and by him who dw_ells in it. And he 
who swea.rs by heaven swears by the 
throne of God, and by him who sits 
upon it .• 
Matthew XXIII, 18-22 
CHAPTER IX. 
AND WHOEVER SWEARS BY THE ALTAR IT IS NOTHING 
"Presta nobis quaesumus Domine: interceden-
tibus sanctis Martyribus tuis Tryphone, Respicio et 
Nympha; ut, quod ore contiguimus, pura mente capiamus. 
Per Domin~~. Statuit et Dominus testamentum pacis, 
et principem fecit ewnt ut sit illi sacerdotil dig-
nitas in aeternum. Momente Domine, Davidt et omnis 
mansuetudinis ejus·. Deus,. qui conspicis, quia ex 
nulla nostra virtute subsistimus: concede propitius; 
ut, intercessione beati Martini Confessoris tui atque 
Pontificis, contra omnia adversa muniamur." 
O'Rourke looked up from his reading and 
listened. A blunt, authorative pounding resounded. on 






"My God, he's here already and I'm not half 
done!" he cried, bounding up from the chair and making 
a feeble attempt at straightening out the priestts 
desk. "What the devil is he doing here this early? 
Get ready now, Father. Here, wipe off your chin and 
fasten your collar the way you'll like something when 
he comes in. And that snuff box, you better put it 
in the drawer for the time being ••• " 
''Don't stand there ordering me · around, you 
miserable idiot!" the priest blazed out qontemptuously. 
"I'm all right as I am, and if he don't llke it, that's 
too bad about him. Now go down and let him in. And 
remember, this ts to be a pri V8.te conversation. I 
don't want to hear you slinking about outside there 
like you usually do. Oh; you didn't think I knew, 
did you? Well, for your information,. there's a lot 
of things I know now and have known for sometime. My 
eyes may be gone, ~~t, thank God, I still have very 
good ears, and I put them to good use. So if you have 
any idea of gathering material for another public 
\ performance down at McCoy's, you had best put it out 
of your head. Do you understand? Now go down ~nd let 
him in ••• " 
O'Rourke accepted the command sullenly. He 
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transposing the flicker of a star into the· familiar 
flutter of a mast light, the distant stretch of blue 
mountains into the vast expanse of the seas. There 
was a loneliness and a fierce yearning in his eyes . 
that told of wasted opportunities and expired hopes, 
of tragically shattered aspirations and of regret 
for what had not been attained. The smile betr~y~d 
an ironic satisfaction at these musings of a va.ni~hing 
past, as if the bitter joke of his life had suddenly 
been turned back on the jokester. 
A burst of voices came from the stairwell, 
and O'Rourke came back into the room followed by a pale 
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anxious looking man in a heavy raincoat and soft hat. 
"Mr. O'Leary, this is Father McMahon." the 
sexton said with an obsequious bow that was executed 
by a quick flap of his chin onto his rotound chest. 
The man removed his hat, spill:lng a little 
pool of water onto the rug. He smacked his tongue 
against his palate in annoyance at the blunder, s i de-
stepped the blackish damp circle that appeared on the 
rug, and offered his lea..."l white hand to the nriest. 
"I forgot it was raining, n he giggled~ "I'm 
pleased to meet you, Father • . The b:tshop told me a lot 
about you. Youtve certainly lead an interesting l.ife." 
Father McMahon ignored the greeting by 
averting his eyes towards the ceiiing. 
"Sit down, Mr. 0 fLeary. You can take off your 
coat if you like. fl.~ng it on the nail over there. We 
don't have a coat rack anymore; I don't know what hap-
pened to it.n 
"This will be fine, Father. I can't stay too 
long.. I expected to get the next train back because I 
have some other business to finish up in Belfast to-
morrow." 
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"As you wish ••• " returned the priest, fastening 
his gaze on O'Rourke meaningfully. ffAnd that'll be all 
I'll be needing from you tonight .... " 
Mr .. O'Leary seated himself in the rocking chair 
vacated by O'Rourke and began meticulously sorting through 
a sheaf of papers in his briefcase. He was middle aged 
in a very competent wayJ his carefully groom8¢1 hair 
streaked here and there with respectable lines of grey, 
and his gold rimmed spectacles set tight against his 
chalky forehead. He had the air of a man who could 
dispense With the bU:3iness at hand in a.s cheerful and 
exacting a manner as possible* 
"It's just a matter of a few simple details;" 
he said with a professional smile, "they require it by 
law, you know. It could probably be handled just as 
well by post, but you know how those things are, Father. 
People get all mixed up in the legal language and they 
get panicky over nothing. And thatts where I come in. 
It's an abominable nuisa.."lce, but there's not much you 
can do about it. Ireland may be t•reei but the Brltish 
goverrunent left us · a heritage of paper work that we'll 
never be able to shake loose from.. We've beeome wor-
shippers of the dotted linel" 
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Father McMahon reached in hi s drawer and 
withdrew his snuff box . He spiraled his thumb into 
his nostri l end s~iffed noisily, Mr O'Leary a.d justed 
his glasses e)~ertly on the edge of hi s ncse . The 
priest 's snorting and swallowing filled him with re-
pulsion. He looked down at his papers greedily. 
"I always tell me wife," he s aid with an uneasy 
lB.u gh, "that I don't know whe-.t would become of the Dublin 
government if the paper mills throughout the world were 
to suddenly go on strike. I believe theytd have to go 
back to the tr1.bal system of running thi ngs. Don't you 
thtnk so, Father?" 
"I think you'd be out of a job." snapped the 
priest. 
Mr O'Leary laughed he c.rtily wi th the enthusiastic 
bu t cultured laugh reserved for the wit ticisms of s elect 
clients. 
"! believe I would!" he cried, slapping his 
hand on his thigh. "I believe I would. I'll have to 
tell the wife that one." 
The priest swallowed his spittle t as tefull y. 
He fumbled' in the folds of hi s shiney cassock, produced 
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his pen knife, and resumed the attack on the accumulation 
of wax on his sleeve. Mr. O'Leary countered with a 
similar groaping through the labyrinthine crevices of 
his briefcase, and came up with a little silver fountain 
pen and a tiny vial of ink. He filled the pen with 
painstaking, dainty motions,. being extremely careful 
that no truant drop should fall on the desk. The 
elaborate workings of his long fingers was accompanied 
by a serious, studied exhaling 'Of his slightly asthmatic 
breath. When satisfied with the proper functioning 
of the instrument, he pushed it across the desk to the 
priest along with a pile of neatly folded papers. 
"There's th~ deed now." ho se.td matter-of-
fa.c-Gly. "You just sign it at the bottom ••• I'll show you 
where ••• that takes care of the transfer of the property. 
Title to buildings and grounds go to the railroad with 
a first mortgage being held by the Bank of Ireland. 
· ~'he house furnishings are not i ncluded, of course. I 
think the bi,shop said we might be able to sell them at 
a public auction, unless you yourself wanted to hold 
onto them. That'll be up to you. He said the sacred 
vessels and vestments could be taken to Dublin and given 
to one of the mission societies.. He thought you might 
like that seeing as you spent so much of your time in 
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the missions over the years. Of course, there's no hurry 
about moving out. The railroad probably won't do any 
dismantling until the end of the year when the new line 
gets through this way. You can move out anytime you 
like, but I think they would appreciate it if you 
could vacate by, well, let's say August or September at 
the latest. However, if thatls rushing you, I'm sure 
that other arrangements could be made ••• " 
Father McMahon went on scraping his sleeve. 
He made no attempt to pick up the pen or the papers. 
"It's right there in front of you, Father •• ," 
suggested Mr. O'Leary with a nervous smile. 
"I know it is_.." muttered the priest, without 
looking up. 
"Just sign your name at the bottom there •• " 
coaxed Mr . O'Leary, hitching himself .foreward on the end 
of the rocker. ~There are two copies. One goes to the 
railroad, and the other the bishop k.eeps." 
.Father McMahon smiled at him vaguely. He 
folded the knife. blade carefully back into 1 ts bone 
handle. It was an operation that demanded his keenest 
attention. 
"Two copies! You donft say? Now isn't that 
something!" he exclaimed, weighing· the idea thoughtfully. 
He threw back his head and scanned the ceiling searchingly, 
as if it*s cracked and soiled plaster held some possible 
explanation for the two copies. There was a long silence. 
The lawyer shuttled his feet back and forth 
impatiently and then suddenly stood up. He walked to 
the desk silently on his toes and took the priest's 
arm gt:<ntly. · 
"How foolish of mel" he said with magnificent 
charm. "I forgot what the bishop told me about your 
sight. Here, I'll show you where the line f.s ••• " 
With a flash of v.~,olen t emotion the priest 
pushed him away, as if the mere touch of him was odious 
and obsc1!!ne. 
"Yo'U don't have to show me anything!" he 
cried. "And don't come pussy footing around here tell ... 
ing me what the bishop said and what the bishop didn't 
say,!' I don't i.ntend to sign ••• " 
O'Leary stepped back and m~de an effort at 
regaining his lost dignity. He fingered the papers 
in silence for a minute and then tried another approach. 
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"I'm sorry 'I disturbed you at a time like this," 
he cHjoled, "knowing how. sick you've been and all that, 
but if you could just sign one of them •.•• put an"x", 
anything, and wetll be done. You don'tt even have to 
read them. I'll get your man there and the two of us 
can co-sign as witnesses and it'll be just as legal 
and proper as the other way." He pushed the papers 
foreward agreeably again, like an exasperated mother 
trying to entice a stubborn child into taking its cereal. 
Father McMahon whirled around in his chair 
suddenly and sent the documents careening through the 
air with a flaying motion of his hand. 
"I know how to sign me own name l" he screamed, 
shaking his fist vigorously in front of the lawyer's 
nose and cau.sing that person to mo·ve back in terror. 
"I've been allowed to have some small dribblings of 
an education somewhere in life. They don't orda.in you 
if you are a complete idiott They let you become one 
after you are ordainedl Do you understand that, Mr. 
O'Leary? They let you become. one1 Hal I'll bet you 
never knew that before, did you? No, they dontt try to 
stop you in the least; as a matter of fact, they even 
try to help you to 1tl And herets soiiB thing else for 
you to think of so long as the eyes are already bulging 
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out of your head like a bullfrog: I don't intend to 
sign any papers of any description tonight or any other 
night. Is that clear? Can I make it nny plainer?" 
Mr. O'Leary took up a position behind his chair. 
He felt the composure running out of him at the sight cf 
something undreamt-of, ridiculous, and trying. What had 
promised to be a very routine evening had turned into 
something he felt inca.pable of dealing with. 
"~~at? What?" he asked with a fair show of 
self control. "You won 't sign? Is that what you said, 
you didn 't intend to sign it? But, why not?" 
. "Why notl" shouted the priest. "How dare 
you have the insolence to ask me for re~sonsi Do you 
realize to whom you are talking? Itfs not one of your 
tu1penny tram-clerks or mill girls . You're talking 
to a priest, and please remember it.n 
;.Ir. 0 ' Leary searched his memory for the offend-
ing remark, but unable to find it, he muffled an apology. 
~Ifm sorry if I said something wrong~" he 
stammerea, '*I meant no impertinence. I merely thought 
that •••• well, the Bishop said that you were to ••• that 
is, it was my impression ••• " 
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li'ather McMahon craslEd · his fist dovm on the desk 
and nearly yelled: 
"The Bishop! The Bishop! The Bishop told 
me nothing! I haven't seen him in fifteen years ••• not 
since I came to this parish. I don't even remember his 
namel There may hQve been ten of them for all I know in 
that timeP' 
"But he wrote to you ••• " protested the other.. 
"I never read letters ••• lot of fooli.shness 
most of the time •••• I have more to do than that ••• there 
are other things more important ••• " 
"But you knew about ltl You knew the proper-
ty was up for sale. OtRourke told you, and everybody 
in town knew about it. It was in t he papers." 
The priest stood up. 
~what difference does that make?" he cried. 
"I know lots of things and I don't have t o read about 
them. I know there's sin in the world, don't I? And 
I know what they say about me down at McCoy's; · and I 
know who's responsible for it! That doesn' -t say I 
agree to, does it? Does it? Answer me, man, does it?" 
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His f ace htld bec()me flushed and was quivering 
as i f someone ~"la.d dravm. a violin bow across 1 t. The 
lmvyer gazed about t he room and thought of t he nearness 
of the exit in the event that he should suddenly need it. 
"I don't see what you mean," he said in a 
peaceful tone . "This is a slightly different matter 
than what people might say about you. All you have to 
do is sign the papers and it seems to me that all your 
worries are over." 
"Slightly different! Slightly different!" 
mocked Father JcMahon. "I see no difference! Am I to 
sign over the house of God and His church property to 
every black sinner ~nd hypocrite and dirty Protestant 
that happens along? Am I to sell the Lord's household 
goo~at a public auction, and give His altar up for a 
railroad platform? Is that what the .mis,ston of th¢ 
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priesthood has come to? Are we now supposed to hang 
up signs ru1d invite the money lenders into tl1e temple 
instead of driving them out the w~.y Christ taught us? 
So this is the sorry state the world has come tol 
They are tearing the roof from above God's head and 
selling His belongings at public auctionsl The modern 
agel The mission societies can have the sacred vessels, 
of course! What's the matter with them? Isn't there a 
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substantial market value for gold these days? ~~Y don't 
you try the chalice and the monstrance at an auction 
and see how you make out? Lawyers and auditors and 
public clerks! Ha l Foul black Protestants and 
prostitutes, if you ask mel Dividing His garments among 
t hem in a new kind of dice game: the public auction. 
Well, Itll hB.ve no part of it1 And I don't care what the 
Bishop thinks. When you see him, you can. tell him not 
to bother sending out any more of his Prote "' tant friends 
to me. Will you remember that?" 
Mr. O'Leary stood aghast at the torrent. He 
felt his stomach turning over dizzi~y within him, as if 
he were being rolled back and forth in a carnival barrel. 
When the priest showed signs of quieting down by settl- -
ing back into his chair and drawing his hands over his 
eyes, the lawyer began coll ecting his things in the 
little briefcase, and hurriedly moved towards the door. 
"I'm sorry you feel this way about it, Father," 
he said timidly, "I didn't quite know what the situation 
was before I came here. However, I do feel obligated 
to point out one thing in my own defense. Protestants 
have nothing to do with this. I'm a Catholic myself 
and have been all my life. Itm :-proud of my religion 
and hope that I will always have the ~trength to 1tve 
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up to it. rt 
The priest shot out of the chair and whirled 
towards him. 
"Are you?" he shouted. "Are you, indeed! Well, 
you must be a fine proud Catholic all right. You have 
every reason to be proud! Comi~g in here with your 
sinister papers and your lecherous talk and asking me, one 
of God's ordained priests, to sell the very home from 
under His feet to the Bank of Ireland! Is that the kind 
of a proud Catholic you are? Well, I have another name 
.for 1 tl A Judas Catholic I Thirty pieces of silver is 
your price. They have a name for it in Canon Law too. 
They call it simonyl If you were living in the Middle 
Ages they would have your head for it. The simonious 
act was punishable by death in the courts of papal 
inquiry. Have you ever heard that? Death! That's what 
it was, and it was none too good for them! 
"That's what they ought to do to every lawyer 
and charlatan that comes around trying to make his living 
out of selling the Lord's goods at public auction! But, 
I'll tell you one thing •••• if it's the last thing I do 
tell anybody ••• you'll never get Christ Himself, no 
matter how hard you tryl Do you hear that? Youtll never 
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get Himl Never! Not in a million years! You'll never 
lay your hands on His sacred bodyl Do you understandS 
Do You? You'll not tou,ch one particle of the Sacred 
Hostl Do you hear? ?lot one drop of his precious bloodl 
Take the house and t he grounds and the sacred vessels, •• 
take them all! ·r don't care! But you'll never, never 
ta.ke Him! tt 
The priest pushed the lawyer aside violently 
and rushed towards the stairway. He tumbled down a 
few steps, picked himself up, and darted, as best he 
could from the house~ After a few seconds of rigid 
astonishment, Mr. otLeary began to realize what was 
taking place. He ran do~~ the steps and out across 
the yard after the priest. 
It had stopped raining, and the mist was 
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drawing . back a vaporous veil from a night ablaze v:i th 
the blinking of a billion stars~ The l~:wyer .stoqd for 
a second in the doorway of the rectory and watched. the 
old priest disappear in the semi-darkness into the 
church. A shriek ghastly and inhuman pierced the mist 
like a bullet. It was followed by another even more 
terrible and ringing than the first, a cry of exasper~ 
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ation and defeat, like the death pangs of some ruthless and 
primitive creature. 
Mr. otteary forced himself on. • He a$cended 
the steps of the church two at a time. He stopped. 
He had a sudden feeling of insecurity, of danger pre-
sent close-by. The blood pounded into his head and he 
could feel his legs growing weak under him. He entered 
t h e ve;~ti bul"e : cautiously and · slowly pushed the door 
back. 
All at once he shuddered and stifled a scream. 
The sanctuary was alive ·wtth lights. Flames were leap-
ing up the tapestries and pouring across . the walls. They 
seemed to come from .every direction and were accompanied 
by a mill ion·· sparks that flew up into a shivering whirl 
of smoke. I ·t was as bright as noon . Great sheets of 
fire enveloped the oil paintings behind the main altar 
and curled the metal braces on the stained glass windows. 
In the middle of the roaring conflagation 
knelt Father McMahon, his arms extended to the open 
tabernacle door, his eyes spa.rkll:7lg in an ecstasy of 
passion, his lips parted in a tender expression of love 
and humility. He seemed oblivious of t he seering torent 
that raged about him, and in his left hand he still 
tightly clenched the long candle holder. Across the 
night and through the shimmering mist that was grad-
ually lifting over the mountains and the soft green 
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valley, his voice echoed, a lean, penet~ating, mournful 
cry that seemed to raise itself up like the tumultuous 
peal of a funeral bell. 
"Jy Godl My God!" he cried, "They'll never 
~et youl I won't let theml I've loved you too long 
and too hard to ever l et them get you! Oh God, I know 
you didn't want me, but I came anyway, and now at last 
I can save you! You didn't want me for a priest, but 
here I am at last, consecrated to your service1" 
